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This study concerned limits of sequences. Since

limits are such an important mathematical concept for

students to 4understand,t the major purposes of this study

were to:

1. Develop a meaning of tthe understanding of the

limit of a sequence" based upon students'

.behavior.

2. Construct an instrument for measuring the

understanding-described in 1-.

An additional purpose was to:

3. Investigate subskills related to understanding

the limit concept.

A good test for measuring the understanding in "l"

would prove useful in helping teachers at various levels

to answer the question, "Do my students understand limits?"

as opposed to Just finding limits.

Naturally, such an endeavor would require some

thought on what indeed it means to understand limits.
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Prior to this study such a definition of understanding

limits appeared to be lacking.

Thus, behavioral objectives were established by

identifying the main features of limits and gaining a

consensus from well-qualified professionals whose work

involves an intimate knowledge of limits.

Test development involved constructing an initial

version of the limits instrument, and then performing

4- many revisions so that certain standards of measurement

theory were satisfied. The final version of the instru-

ment was administered to 263 subjects who had studied

limits. The results for this 53 item test were reliability,

alpha = 0.817; mean, 35.9 (67.7%); and standard deviation,
--.

6.99 (13.2%). Validity checks were made on the instru-

ment by comparing performance on this instrument and other

related measures.

This study also involved identifying specific sub-

skills related to understanding limits. This is note-

worthy in that a variety of illustrious professors

shared their views with regard to these subskills. Linear

relationships were found between scores received on the

limits instrument and scores on five subskills test.

Finally, specific information gleaned from the

analyses performed in this study would directly benefit

classroom teachers. Students did poorly on absolute

value, distance, inequality, and segments or intervals.

They do not have a good formal level of understanding

iii



limits, although they did fine at seemingly lower levels

of understanding. Repeating decimals caused students

confusion. Also some specific misconceptions of which

teachers should be aware, surfaced during this study.

.iv
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, ! CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTI ON

Background to the Study

This study investigates understanding of limits. The

concept of limit is one of the fundamental ideas in mathe-

matics. The limit concept is a broad one. Thus, to estab-

lish a focus for this study, the researcher concentrated on

limits of sequences.,

It should not be dWficult to convince the reader of

the importance of limits>9 The limit concept is the founda-

tion upon which differential and integral calculus are

built. The all important question of whether an infinite

series converges or diverges rests with limits of sequences

of partial sums. -70

Since the topic of limits is such an important one, it

is essential that students understand it. It is also

desirable to be able to evaluate whether a student under-

stands the concept of the limit of a sequence. In order

to evaluate understanding, it is necessary to identify

what is meant by "understanding of the limit concept."

There were considerable differences among educational

researchers as to their meaning of "understanding the con-

cept of the limit of a sequence." This was evident from

" ' S .m 'S,,t ' ., ", %. "_*', , .. * *, . . ." . - . • •* . . .- • * * •
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the instruments they used to measure the understanding of

the limit concept. These instruments varied greatly in

the reviewed studies. Variation in the meaning of "under-

standing limits" was also noted in correspondence from

nationally recognized experts in the mathematics and mathe-

matics education disciplines. Several experts correctly

indicated that decisions related to "understanding limits"

depend upon what is meant by "understanding limits."

So, it is easy to say, "Limits are important. Students

need to understand them." But it is a trying task to

establish a meaning for "understanding the limit concept."

Even after this feat has been accomplished, it is still
necessary to construct an instrument to measure this under-

*standing. The direction of this particular research will

now be discussed.

-- The entire study was related to characterizing

and measuring understanding of the concept of the

limit of a sequence. he population of concern

consisted of those person who had been exposed

to a unit covering this topic. The major purposes

were -

1. To develop a meaning of #the understanding of

the limit of a sequenceO based upon students'

behavior,".

2. To measure the meaning of Ithe understanding of
the limit of a sequence. * This was to be done by 4f
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constructing an instrument that is valid,

reliable, objective, and suitable for measuring

this understanding.)

The related topic was:.

3. -o investigate specific subskills that might be

related to understanding the concept of the limit

of a sequence.

Prior to this study, there was not an operational defi-

nition for the understanding of the limit of a sequence.

Also, no test was found which adequately measured the

understanding of the limit of a sequence. This study was

designed to fill these voids.

Review of the Literature

Understanding Concepts

The topic of concept learning is very expansive and a

detailed discussion of it is not the intention of the re-

search proposed here. However, a few preliminary remarks

must be considered. Many definitions of "concept" have

been published. Without being critical of other defini-

tions, this researcher is most impressed with a definition

proposed by Klausmeier, Ghatala, and Frayer (1972). They

state that a concept is

V. ordered information about the properties of one
or more things--objects, events, or processes--
that enables any particular thing or class of
things to be differentiated from, and also
related to other things or classes of things
(p. 3).

I' " " ' ''' -' -'" -" -" . . . . . . .
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Since this study intended to determine individual

understanding of the limit of a sequence, it was perti-

nent to investigate the literature for information con-

cerning measuring the understanding of a concept.

Summative evaluation is one means by which to evalu-

ate this understanding. Begle and Wilson (1970) discuss

the associated difficulty that is encountered:

Ideally, mathematics educators should be able
to take any task which students are to learn
and to develop criteria by which teachers can
determine when the student has learned it.
There are not very many nontrivial examples of
such criteria in the mathematics education
literature. Usually, the criteria are what
some norm group has done on a measure, or more
typically, coverage of mathematical material in
class without assessment of student proficiency
(p. 370).

They suggest that a model of mathematics achievement facili-

tates the task of describing or specifying the pupil per-

formance criteria which determine student proficiency.

"The word 'model' is used in the sense of providing an

organizational framework; it represents a categorization

system with some stated rules and relationships for using

the system" (Begle and Wilson, 1970, p. 372). They present

several models that have been used to measure student pro-

ficiency in mathematics.

One key component of the models Begle and Wilson dis-

cuss is the use of categories of cognitive behavior. These

are "levels of cognitive behavior assumed to be associated

with the outcome or its measure" (1970, p. 372). Cognitive
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levels represent categories of expected behaviors. "The

primary value of describing cognitive levels is to insure

Sa more balanced coverage within a content area" (1970, p.

372). Without using this dimension in the model, Begle

and Wilson express the opinion that mathematics educators,

teachers, and test constructors overemphasize certain

objectives and tend to ignore others (P. 372). The same

authors also state the need for these levels to be defined

in such a manner as to be comprehensible across the disci-

- plines of mathematics, education, and psychology.
4evBloom receives much of the credit for the use of cog-

nitive levels in evaluating educational outcomes (Begle,
1979, p. 14; Begle and Wilson, 1970, P. 371; Romberg and

Wilson, 1968, p. 490). Bloom's taxonomy contains six

major classes: knowledge, comprehension, application,

,% 4.

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Bloom, 1956). Defini-

tions of these classes and their subclasses are contained

in Bloom's Taonm of Educational Q!bJetives, Handbook 1:

2 Cognitive Domain. Modifications of Bloom's taxonomy have

been adopted in some mathematics testing projects, such as

the examples presented by Begle (1979) and Begle and

Wilson (1970).

The mathematics achievement tests of the National

Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Abilities, NLSMA, were

constructed using a model with four levels of cognitive

p'.d
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analysis (Begle, 1979, p. 15; Begle and Wilson, 1970, p.

374). Five models, similar in their use of cognitive

levels, are cited in Begle and Wilson. The influence of

Bloom can be clearly observed by the widespread use of cog-

nitive levels in these models.

'". This researcher reviewed many models which have been

used to describe what it means to understand a concept and

was not convinced that any one model already in existence

applies to the meaning of the understanding of the concept

of the limit of a sequence. The model which was used for

this study incorporated the following levels of expected
behaviors:

Intuitive level: This level of understanding

requires the student to demonstrate the ability

to comprehend situations which involve or imply

the contexts from which the concept of liniit of

a sequence will develop. Vocabulary usage is

non-rigorous, corresponding to pre-formal

experiences with limits.

Identification levels This level of under-

standing requires the student to be able to

classify sequences in terms of their conver-

gence or divergence, using only elementary

methods (inspection or elementary arithmetic

or algebraic properties). In the case of

" *4
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convergence, the student can specify the

limit.

Production level: This level of understanding

requires the student to be able to produce an

example of a sequence which meets certain pre-

scribed conditions, if such an example is

possible; and to be able to state that no such

example will satisfy the conditions if it is

not possible. The prescribed conditions will

be of a nature that can be easily understood

by the student.

Comprehension level: This level of under-

standing requires that the student demonstrate

knowledge of the general principles which

characterize the convergence/divergence of a

sequence.

Formal levels This level of understanding

requires that the student be able to communicate

a precise definition of the limit of a sequence

and demonstrate a knowledge of the relation-

ships among the component parts of the

definition.

It should be noted that this model is not intended to

be hierarchical. Although this author does not rule out

• , .
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the possibility of an ordering, further research would be

required to determine if the levels form a hierarchy.

Testing the Understanding of Limits

Many tests have been given on limits. It appears that

these tests involve a preponderance of computations of

limits or proving that particular limits exist. Another

observation by this investigator is that in practice the

scoring of items which attempt to identify greater under-

standing of limits tends to be subjective. For example,

a thorough computer search of the available literature

about limits revealed no cases in which partial credit

problems were accompanied by explicit directions for the

judges to use to award the partial credit. A substantial

effort was made in locating and evaluating existing tests

, that are concerned specifically with the limit concept.

The limits tests found were carefully reviewed and eval+p

ated with regard to several basic principles of measure-

ment theory. Thus, prior to addressing the quality of

these tests, various aspects of measurement theory used

in assessing tests will be discussed.

This study concerns itself strictly with summative

tests. Even though there are other models, the most

frequently encountered one used in testing in various

areas of mathematics and mathematics education is the

summative model. Nunnally gives the major features of

summative testst

.............. .. ... ... .. .... • . - .... . . .'.*..*. - . -. .* .- -- *: ...' . -. 'v:, ,'r- ,- -- ' " -, .'
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1) the relationship between the sum of item scores

and the attribute being measured is approximately

linear

and 2) the test result is a linear combination of

items (1978, pp. 83-84).

An instrument which uses the simple sum of item scores is

an example of a summative test. M',ost achievement and

attitude tests in mathematics are summative. The topic

of item weighting in scoring summative tests has been

given considerable attention by experts in the field of

measurement. Nunnally (1978) questions indiscriminant

differential weighting and actually recommends the un-

weighted summation of item scores in nearly all cases

(pp. 296-297).

"An appraisal instrument that measures what it claims

to measure is valid" (Van Dalen, 1979, p. 135). Reliabil-

ity concerns the stability of the measurements over a

variety of conditions (Nunnally, 1978, p. 191). Relia-

bilities can be computed, and it would be helpful to note

that Nunnally (1978) places 0.70 as the lowest estimate

that should be a standard of reliability for research

purposes (p. 245). Some people confuse the terms validity

:and reliability, so a quick aside will serve to point out

the meaning of the two terms. Consider several situa-

tions which might occur during an official weigh-in for

a heavyweight division wrestling match. Three separate
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recordings of each competitor's weight are made.

Case 1. One wrestler's weights are listed as 161,

178, and 189.

Case 2. The defending champion weighed in before his

$$' heavyweight match. The scale read 120, 119,

and 121 for each of the three times he stood
..q

on the scale.

Case 3. The challenger for the heavyweight title

steps up and weighs in. The weights recorded

are 184, 184, and 185.

Applying the ideas of validity and reliability to

cases 1, 2, and 3; the reader probably noticed that:

Case 1. The scale was not very reliable as was

apparent from the wild fluctuations in the

readings.

Case 2. Although the scale is very reliable in that

approximately the same number is being

recorded each time, something is wrong with

the validity of the instrument. Weights

approximating 120 pounds are not valid

measures for a defending heavyweight

wrestler.

Case 3. Not only are the readings reliable, but the

reasonableness of a heavyweight contestant

weighing approximately 184 pounds causes no

concerns regarding a lack of validity for

h. *

-%
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this instrument. Notice, there is no

guarantee on validity here--simply support

for the claim that the scale is a valid

instrument. More situations would be used

to investigate the validity to a greater

extent.. For example, comparing weights

with another scale would be a good method

of checking validity here.

Van Dalen's main concern for obtaining an objective

test was that the same score be received regardless of who

scores the test. Examiners should not have to make sub-

jective judgments when scoring the tests. Campbell and

Stanley (1963, p. 9) emphasize that objectivity is

threatened when "autonomous changes in the measuring

instrument" account for a difference in observations. An

example of this would be changes in the mood of the scorer

when giving out partial credits. If there are not strict

guidelines for awarding the partial credit, the scorer

would probably grade differently according to whether he

or she was happy or sad; energetic or tired; etc. This

researcher has had positive experiences being on grading

teams with the purpose of scoring items which were awarded

partial credit. Rigorous guidelines had been written

telling how to grade the item, practice solutions were

graded and compared to those of other scorers, and further

grader training was given as the need indicated. So this

4 -. ..-. .o.. -','.' . .-.. ....... •.-,, -.. ¢-....,.,.. -.. ,
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researcher is not opposed to partial credit items, however,

the subjectivity that occurs does present problems. When

conducting research it is necessary to avoid any situations

in which experimenter bias might influence the results. In

this setting, that would indicate that experimenter grading

is not good practice. In fact, Van Dalen (1979, pp. 296-

297) specifically warns against this practice (p. 141).

Suitability was the last of the four terms mentioned

by Van Dalen (1979). He says that an instrument must also

be suitable for one's purposes, e.g., the proper degree of

precision, reasonable cost, ease of administration, etc.

(pp. 141-142). Most readers can identify with the ideas

here because of so many experiences giving tests and grading

them. It is important to realize that suitability may vary

according to context. For example, it might not be a prob-

lem giving half-hour interviews to five or six people, but

for thirty people this would become too time consuming.

Now, some limits tests are presented below. They

shall be discussed with the ideas of validity, reliability,

objectivity, and suitability in mind.

Shelton (1965) compared inductive and deductive

methods of teaching limits, and Lackner (1969, 1972) and

Stock (1971) performed replication studies using some of

Shelton's materials. The criterion test on limits of

functions was used in all three studies, as well as a pre-

requisite test. Some commendable steps were taken in the

* ..- . . .
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development of his test: He did report reliability data.

He appears to hav used a scheme to insure adequate

coverage of the concept--content is the dimension by which

he categorizes his items.

Shelton's instrument also had some problems: Split-

half reliabilities, which Shelton reports, are not the

most desirable reliability estimates. More importantly,

his estimates did not reach an acceptable level. Recall

that Nunnally used 0.70 as a "cutoff" for the reliability

of instruments used for research (Nunnally, 1978, p. 245).

The objectivity of the test is threatened because the tests
*5,

were all experimenter graded. Since four items were scored

by partial credit, this is not desirable, as was mentioned

earlier in this section. Shelton's instrument was one of

the instruments reviewed that used different weights for

some items. Since Shelton did not provide any justifica-

., tion for doing this, it is not condoned by this researcher.

As for validity, this researcher noticed considerable

interference from such extraneous factors as algebraic

skills and manipulations. Three specific items required

-. ' testees to be able to

1) factor the difference of cubes,

2) eliminate radicals in the numerator

or 3) divide polynomials.

Thus, a student might very well miss an item for lack of

mastery at an algebraic manipulation. How could we conclude

".*2°.
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thiat this student does not understand the concept of

limits from several such items?

Coon (1972) investigated the intuitive concept of limit

possessed by pre-calculus college students. She modified,

and deleted some of, Taback's (1970) tasks which were

designed to measure the child's intuitive understanding

of the concept of limit. Taback's tasks examinedg

*" 1) the functional rule of correspondence,

2) neighborhood of a point,

3) convergence,

and 4) limit points (Taback, 1970).

Coon's instrument was comprised of six tasks which were

administered in an interview setting. A subjective five-

point Likert type rating, ranging from "clear evidence of

not understanding" to "clear evidence of understanding"

was employed (p. 32). A conversion of the ratings to a

numerical score was devised by Coon (pp. 52-55). The

material in the test is too lengthy to include in this

report; however, the general situation of one task,

Halfway Rabbit, is presented below.

A rabbit hops halfway from one end A of a line
segment AB toward the other end B, then hops
halfway again from where he is toward point B.
The rabbit continues to hop, following the same
pattern of hopping halfway from wherever he is
toward point B. The questioning relates to the
convergence of the hops to the limit point B
(p. 119).

No significant relationships were found between scores on

V.

• -
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this test and any of the following: mathematics scores

on the ACT entrance test, achievement in calculus, or

possession of a high school calculus background. Coon

(1972) cites some limitations of the instrument as being

the subjective rating system (p. 103), the suitability of

the instrument with respect to administrative details (p.

103), and the confinement of the content to sequences

which are monotonic (p. 102). Her suggestions for further

research include the invention of a similar test which

utilizes shortened tasks so that students could focus

directly on convergence/divergence (p. 103), and that this

test be in a written format to enable the administration

of the instrument to more than one person at a time (p.

104).

Pavlick (1968) constructed a test "designed to measure

student learning of the limit concept" (p. 26). He used

a well-organized plan for test development, including

using responses from test items of a preliminary version

of the test for distractors of the same items presented

in a multiple-choice format in the final version of x&e

test (p. 33). The use of a pilot study to revise the

test is also a commendable practice. Several reliability

estimates were provided (p. 29)--all of which were

respectable, i.e., ranging fromO.75to0.85 which easily

meet the standards proposed by Nunnally (1978, p. 245).

The test items corresponded to items which might be used

"-". ..- ' -' "-.
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to investigate the identification and formal levels of the

model used in this study. The absence of items involving

the other levels was a concern of this researcher. rhe

grading of the proofs on the test was subjective. The

scores for the proofs were wisely not combined with the

scores from the objective section, since, as the author

notes, no justification was provided for the differential

weighting of the items for the two sections (p. 42).

Macey (1970) developed a test which was "designed to

measure the student's understanding of the definition of

the limit of a sequence and its application in proving

limits of sequences" (p. 21). The majority of items

would be associated with the identification and formal

levels used in this study, but there were also some

excellent items which Macey included "to assist in deter-

mining whether a student had developed a proper conception

of the limit of a sequence" (p. 22). Two proofs are

contained in the second part of the test. The subjectivity

of the scoring on the proofs and the weighting of each

item in part two of the test, ten times the weighting of

each item in part one, are concerns of this researcher.

Finally, Macey notes that "only sequences which had limits

were considered" (p. 60), which was reflected in the fact

that only one test item involved a divergent sequence.

In an effort to summarize this section, the reader

will recall that validity, reliability, objectivity, and

.1
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suitability of instruments were explained. Since no

formal critiques of the instruments were available, this

researcher presented her own critiques of those instru-

ments by applying some of the standards for validity,

reliability, objectivity, and suitability. There was no

instrument reviewed by this investigator which satis-

factorily met all of the criteria which are required to

measure the understanding of the limit concept. That is,

none of the instruments contained items covering each of

the five cognitive levels; intuition, identification,

production, comprehension, and formal; mentioned earlier

in this report. However, critiques of the instruments

presented in this section were useful for developing the

instrument in this study.

rest Construction

Many steps are involved in constructing an evaluative

instrument. The purpose of this section is to discuss

some of those steps.

Although this section presents specific ideas involved

in test construction that are frequently mentioned in the

literature, the plan for test construction should also

involve some practical steps. For example, a part of the

finitial process of test construction is administering

rough drafts of the test to a few persons for the

- purpose of discovering possible shortcomings. Based

on this, revisions are made. Then the improved test

°- •
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is administered to larger groups for such purposes as

4 validity and reliability checks.

v: . Van Dalen (1979, p. 151) mentions some of the tasks

that are required for constructing an instrument. Iden-

tifying the population of concern, defining the precise

property that is to be measured, analyzing factors that

make up the property, constructing items corresponding to

each of these factors, and developing a good format are

some of the tasks he lists in the initial stages of test

construction.

Van Dalen's approach is consistent with the method-

ology employed by Krathwohl and Payne (1970) for test

construction. They insist that goals, in terms of

expected student behaviors, should be formulated during

the early stages of test development, and these goals

should be used as guides to the total process of instru-

ment construction (pp. 20-21). They suggest that different

levels of specificity of these expected student behaviors,
which they call "behavioral objectives," are important

and useful. Statements of specific behaviors that

describe performance capabilities for students success-

fully completing an instructional unit need not be as

specific and detailed as objectives from which test items

are to be created and/or chosen (p. 21). For example,

a globally described objective might be, "the student can

classify instances and noninstances of a concept for
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familiar examples*" With respect to limits, an objec-

tive might be to have the student identify instances and

noninstances related to sequences. In this regard, the

student would identify those sequences which have limits,

as well as those which do not. Specifically, the objective

would include information related to observable student

performance. prevalent conditions, and acceptable level

of performance. Perhaps in more understandable terms a

useful behavioral objective addresses the characteristics

identified above as the student:

1) does what

2) with what

and 3) how well.

Once the preliminary test form has been administered

to a sample of subjects, many more steps are required.

The data are subjected to statistical techniques which

identify weak items (Van Dalen, 1979, P. 151). Initial

* S...validity 
and reliability data are also obtained from this

preliminary draft of the test. Other additional steps

.pS that might be required at this stage of development

include revising directions that were not clear, stand-

ardizing scoring procedures where judgments of graders

differed, and improving the test format. The revised

test can then be administered to another sample.

Evaluation of instrument validity, reliability,

suitability, and objectivity are essential aspects of

• ..
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test construction. The validation process depends upon

the use of the test. For an instrument such as the one

being developed in this study, content and construct

-validity are of prime importance (Cronbach, 1971, p.

463). Content validity deals with the adequacy with

which a specified domain of content is sampled (Nunnally,

1978, p. 91). Construct validity is a property that is

hypothesized to explain some aspect of human behavior

(Van Dalen, 1979, p. 137)--in the case of this study

"understanding the concept of the limit of a sequence."

To maximize the content validity of a test, a repre-

sentative collection of items must be included and

"sensible" methods of test construction must be used

(Nunnally, 1978, p. 92). The use of qualified judges is

a common practice for obtaining general approval and

suggestions for revisions (APA, 1974, p. 45; Nunnally,

1978, p. 259; Cronbach, 1971, p. 446; and Van Dalen, 1979.

."A p. 136). Cronbach explicitly states that one method of

improving content validity is to translate educational

objectives into item specifications (p. 458). Begle and

Wilson (1970) encourage the use of a model in preparing

measuring instruments (p. 403), and discuss improved

content coverage when cognitive levels are a dimension

of that model (p. 372). Perhaps it was best presented

'by Nunnally (1978), who said

'
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Inevitably content validity rests mainly on
appeals to reason regarding the adequacy with
which important content has been sampled and
on the adequacy with which the content has
been cast in the form of test items (p. 93).

Content validity is also supportive of construct validity

in that it provides circumstantial evidence to construct
validity (Nunnally, 1978, p. 110).

A question useful in determining construct validity

is: "Does the test measure the attribute it is said to

measure?" (Cronbach, 1971, p. 446). One way to obtain

evidence of this is to compare scores on an instrument

with measures of behavior in certain other situations (p.

446). If such a test is available, the useful procedure

would be to compare the scores on the newly constructed

instrument with the scores on the test that already exists.

The basic idea is to use circumstantial evidence to vali-

date the test (Nunnally, 1978, p. 109). Evidence of

construct validity is based on an accumulation of research

results rather than on a single study (APA, 1974, p. 30;

Cronbach, 1971, p. 465; Nunnally, 1978, p. 99; Van Dalen,

1979, PG 138). Campbell (1960) discusses the matter more

fully,

No a priori defining criterion is available
as a perfect measure or defining operation
against which to check the fallible test.
Instead, the validation seeks out some inde-
pendent way of getting at "the same" trait.
Thus he may obtain specially designed ratings
for the purpose. This independent measure has

'9" no status as the criterion for the trait, nor
is it given h'j-her status for validity than is

I.. .P , , .. ., ", ," "". ." '."." '.", . , ' , ' ." " .j..' -," . ",
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the test. Both are regarded as fallible
measures, often with known imperfections,
such as halo effects for the ratings and

"- response sets for the test (pp. 547-548).

So, although the imperfections of the different measures

are admitted, comparisons can still be made. Regarding

any such comparisons, Cronbach (1971) emphasizes that it

is the strength of the result that is of importance in

these studies, more than statistical significance (p.

465).

The reliability of an instrument must also be

evaluated. It is worth noting here that there is a

relationship between reliability and validity--"reliability

being a necessary but not sufficient condition for any

type of validity" (Nunnally, 1978, p. 237). So, if an

instrument is not reliable, then it is not valid.

Recall that reliability is concerned with the stabil-

ity of measurements over a variety of conditions

(Nunnally, 1978, p. 191). "Estimates of reliability

based on the average correlation among items within a

test are said to concern the 'internal consistency"'

(Nunnally, 1978, p. 229). Special formulas such as the

coefficient alpha are available for this and should be

used on every new instrument.

The measurement error which reduces reliability can

be minimized by including specific steps in test con-

struction. Writing items clearly, making directions

'a.

4-.,,1 j , , e , . : - -. -. - -. - , , . -. . -. -. . . . . .
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specific and easily understood, and adhering to the

prescribed conditions for test administration are a few

such actions (Nunnally, 1978, p. 242). Also, using item

analyses information is helpful for constructing a relia-

ble test. One interesting correlation that is frequently

used in an item analysis is the corrected item-total

correlation. A corrected item-total correlation is a

correlation of performance on an item with the total

test score with that item removed. Low correlations

here serve as a flag for identifying weak items. The

use of corrected item-total correlations in test con-

struction is one of the best ways of insuring that the

resulting test is reliable (Nunnally, 1978, pp. 279-

:287).
Modern day computers are helpful in obtaining these

correlations. The Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) includes software that provides such

information as coefficient alpha, inter-item correlations,

corrected item-total correlations, and item frequencies.

This package has been a real asset to test constructors.

One comment that warrants mentioning concerns the

suitability of the test. Although the format, directions,

length, etc., are important when considering suitability

a more practical question arises. What good is a single

test that will measure the understanding of the concept

of the limit of a sequence? It could only be administered
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infrequently so that academic security would not be sacri-

ficed. So, to this test developer, suitability requires

a set of item specifications that would lead to an

equivalent alternate form of the test. The specifica-

tions, contained in Appendix A, should prove useful in

the construction of just such an alternate form.

To insure that the test was objective, only items

which are dichotomously scored were used. That is, each

item was judged to be either right or wrong--no partial

credit. This contributes positively to higher test

reliability by eliminating any possible fluctuations

-"- and/or disagreements in grading. It also results in

greater ease of scoring. Furthermore, subject matter can

be more widely sampled when an objective test is given

(Nunnally, 1978, p. 260).

In summary, the careful construction of a useful

evaluative instrument involves many steps. During the

initial stages the attribute to be measured must be

operationally defined. From this, specific test items

eventually evolve. The rough draft of the test should

be administered to small groups to detect weaknesses of

the instrument. A revision addresses such weaknesses.

Larger samples of people are used on the revised instru-

ment and statistical techniques are employed to spot poor

items. Validation and reliability data are also obtained

from these larger groups.

X:.;.:.
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CHAPTER II

METHODS

Procedures Used

The procedures used in this study were designed to

fulfill the purposes that were stated at the beginning

of this report (p. 2). That is, these methods were

designed to:

1. establish a definition of "understanding limits

of sequences" by identifying the main features

of this concept and gaining a consensus from a

group of well-qualified professionals.

2. actually construct an instrument which measured

the understanding as developed in part 1.

3. identify certain subskills for understanding

limits of sequences and investigate the rela-

tionships of these subskills with understanding

limits.

Understanding of Limits

Some observations that came from reviewing the

literature were that,

A. There were no attempts to couch a definition of

understanding limits as is found for under-

standing some other concepts.

25
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B. There were no attempts to specify observable

behaviors that would provide evidence of such

understanding.

C. There is a lack of reported criteria to which the

limits tests were subjected in determining the

validity of the limits tests.

Since no definition for "understanding limits of

sequences" was found, and since no attempts at specifying

observable behaviors were noted, this became one of the

major purposes for this study. Because the use of

. observable behaviors is widely accepted, it was felt

beneficial to couch the definition of "understanding limits

of sequences" in terms of behavioral objectives. Contri-

butions to this definition came from many sources. First,

a model was developed and modified by combining the experi-

ences of this researcher with the ideas presented in many

models found in the literature. The personal experiences

of this researcher in teaching limits of sequences had been

enhanced by a case study of a high school student studying

this topic. In documenting over ten hours of one-on-one

study sessions, this researcher could more easily focus on

those behaviors which were pertinent to learning limits.

'1 Also considered in formulating the objectives were ideas

' from various textbooks covering the topic of limits,

observations of student performance in a class that was'

.% " studying limits, and professional experiences of persons

..
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familiar with limits. The next step in accomplishing phase

one of the study was to present the limits objectives to a

panel of experts for an evaluation of comprehensiveness

and communicability. Since literature concerning other

limits tests did not provide evidence that detailed evalua-

tions of the tests were being conducted, this study tried to

avoid that. The materials evaluated by the panel of

experts are found in Appendix B.

It has already been mentioned that the use of quali-

fied judges is a common practice helpful in maximizing

validity (p. 20). This researcher was fortunate to be

able to benefit from the guidance provided by several

experts in the mathematics and mathematics education disci-

plines. These experts were key figures for helping to

develop a definition of understanding using behavioral

objectives. Dr. Lawrence A. Couvillon, The Florida State

University, provided invaluable assistance to this

researcher in formulating the objectives which comprise

the meaning of this understanding. The panel of experts

then evaluated each objective to determine if it was

appropriate for understanding limits of sequences. For

example, one behavioral objective presented to the judges

was :

The student can determine the limit of certain

convergent sequences by using only inspection.

Judges were presented with the statement,

-..
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this objective is appropriate for understanding

limits of sequences at the identification level,

to which each judge responded to one of five choices

corresponding to

1. Strongly disagree

2. Disagree

3. No opinion

4. Agree

5. Strongly agree.

Judges responding "strongly disagree" or "disagree" were

asked to express their opinions why the objective was not

appropriate for this level of understanding.

Accompanying this objective was one of the following

item specifications:

(General The student can specify the limit of a

Description) bounded monotonic sequence.

(Stimulus 1. The stimulus will be: "In the blank

*- attributes' provided, write the limit(s) of each

sequence that appears below. If the

particular sequence does not have a

limit, write DNE. (an represents

the value of the nth term of a

sequence, where n stands for a

natural numher). This statement

will appear before a block of items

(i.e., not repeated above each item).

a,.
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2. The general expression for the nth

term of a sequence which converges

to a non-zero number will be given.

3. The expression will be written as:

an =

(Response A blank line will follow the example.

attribute)

(Sample item) In the blank provided, write the limit(s)
of each sequence that appears below. If

the particular sequence does not have

a limit write DNE. (an represents the

th
a value of the nth term of a sequence,

where n stands for a natural number).

• an  98 +3n 92
n

Panel members were asked to react to three more statements:

1. The item specifications would be clearly understood

by an item writer.

2. The item specifications are appropriate for this

objective.

3. The sample item is consistent with the item

specifications.

The panel used the same five ratings as previously mentioned

to indicate their level of agreement with each of the three
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statements. In addition to the fixed responses to which

the panel could respond, the panel members were encouraged

to write any comments about any of the material in the

package they received. (See Appendix B.) Members of the

panel were Drs. Janice L. Flake, Dwight B. Goodner, Wolfgang

H. Heil, Robert Kalin, and Dewitt L. Sumners, of The Florida

State University and Dr. Paul J. Fairbanks of the United

States Air Force Academy. Use of the term "panel" is

reserved for these six experts throughout the remainder of

this written report. The verbal communication with the

individuals on the panel was also beneficial to the accom-

plishment of the first task.

Constructing the Instrument

Some problems that have been observed with instruments

that were designed to measure understanding of limits were:

A. There was subjective grading on some of the tests.
B. One test was not suitable if it was to be given to

many students because it took a long time to

administer.

C. Some tests did not appear to be valid, and may

have been measuring other achievement such as

mastery of algebraic skills.

D. Some tests did not report good reliabilities.

In order to address the second aspect of this study,

a specific plan of test construction was followed. For

purposes of objectivity it was decided to use only those

.1V.
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items which could be dichotomously scored. This provided

for consistency in scoring, because it eliminated all

subjective decisions. For purposes of suitability, it

was decided that the instrument be a paper-and-pencil test

which could be completed in one class period. Since most

class periods are at least 50 minutes long, and since it

usually takes about a minute to pass out and collect tests,

the test duration was designated as 48 minutes.

Item specifications, including sample items, were

written for each item.

It is a very involved process to consider many

individuals' responses to items and their remarks con-

cerning the instrument. However, efforts spent on this

aspect of the study seemed to alleviate problems later.

For example, initially many students were writing " -" in

the blankis that were provided when the directions were

stated to write "NONE" in those blanks for the examples for

which the limit did not exist. A change in the test

directions was helpful in alleviating this problem.

Another thing that was checked was whether each distractor

of a multiple choice item war :lected by someone who took

the preliminary tests.

Thus, based upon preliminary administrations of early

versions of the test, revisions were made to improve the

directions and items included in the test. Also, remarks

from the members of the panel contributed to revisions of

hi.. .*
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the test.

Two types of validity, content and construct, were

-- . addressed in association with the development of this

instrument. The content validity of the instrument

was insured by having the panel members evaluate the

. objectives and specifications for the test. The experts'
evaluations were also helpful in establishing the

construct validity of the test.

However, since empirical evidence is the key by which

to assess construct validity, the following research hypo-

theses were addressed

RH 2A: Teacher's rankings of high school students'

understanding of limits of sequences will

be positively correlated with the rankings

obtained from the measurements of the

instrument designed in this study.

RH2B: Student scores on part one of Macey's (1970)

test will be positively correlated with student

scores on the instrument constructed in this

study.

RH 2C: Student scores obtained on Coon's (1972)

instrument will be positively correlated with

student scores on the intuitive subtest of

the instrument constructed in this study.

The reader is reminded of the discussion by Campbell (1 60)

that acknowledges that although there is no perfect measure

.4V.
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against which to compare the newly constructed instrument,

specially designed ratings for the purpose should be

obtained (pp. 547-548). In other words, this researcher

admits that each of the measures just mentioned in the

research hypotheses is fallible, however, each measure is

aimed toward "getting at" the u-nderstanding of limits o

sequences.

It would also be logical for students who have studied

this topic in greater depth (e.g., students having taken

real analysis, advanced calculus, and other advanced mathe-

matics courses which include a rigorous study of limits of

sequences) to do well on any valid instrument designed to

measure the understanding of the concept of the limit of a

sequence. With this in mind, the scores of such students

*] on this limits of sequences test will be reported.

Prerequisite Skills

* The computer search for literature yielded no informa-
-.

tion on subskills related to the understanding of limits of

sequences. Thus, the need for discovering these skills

surfaced.

The investigation of specific subskills which might be

related to the understanding of limits began by identifying

a variety of topics considered prerequisite for this under-

standing. The selection of these skills was made in several

ways. First, the original panel of experts provided some

unsolicited remarks which turned out to be very helpful in

,"-.
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identifying prerequisite skills. Secondly, certain skills

automatically seemed to be required when working with limits

of sequences. A third source for determining prerequisite

skills for this topic came from personal or postal corre-

spondence with nationally recognized experts who have

specifically worked with limits of sequences, either as

teachers of the topic or as authors of books which include

the study of limits. Most ct these experts also offered

specific suggestions which were useful in revising the

directions and items that were designed to test under-

standing of these prerequisites.

It might interest the reader that the nationally known

experts came from various parts of the country. This was

intentional. The determination of prerequisite skills

should not be dependent upon the philosophy or methodology

that may be associated with a particular region.

The individuals listed in Table 1 provided their

expertise in this research.

It was very fortunate to have such highly qualified

professionals participating in this study. In fact,

extensive comments were received by two of the most prolific

writers on the topic of limits--Dr. Wilson M. Zaring and

Dr. E. J. McShane. Professor Zaring has directed many

National Science Foundation Institutes in mathematics and

is currently the Director of Graduate Studies at the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Professor

*. .*
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E. J. McShane has served as head of the mathematics depart-

ment at the University of Virginia and as president of the

Mathematical Association of America. Professor McShane is

well known for his work on limits.

Dr. A. E. Meder not only responded to a letter this

researcher sent to him, but commented in great detail on

more than one occasion. Dr. Meder was the executive direc-

tor of the Commission on Mathematics of the College Entrance

Examination Board for three years. Noteworthy is the fact

that his directorship occurred during the extensive effort

at reform of the school mathematics curriculum, immediately

following "Sputnik."

It was also good fortune that several textbook authors

participated in this study. Authors Robert G. Bartle,

Marvin L. Bittinger, and Lexton Buchanan corresponded with

this researcher about this study. Their books cover limits

and have been used at Florida State University.

For the benefit of the reader, relevant correspondence

that was received from these experts is included in Appendix

C. For example, George Polya wrote a thoughtful and charm-

ing letter declining my request, for health reasons. Such

letters were not included. It was not the intention of

this researcher to quantify the responses received, but to

react to the comments on a case-by-case basis. This was

closely monitored by Dr. Herbert Wills of The Florida State

University. As mentioned previously, the efforts of these

reviewers was certainly beneficial to this research. In

4'
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addition to the above, Drs. Goodner, Hell, and Whitman

.%. were interviewed by this researcher. They evaluated

"- whether specific items designed to test understanding of

the prerequisite skills did, in fact, test what was

claimed to be tested.

Even though the correspondence was treated on a

case-by-case basis, this researcher would like to share

some of her impressions of the correspondence she received

with the reader. Experts were overwhelmingly in support

of including the topics of absolute value (as it is

related to distance, inequalities, and segments or

intervals), sequences, and algebraic generalizations

as prerequisite for understanding limits of sequences.

Experts were also clearly in favor of students under-

standing counterexamples beforp they begin to study

limits of sequences.

The majority of responses considered conditional

sentences, quantified statements, and denials to be

important for the understanding of limits. Dr. Bartle

may have expressed some of the concerns of the others

when he wrote "nothing too fancy" for these topics. If

one looks at the items used to test the understanding

of these topics, it is evident that the understanding

was tested at a very basic level. Many experts, in

commenting directly about the items covering conditional

sentences, quantified statements, and denials, indicated

' 4.
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that they were good items. This would appear to be

reasonable because the conditional sentences very closely

resembled the sentences used in the widely accepted defini-

tion of limits. Dr. Hassett's comment about these topics

deserves mention here. It was his view that these topics

V; are necessary only for the formal definition and that

many bright students can find limits, produce examples,

and develop a good feel for limits without those skills.

Since this study included the formal level of understanding

of limits, Dr. Hassett's responses were viewed as "votes"

for these topics being prerequisite skills.

Dr. Hassett was joined by Dr. Bittinger and Dr.

Sentilles in wanting to specify which topics were

important for which level of understanding of limits

of sequences. Dr. Bittinger used the example that

absolute value would be irrelevant to the understanding

of limits of sequences on the intuitive level, but would

be essential to understanding limits of sequences on the

formal level. Actually, this researcher felt that the
reactions of Dr. Bittinger, Dr. Hassett, and Dr.

Sentilles were votes of confidence for establishing

cognitive levels of understanding as had been done

earlier in this study.

The issue of how much formal logic is necessary was

addressed by Dr. McShane. His concern rested mainly on

'.
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.. the symbolic notation employed for the algebraic

generalizations test. He said that "except for the

symbolic quantifiers," the items in the prerequisite

skills tests "should be answerable by any one studying

sequences." (From this researcher's experience, the

use of such symbolism as "Vx" can be quickly and easily

taught to precollege students, and, in fact, should be

taught.) Dr. McShane specifically mentioned "examples

such as 'For each real number x, there exists some

real number y such that x + y = x.' are easily

intelligible."

Some isolated comments were also helpful in

revising items testing the understanding of certain

topics. For example, Dr. Heil suggested that some items

on the absolute value/distance/inequalities/segments or

- . intervals test could be correctly answered without

* really understanding the ideas involved. The items

were revised accordingly. Dr. Sentilles and Dr. Woodby

suggested using different directions on the test covering

conditional sentences. The directions were improved

using their suggestions. The domain was not specified

for the algebraic generalizations items, as Dr. McShane

noted in his letter. The set of real numbers was
declared to be the domain in the revised test. There

:i-A
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were also numerous instances where "good" was written by

the reviewer in the margin beside a specific item or at

the top of a page. All of these remarks were helpful for

..i the final versions of the prerequisite tests.

The items used to test these prerequisites are found

in Appendix D. The length and format were conducive to

grouping the items into seven subtests. The topics

were: 1) conditional sentences, 2) denials, 3) absolute

value/distance/inqualities/segments or intervals,

4) sequences, 5) quantification, 6) general algebraic

knowledge, and 7) counterexamples. At the encouragement

of Dr. Goodner and Dr. Whitman, the last group of items

was expanded to the set of items found in the appendix.

Furthermore, a practical consideration, namely time

required to complete the tests, entered into combining

topics into three individual instruments. This was done

so that students could complete one instrument in one

class period. The final three tests were those involving:

A. conditional sentences

B. denials and absolute value,

distance, inequalities,

segments or intervals

C. sequences, quantification,

general algebraic knowledge,

and counterexamples.

p.. ,
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This arrangement was based upon the time required to finish

each set of items. Several persons took the subtests for

time, as well as for other helpful suggestions, and the

arrangement of the subtests was intended for an administra-

tion time of less than fifty minutes--one class period.

For administrations of items covering more than one topic,

the order of subtests was rearranged for different students

* so that practice effects would not confound the results.

This researcher sought to address the third task of

the study by finding correlations between the scores on the

subtests with scores received by the same students on the

limits of sequences test. To put this in a practical vein,

it may turn out, for example, that students' "understanding

of limits" scores do not have a high correlation with

*, -. students' "counterexamples" scores. It would appear that

students scoring high on "understanding limits" and low on

a tested prerequisite skill would be evidence that that

specific tested skill was, in fact, not a prerequisite. On

the other hand, a high correlation between the "limits"

scores and the scores for a particular suspected prerequisite

skill would indicate that a linear relationship between the

understanding of limits and the understanding of that tested

skill does, in fact, exist. Granted, high correlations do

not imply that causal relationships are present, but couple

a high correlation with the opinions of persons with expertise

in teaching limits of sequences, and a strong case can be made
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for declaring understanding of a topic as prerequisite for

understanding limits of sequences. Chapter IV contains a

more detailed discussion of performance on the subskills

tests and the limits tests. Further research would be

suggested to insure that a prerequisite relationship was

truly the case.

Subjects

The subjects who were tested during various phases of

the construction of the instrument measuring understanding

of the limit concept were all persons who had been exposed

to a unit covering the topic. Students from the following

schools participated:

The Florida State University

The FSU Developmental Research School

Tallahassee's Godby High School

Tallahassee's Lincoln High School

Tallahassee Community College

The United States Air Force Academy.

The initial version of the instrument designed to

measure the understanding of the limit concept was

administered to 23 subjects. The educational backgrounds

of these 23 people included high school, college, and

graduate level schooling. Mathematics education, mathe-

matics, meteorology, computer science, physics, and

".. engineering were the majors of the college subjects.

The responses of one of the public high school students

- f-4. . . .. . . . . . . . . ... t ' 4 I " 7 [J ' "t. •.- . -. . .. ,. .. - - -. '. ". .
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were omitted since the student only attempted one item on

the entire test.

A preliminary limits test, which included a revision

of the initial items and directions that had been given

to the earlier groups was then administered to 56 subjects.

There were 53 high school students. Forty-six of these

were attending public schools. Three college graduates
J.

with degrees in mathematics education, computer science,

or engineering were among the 56 test takers.

The final version of the test measuring understanding

of the limit concept was administered to 263 subjects.

Those tested had a broad range of educational backgrounds.

This was intentional. The study was concerned with under-

standing limits of sequences. It was not restricted to

that understanding for a certain subgroup of persons who

had studied limits, say Florida high school higher mathe-

matics students. Thus, it was desirable to include

persons with varied backgrounds. For statistical

pursuits randomization of subjects is desirable. However,

it was not feasible to attain a random sample of persons

throughout the world who have studied limits of sequences.

The subjects participating in this study certainly seemed

representative of the population of concern. A dis-

cussion of this fact appears in the last chapter. High

school students numbered 45; junior college and college

students, 208; and those who had received college degrees

V.o
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or had studied beyond college totalled 10. The academic

majors of the latter group were mathematics education,

mathematics, and computer science.

Seventy-seven new subjects participated in the phase

of the study that was geared toward investigating pre-

requisite skills. Data from two of these subjects were

discounted because it was apparent that these two persons

. were unable to fully participate in this research as it

was designed. These subjects were Florida and Georgia

high school students. Subjects were first administered

the limits of sequences instrument designed in this study.

At a later date, each subject took at least one of the

instruments measuring understanding of a suspected pre-

requisite skill. The numbers of pairs of scores obtained

for the limits of sequences test and for each prerequisite

test were as follows: conditional sentences, 59; denials,

58; absolute/distance/inequalities/segments or intervals,

55; sequences, 56; quantification, 56; general algebraic

knowledge, 47; and counterexamples, 58. Although the sub-

skills involving sequences, quantification, general alge-

braic knowledge, and counterexamples were administered at

the same time, subjects receiving these tests do not all

have recorded scores for these four subskills. One reason

for this was that some students did not know what the symbol

m'V" meant (as reported to this researcher by one classroom

teacher administering the tests). Consequently, they

I.I
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skipped the general algebraic knowledge instrument. The

second reason for the omission of some of the four sub-

skills scores was because these tests were left blank (or

virtually so). Three persons appeared to run out of time

on their last subskills test. One other student only

completed the counterexamples instrument in this battery,

and this researcher suspects that the time element problem

may have arisen because this student devoted too much

energy toward counterexamples (as evidenced by a fine 58

correctly answered items out of a possible 64, i.e., 91%).

Similarly, there were a few subjects who appeared not to

have time to complete both of the instruments measuring

understanding of denials and absolute value/distance/

inequalities/segments or intervals. Three subjects appeared

to experience time shortages.

Methods of Gathering Data

In the spring of 1981 each member of the panel of

experts was given a listing of objectives and corresponding

item specifications for understanding the concept of the

limit of sequence. Appendix B contains a copy of the

materials that were given to each panel member. As

previously mentioned, the individuals provided their

opinions concerning specific questions about the objec-

tives and item specifications by checking one of the

following responsess strongly agree, agree, no opinion,

disagree, or strongly disagree. If an expert marked

L0
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. disagree or strongly disagree, that individual was also

asked to write comments regarding this response. Comments

were also encouraged regardless of the response checked,

and such comments were freely given. In addition to the

written responses gathered using the materials in Appendix

B, panel members were also very helpful in providing

assistance as the need arose. For example, the final

version of the test contained directions which dictated

that the testee write "NONE" in the blank provided for

any example of a sequence which had no finite limit.

These directions evolved from the early administrations

in which the directions were to indicate for specific

examples that the limit did not exist. Panel members were

helpful in insuring that wording was correct.

The initial version of the limits test was admin-

istered to 23 subjects in the spring of 1982. The test

was administered to small groups. The small group
-'. -asettings allowed for subjects' comments concerning test

directions and duration as well as their responses to the

test items.

The information gathered from the panel of experts

and the results of small group testings was useful for
tmaking revisions. A preliminary version of the test

instrument, reflecting these revisions, was now administered

to 56 subjects. The reliability estimate, alpha, was

-. approximately 0.87. The preliminary version contained

J IJ-;
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71 items. Frequency data and item-total correlations were

helpful tools for revising this version of the instrument.

The final version of the instrument, along with

specific research questions was administered to 263

subjects from May through August, 1982. The test appears

in Appendix E, and the results of this administration are

discussed in the next chapter.

Other information was collected for purposes of

investigating tasks two and three of this study. To

investigate the second area concerning the instrument
measuring understanding of the limit of a sequence, three

types of data were also collected:

a. teacher rankings of students' understanding of

the limit of a sequence.

b. subjects' performance on an already existing

test (Macey, 1970) covering limits of sequences.

c. subjects' performance on an already existing

instrument (Coon, 1972) designed to measure

intuitive understanding of the limit concept.

The teacher who provided the rankings was the teacher for

a group of high school students who took this researcher's

limits of sequences test. The teacher's own opinion of

what it means to understand the limit of a sequence was
used to rank the students. The data in b. and c. were

obtained from subjects who had already taken the limits

test designed in this study. The test in b. was a

% , ,. . , , - . - . - . : .; . , ' ' . , . . . . , , . , . . : - . . . , . . . , . . , . .
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paper-and-pencil test, while the data in c. were collected

by interviewing each subject individually. In order to

minimize differences introduced by using different inter-

viewers, this researcher conducted all of these interviews.

The data in a., b., and c. were used to obtain measures of

association with the limits test constructed in this study.

The results are discussed in the next chapter.

To investigate part three of the study, involving pre-

requisite skills for understanding the limit concept,

correlational data were used. Seven sets of data, con-

taining a limits of sequences score paired with a particular

subskills score, were used to find measures of association

between each of the suspected prerequisites and limits.

Seven confidence intervals were computed and scattergrams

plotted to study the existence of any relationships of

these subskills with understanding limits.

Description of Data-ratherine Instruments Used

Appendix B contains the materials that were completed

by the panel of experts. The opinions and comments voiced

by the experts were used to perfect the objectives and

specifications that had been established..

Other tools of data collection weret 1) the instru-

77%, ment constructedin this study, 2) teacher rankings, 3) part

one of a limits of sequences test by Macey (1970), 4) a

test measuring the intuitive understanding of limits by

Coon (1972), and 5) a test of specific subskills that were

V\.
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* investigated for this study.

The instrument designed in this study is the subject

of this entire report. This instrument appears in Appen-

dix E.

The rankings of student understanding of the limit of

a sequence were provided by an instructor who had just

completed teaching that topic. The students, whose under-

standing was being ranked, were members of an advanced

high school mathematics class taught by that teacher. The

basis for making the rankings was the teacher's own

opinion of what it means to understand the limit of a

sequence. Rankings were made prior to any instruments

involved in this study being administered to those students.

Data were obtained from an already existing paper-and-

pencil limits of sequences instrument constructed by

Macey (1970). Fourteen objective questions (from part

one of Macey's test) were administered to a subset of the

. population taking the instrument designed for this study.

Items were dichotomously scored and total scores were

obtained by summing the number of correct responses for

-ach subject. Subjects spent no more than 15 minutes

answering all of the items. Although the data were

collected as a measure of association with the instrument

designed in this study, the following information was

obtained during the administration of Macey's fourteen

items, reliability, alpha : 0.667; mean, 9.12 (65.2%);

I1
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and standard deviation, 2.58 (18.4%).

Interviews were conducted by this researcher using an

instrument measuring the intuitive understanding of limits

(Coon, 1972). The interviewers were persons who had

already taken the test designed in this study. Six

situations were presented to each subject and their

responses to questions involving limits were scored using

a five-point scale: clear evidence of understanding.

some evidence of understanding, evidence lacking, uncertain

evidence of understanding, and clear evidence of not under-

standing. A discussion and examples of the scoring of

responses is provided by Coon (pp. 40-55). Numerical

scores were assigned to each situation and those scores

were summed to obtain a total score. The highest attain-

-* able score was 21.0. The interviews lasted approximately

30 minutes and were tape-recorded. The mean and standard

deviation for the scores obtained by these subjects were

15.55 (74.0%) and 2.23 (10.6%) respectively.

Finally, a set of data was collected for the purpose

of investigating the subskills that might have been

required for understanding the limit of a sequence.

Appendix D contains the tests that were used for this

purpose. Although the focus of attention is not intended

to be these prerequisite tests, a few remarks concerning

each of these instruments would be helpful here.

42K
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There are 58 choices to be made for the conditional

sentences instrument. The determination of whether a

particular numeral, when placed in each occurrence of a

"box," makes a resulting statement true, is the decision

, that the testee must make. The boxes appear in the ante-

* - cedent and/or consequent for an assortment of "if, then"

statements.

On the denials test, the examinee had to determine

if a statement was a negation of a given statement.

-Fourteen original statements appeared, some of which were

true and some of which were false. The student had to

decide if three related statements were, in fact, denials

of the original statement. The number of correct responses

possible for the denials instrument was 42.

The instrument used as a measure of understanding of

absolute value/distance/inequalities/segments or intervals

involved 14 items for which statements had to be converted

from one form to an equivalent statement in a different

form. This was to be accomplished by the student placing

the correct numeral(s) in the boxes and/or circles for

each item.

The test on sequences was aimed at being able to

determine a particular term of a given sequence. Four

different sequences were used with seven items directed

toward each of these sequences. (The reader should take

note that item "b" was scored as four responses and item

,,w' ', .,, ? ,-;,;. . , •,j,,. ,4 .- ,. ,, ., ,, , . , . .,,. . ., . .. . . - .,. . , . .- .. . .. , .. . -" . , - -
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"c" counted as one response.) For the sequences test, 28

was the highest attainable score.

There were 32 true/false items on the test covering

quantified statements. The intent of this instrument was

to discover whether students recognized the truth or

falsity of statements employing "for each" and "there

exists" phraseology.

-" Students determined whether items concerning real

numbers were true or false in the instrument designed

for general algebriac knowledge. Since textbooks differ

on whether zero is a natural number, two items (2e and

2f) were not scored. Hence, the total possible number of

correct responses was 24.

The instrument designed to measure the ability to

recognize counterexamples involved 16 different statements.

- -Examinees were to determine whether each of four numerals

was a counterexample. The counterexamples instrument,

therefore, contained a total of 64 responses.

The means, standard deviations, and reliabilities

-of the administration of these prerequisite skills instru-

-ments are presented in Table 2. Since the total correct

varies for each instrument the means and standard devia-

tions are presented as percentages of the total score for

that specific instrument. Reliability was determined

using coefficient alpha.

I'4 *J."*. I -" I ° " 0 " " " " m
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Table 2

Data from Prerequisite Instruments

Standard
Mean Deviation Coefficient

Instrument (percent) (percent) Alpha

Conditional
Sentences 67 9 0.71

Denials 72 14 0.83

Absolute Value/
Distance/
Inequalities/
Segments or Intervals 58 29 0.87

Sequences 89 16 0.91

Quantification 67 14 0.76

General Algebraic
Knowledge 76 13 0.67

Counterexamples 83 14 0.S2

Notice how well the students performed on the

sequences and counterexamples. It was good to see that

8; percent and 83 percent were the respective means for

these two tests.

However, the mean for the instrument aimed at under-

standing absolute value/distance/inequalities/segments or

intervals was very poor. The average for this instrument

was only 58 percent. What could be the reason for such

low scores? Is the mathematical language awkward compared

A S. - * -% . . .. . . .A~ * * * . t . . *. . .
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to what is used in "everyday" vocabulary? The results on

this test surprised this researcher, because she thought

the items were quite simple. Although this study concen-

trates on limits, the topics of absolute value, distance

inequalities, segments or intervals are such important

ones in mathematics, that this area needs to be researched.

High school higher level mathematics students should under-

stand these concepts. What will it take to make certain

they learn these?

The mean and standard deviation for the limits of

sequences instrument for the 75 new subjects used to

investigate subskills were 33.16 (62.6%) and 8.32 (15.7%)

respectively.

-. '.'.
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CHAPTER III

RESULTS

The Limits of Sequences Instrument

The final version of the instrument measuring under-

standing of limits of sequences was administered to 263

subjects who had been exposed to this topic. The results
- .obtained for this 53 item test were reliability, alpha =

0.817; mean, 35.9 (67.7%); and standard deviation, 6.99

• ;'1,1-(l3.2 o).

The 53 items are listed in Table 3. Other pertinent

data are included in this table. The cognitive level

under which each item falls was determined in the initial

stages of this research to be intuitive, identification,

production, comprehension, or formal. The ease index is

" the probability of correct responses for a given item.

The corrected item-total correlation is a measure of

association between the item score and the total score

with that item removed.

A discussion of these items is held in the next

chapter. Several items also appeared with the 53 items.

These were not included in the item analysis for the
V..

instrument designed for this study, however, other

information was obtained from these items, and will be
55
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Table 3

Item Analysis

Corrected
item Cognitive Ease Item-Total

Number Level Index Correlations

1A Identification 0.81 0.28
1B Identification 0.80 0.31
1C Identification 0.81 0.41
1D Identification 0.61 0.40
1E Identification 0.63 0.31
IF Identification 0.64 0.35
1G Identification 0.82 0.38
1H Identification 0.34 0.36
11 Identification 0.74 0.20
2A Identification 0.33 0.36
2B Identification 0.88 0.39
2D Identification 0.76 0.37
2E Identification 0.82 0.29
3A Intuitive 0.67 0.33
3B Intuitive 0.97 0.30
3C Formal 0.47 -0.02
3D Comprehension 0.76 0.35

3E Comprehension 0.67 0.35
3F Comprehension 0.54 0.29
3G Comprehension 0.78 0.37

3H Comprehension 0.51 0.17
31 Comprehension 0.54 0.29
3J Comprehension 0.75 0.28
4Aa Intuitive 0.83 0.26
4Ab Intuitive 0.59 0.37
4Ac Intuitive 0.46 0.28
4Ad Intuitive 0.55 0.15
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Corrected
Item Cognitive Ease Item-Total

Number Level Index Correlations

4Ba Intuitive 0.79 0.32

4Bb Intuitive 0.84 0.34
4Bc Intuitive 0.82 0.24

4Bd Intuitive 0.82 0.21
4Be Intuitive 0.81 0.44

4C1 Int-iitive 0.97 0.09
-  4C2 Intuitive 0.45 0.14

4C4 Intuitive 0.99 0.07

4C7 Intuitive 0.96 -0.02

4C19 Intuitive 0.88 0.00

5A Comprehension 0.83 0.23

5B Comprehension 0.83 0.27

5C Comprehension 0.29 0.12

5D Comprehension 0.74 0.20

5E Formal 0.51 0.11

5F Formal 0.70 0.35
5G Formal 0.55 0.04

511 Formal 0.50 0.23

* 512 Formal 0.31 0.03

6A Production 0.55 0.40

6B Production 0.40 0.44

6C Production 0.18 0.46

6D Production 0.55 0.28

. 6E Production 0.61 -0.02

6F Production 0.51 0.06

6G Production 0.89 0.33

discussed momentarily.

It should also be noted that Item 5H is not included

in this instrument, As a result of students failing to

@3.F
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correctly provide a definition of the limit of a sequence

in earlier stages of this research, a battery of items

were selected. They were directly aimed at understanding

the definition of the limit of a sequence, but unfortunately

an error occurred in 5H. Thus, it was omitted from any

analyses.

A quick look at the results by cognitive levels will

provide useful information. Table 4 includes the number

of items designed to test that level, the percentage of

those questions which were correctly answered, the correla-

tion of the score for that level with the overall test-4.-

score with those items removed, and the reliability

(coefficient alpha) for that level.

Table 4

Analysis of the Cognitive Levels

Correlation
with Total

Cognitive Number of Percentage with that
Level Items Correct Level Removed Reliability

Intuitive 16 95 0.52 0.60

Identification 13 73 0.47 0.77

Production 7 53 0.46 0.53

Comprehension 11 66 0.63 0.50

Formal 6 51 0.26 0.15

A1
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MThe data obtained to test RH2A, that there is no

significant difference in teacher's rankings of high

school students' understanding of limits of sequences

and the rankings obtained from the measurements of the

instrument designed in this study, yielded a Spearman

Correlation Coefficient of 0.7759. The probability of

obtaining a correlation greater than 0.4959 is 0.01 for

23 pairs of ranked data (as computed using Olds, 1938,

Table V, p. 148). The scattergram that was generated by

the data here was suggestive of the existence of a linear

relationship, as can be seen in Figure 1.

The data gathered to evaluate RH2B, that scores on

part one of Macey's (1970) test will be positively corre-

lated with scores on the limits test designed in this

study, yielded a Pearson Product Correlation Coefficient

of 0.590. Forty-three pairs of scores were used to

determine this coefficient. The 97.5o confidence interval

computed from this was (0.353 0.756) (Minium, 1978,

pP. 356-7). It was reasonable to accept the straight

line as the curve of best fit from viewing a scattergram

produced from the pairs of data collected here, Figure 2.

In order to investigate RH2C, that scores obtained on

Coon's (1972) instrument would be positively correlated

with student scores on the intuitive subtest of the instru-

ment developed in this study, 30 pairs of scores were

used to obtain a Pearson Product Correlation Coefficient

Lot
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of 0.307. The 97.5% confidence interval associated with

this has a lower limit of P = -0.592 and an upper limit

of 0.601 (as computed from Minium, E. W., 1978, pp. 356-

7). The presence of any particular relationship between

the variables was not apparent from a scattergram

produced using the pairs of data here, Figure 3.

Scores for students who had studied advanced math

courses such as real analysis and advanced calculus are

reported separately, as well as being included in the

overall item analysis. The scores for the seven
'.' individuals who had studied limits in greater depth than

" most were: 41, 42, 42, 45, 51, 51, and 52.

Items Accompanying Limits Test

Twenty-seven items accompanied the 53 items that

were specifically testing understanding of limits of

sequences. These 27 items were useful for checking

• - students' ideas about equality and notation. The item

-'' numbers and the associated probability of correct

responses (ease index) appear in Table 5.

Here are a few interesting notes that concern these

items.

1. Item 1J was intended to test whether students

could find the limit of a sequence whose terms

were constant. The intent of Item 2A was the

same. The difference in the items was in the

way the sequence was presented, i.e.,

" .,4 ". . v ." i , " " ,v . v ,v , ', . . " .,' ,, ' . ',,' ,' 'r " ' ' - . " . . " - . . " , " . ' " . . . - .
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Table 5

Results for Items Accompanying
Limits of Sequences Items

Item Ease Item Ease
Number Index Number Index

..

-J 0.90 4C17 0.89

2C 0.59 4C18 0.88
4C3 0.33 4C20 0.90

4C5 0.92 4C21 0.89

4C6 0.92 4C22 0.40

4C8 0.95 4C23 0.88

4C9 0.42 4C24 0.94

4C0 0.42 4C25 0.90

4Cll 0.96 4C26 0.95

4C12 0.91 4C27 0.75

4C13 0.92 4C28 0.79

4C14 0.51 4C29 0.95

4C15 0.98 5J 0.75

4C16 0.90

Item 1J: For each natural number n, each term

of the sequence is 19.

Item 2A:

-li, -li, -1*, , . . in which each term of the

sequence is -ii.

Students had little difficulty with Item 1J as is

* % . ... ~.*qI* ~Af/%.y~.K~ ~.-..-i
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evidenced by the 0.90 ease index. Basically,

the persons responded in the same manner in

which they answered Item 2A. A variation in

the wording of the two problems caused no

problems here.

2. Items 2C, 4C3, 4C5, 4c8-18 and 4C20-29 were

designed to investigate understanding of equality.

Repeating decimals and equivalent expressions

were used to test this. Almost 60 percent of

the students were able to find the limit of the

sequence in Item 2C, but when they were asked this

question using a different format, i.e., Item

4C2, less than 45 percent could correctly answer,

The same basic question, relating to 0.999... = 1,

reappears in Items 4C9, 4C14, and 4C22 with suc-

cess rates of 0.42, 0.51, and 0.40, respectively.

The people were relatively consistent in their

responses as indicated by obtained inter-item

correlations among each pair of these four items

being greater than 0.69. The same cannot be

said of Item 2C. Obtained inter-item ccrrela-

tions with each of the four previously mentioned

items were all less then 0.23. Just what is

going on in students' minds here? From the

frequency of responses on Item 4C3, it seems that

most students, approximately 67 percent, think
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that 0.999... is less than 1. Certainly,

more research would be welcome in this area.

3. The other questions pertaining to decimals were

answered quite satisfactorily with the excep-

tions of 4C10 and 4C7. Compare 4C10 and 4C7.

4C7: 1/3 = 0.333...

4C0: 2(1/3) = 2(0.333...)

Both are true/false items. The ease index for

4C7 was 0.96 while the ease index for 4C10 was

only 0.42. What could the students be thinking?

Could this involve test-taking strategies?

Would the order of these items have made a

difference? Perhaps the number of incorrect

responses to 4C10 is related to the fact that it

comes immediately after 4C9 which also had an

ease index of only 0.42. More research would be

beneficial not only to the mathematics community,

but also to testing experts. Before ending the

observations concerning student responses to

decimals, let it be mentioned that it seems

disconcerting that less than 75 percent of the

students knew that 0.667 was not equal to 2/3.

4. Item 5J resulted because of difficulties this

test constructor experienced in trying to direct

students to state that the limit of a sequence

does not exist when the terms of the sequence

.. , .. . .h. ,. - - . . .' , : ', , '," ., . . . . . . . .; . . . . , .
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are not bounded. Approximately 21 percent of

those questioned, stated that for the situation

for which A f(n) = , the function f does have

a limit. Some students from preliminary work

had voiced the opinion that they had learned this

from presentations in textbooks and from

instructors. This researcher is not making a

judgment concerning this matter, but merely

making an observation that persons teaching

limits should be aare of this when presenting

this topic.

Prerequisite Skills

Finally, results concerning the third area of the

study, i.e., possible relationships of certain subskills

*] with the understanding of limits of sequences, are reported.

Correlation coefficients obtained from the seven sets

of pairs of scores were used to compute confidence inter-

vals for the population correlations. Since subjects were

taking so many tests, adjustments were made to guard

against inflated correlations caused by multiple testings.

That is, using =0.01 arnd performing the calculations

from Minium, E. W., 1978, pp. 356-7; the confidence

intervals for P listed in Table 6 were obtained. These

interval estimates are measures of association of the

particular subnkill with the understanding of limits of

sequences.

1 - ' . - ' ' - . L - -. -- .- '. - . - . - . ' " ' ' . - ' ' .'L - .-. - . .. _- . -. . - . .. ' . - ' " ' . . ''' ' " -
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Table 6

Interval Estimates of P

Correlation Lower Upper
Coefficient imit Limit

Conditional 0.39 0.07 o.64
* . Sentences

-Denials 0.51 0.22 0.72

Absolute Value/
Distance/ .61 0.34 0.7;
Inequalities/ 3
Segments or Intervals

Sequences 0.34 0.00 0.63

Quantification o.44 0.12 1-3

General Algebraic
Knowledge 0.65 0.37 0.82

Counterexamples 0.20 -0.14 0.50

Scattergrams corresponding to the pairs of scores,

i.e., particular subskill score and limits of sequences

score, were also plotted (Figures 4 through 10 below).

The outlier that appears on the scattergram in Figure 10,

(7,38), is interesting. This researcher believes that the

student who only answered 7 out of 64 correctly on the

counterexamples instrument was, in fact, determining

which numerals "worked" for each example!

he

* .%
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Limits of Sequences Instrument

The methods used to develop the objectives for under-

standing the limit of a sequence and the instrument

designed to measure this understanding were sound. Certain

information that was gathered during the administration of

the final version of this instrument is supportive of the

instrument's validity and reliability being good. Other

information gleaned from the data provides positive

guidance for further perfecting this instrument.

The reliability, as computed by coefficient alpha

* 0.817, is certainly acceptable and would undoubtedly be

increased with a few changes to the instrument. The

possibilities for changes will be discussed momentarily.

The validity is confirmed by the use of competent

judges in determining content, and by administering pre-

liminary versions of the instruments and revising the

instrument according to the problems that arose. More

concrete evidence of the validity is obvious when the

- instrument is associated with other methods of deter-

: mining the understanding of the limit of a sequence.

76
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When the results of the administration of this test

to 23 high school students were paired with their teacher's

independent rankings of these student's understanding of

limits, the degree of association was very high. Their

teacher's opinion was very consistent with the order

established by the scores on the limits instrument, as

evidenced by an obtained Spearman Correlation Coefficient

of 0.7759.

Scores received on part one of Macey's already

existing instrument designed to test understanding of this

same topic also lend support to the claim that the instru-
ment developed in this study is valid. The true correla-

tion for 43 pairs of scores on these two limits tests

was found to be between 0.353 and 0.756. The strength of

the association between these two instruments is reflective

of the intent of each instrument to measure the same

thing.

The scores on this researcher's limits test that were
..,,S

,., reported for individuals who had studied more advanced

mathematics courses lend credibility to the claim of this

instrument's validity. Although it was not possible to

obtain enough subjects to apply inferential statistics to

the data, the scores are descriptive. Each of these

persons scored considerably higher than the mean for this

.,, test. The scores ranged from approximately three-fourths

Or of a standard deviation above the mean to more than two

%. ° %
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standard deviations above the mean. It seems quite logical

that the performance of this select group would be high on

any valid instrument measuring understanding of limits.

It is not so clear what the results of the correla-

tion obtained from 30 scores obtained on Coon's instru-

ment paired with scores obtained on the intuitive subtest

of this researcher's instrument mean. The 97.5% confi-

dence interval, (-0.592 ! P s 0.601), does not permit the

A. conclusion that the two instruments are truly positively

correlated--nor does it rule out that possibility. The

use of more subjects would have increased the power of the

-; .statistical test corresponding to this interval, and the

results would have been more conclusive. The fact that

the strength of this association is not strong, may boil

down to the intent underlying Coon's instrument compared

to this researcher's intuitive subtest. Tasks in Coon's

instrument "were not designed to measure knowledge gained

-' in formal course work in mathematics but instead were

intended to measure intuitive mathematical knowledge

gained 'just by being alive in today's society"' (Coon,

1972, pp. 38-9). The intuitive cognitive level described

by this researcher undoubtedly encompasses more complex

'1] situations. For example, one would probably not consider

understanding of repeating decimals as "intuitive mathe-

matical knowledge gained 'just by being alive in today's

society.'"

Po_
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The reliabilities reported for each of the subtests

(see Table 3: Analysis of Cognitive Levels) give a strong

indication of the area which requires the most work. The

items aimed toward the formal cognitive level need to be

improved and questions should be added. Rather than dis-

cuss each item separately, this researcher would attack

the changes as a bigger project, i.e., what objectives

and corresponding items are involved in understanding

limits of sequences at the formal level. The problem here

may also be complicated by a population that does not

formally understand the concept of the limit of a sequence.

This researcher recalls having no correct responses when

asking students for the definition of the limit of a

sequence in the preliminary stages of this research. More

than 70 persons who had studied limits of sequences were

unable to produce a correct definition. For that reason,

-] items such as 511 and 512 were inserted into the test.

*-'. More items like these would reflect whether the student

really knows a definition--more so even than just writing

. a definition. Some students have been known to memorize

definitions with no understanding of the meaning behind the

definition whatsoever. So this subtest needs more work,

the results of which may not even be applicable to the

population of concern in this study. The population may

be those persons who have studied limits of sequences in

much greater depth than a normal first exposure course

B-"
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would provide.

The reliability of the identification level items was

very good. These seemed to be the easiest items to con-

struct, and also, students most frequently encounter these

* - type of items when studying limits. Regardless of the

*instructional methodology used in a given course, students

S.. are repeatedly required to find the limit of a particular

. sequence, if that limit, in fact, exists.

The other subtests had reliabilities that were good.

The group of items comprising each of these subtests would

not require major changes. It may interest the reader to

note that the easiest subtests, if measured by the percentage

of correct responses, were those involving the intuitive

and identification cognitive levels. On the other hand,

students had trouble with the production level. Fifty-

three percent correct was the average score for the pro-

duction level items. This researcher proposes that this

could be remedied by reversing the types of questions a

teacher asks. For example, instead of asking

"What is the limit of the sequence f defined by:

For each n, f(n) = 1/n,"

the teacher should ask the students for a variety of

examples of sequences with limit zero. Research using dif-

ferent instructional techniques should investigate this.

Also, to be considered is the possibility that the proper

notation required to answer these questions is interfering

.".............-...... .. .. . . .... .. --......... . ..-,,°
. .. . .-- ,-.-....-.-"-"".--, ' , - , , ' . ." " " " -- - - .-.- '."-..- "- "- "- .. '% "
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with the students obtaining the correct solution. Some

evidence of that was noticed in their responses. The

reader might recall that this researcher did not claim any

particular hierarchy for these levels, although one might

possibly be present.

Statistics from responses to individual items can be

informative and sometimes suggest changes for a particular

item. A discussion of some of the individual items is

worthwhile here.

Item 31 provides us with some especially interesting

information or conjectures. 31 was an item onto which this

researcher accidentally stumbled during the one-on-one case

study that was mentioned earlier. Note that only 54 per-

cent of the examinees correctly responded that "b" was

the correct choice for this problem:

Suppose that we have a sequence {an } such that for

each natural number n

:4 for n o.1,000,000,000,000

an" 5-
for n > 1,000,000,000,000.

Ln 4

Rimit an

a) is 1,000,000,000,000

b) is O.

c) is not a real number because the terms of

the sequence are not bounded.

I.i
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One might suspect that notation was the primary pro-

blem causing students to do poorly on this item. However,

after observing the case study student "plugging in large

numbers for n" for similar problems, and rounding those

results to get his answer, this same phenomenon was noticed

in the classroom. The use of calculators may even be aid-

ing this misconception. The idea of "what happens to the

terms as n gets large" is being pursued by the students,_%J.

but what does "as n gets large" mean? Research shoul h

performed in this area. Similar examples, like

1987987 - n + O.11 + (987987 - n + 0.1), would strike

at the same idea. Also, if a calculator is to be used

while covering the topic of limits, how can it be used

effectively? Would it be best to "punch in one big number"

into the calculator, or should students try several cases

for n and explain what is happening?

The items that were the most difficult, as measured

by the percentage of persons correctly responding to them,

were items iH, 512, 5C, and 6C. Item 1H involves finding

the limit of the sequence, f(n) = n 2 71 .32 . This

researcher's experience has been that many people think

this limit is zero. The difficulty in finding the limit

of this sequence may not be in understanding the concept

of limit, but actually in understanding the specific

function being dealt with here. This researcher also

wonders what the responses might have been had the function

.-4 . -; , . - - i . ...,- 9 , .; . ,.".- . ., .. ,., . .- , . . . .. . . . . .. - . , . .., , .. ,. .
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been presented as "f(n) = (2 7 1 .3 2 )1/n.11 Item 512 was

answered correctly by less than a third of the subjects

taking this test. This researcher suspects a lack of a

formal understanding of the concept of limit accounts for

this. Improvement and expansion of the subtest covering

" ithe formal cognitive level would undoubtedly verify this.

Item 5C was only answered correctly by 29 percent of

the subjects. A pedagogically popular approach to limits

of sequences is one in which limits are described as the

"number to which the terms get closer as one goes farther

out in the sequence." So it should not be surprising that

most of these subjects believe that "For each sequence S,

if the limit of S is 22.7, then the 875th term is closer

to 22.t than the 874th term is." It is interesting to

note that the responses to this item were not related to

the responses to Item 1E, which required the student to

2 + _n
find the limit of a sequence, f(n) = ( n Mostn
subjects correctly identified this limit. Since the

inter-item correlation was 0.00 for these two items,

subjects were apparently treating the two items as two

totally distinct questions. Similarly there was no

apparent relationship of either of these items with Item

5G, which embraces the same question of whether the terms

of a sequence get "closer and closer to the limit" for

each successive term of a convergent sequence. An

interesting group of items that might be useful here

"-'2-'-*. "-" ." -" --------------------------- ." -- " -. -- "-------------- -- - ----- -"" ". " . :. " '.. .. . . . . . . .,,. .-.. .".. . ---. . "..* -.. .--- -..- ..-7 --'-" . . ,-- - ....*. . i - . - . .- i
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would be the items presented in 4B, but in which the

situation is different. Let the Point M "jump a fraction
n

of the distance back toward the point X, say, every fifth

jump." Would the students do as well on the true/false

items related to this question? This would be good for

additional research.

Less than 18 percent of the respondents could produce

a sequence "for which the first five terms are negative,

but the limit of that sequence is 7." It is not clear to

this researcher whether the dearth of correct responses

stems from ineptness with mathematics notation, or the

lack of familiarity with the notion that a finite number

of terms has no effect on the limit of a sequence.

The easiest items on the test were Items 3B, 4C1, 4C4,

and 4C7. Each of these items was correctly answered by

more than 96 percent of the subjects. Subjects responded

that the greater the number of sides of a polygon circum-

scribed about a circle, the better the area of the polygon

will approximate the area of that circle (Item 3B). A

picture accompanied this item. Would as many people do

as well on this type of question, if a picture were not

present? It would require additional research to answer

that question. That type of research is beyond the scope

of this study, but it falls right in line with what one

panel member had suggested about comparing many sample

items for one objective. The panel member suggested that

- 7
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a researcher could construct many items for each objective

and compare the performance of the same students on these

items. This would be a good idea for further research.

In Item 4C1, subjects correctly acknowledged that 0.999...

= 0.9 + 0.09 + 0.009 + 0.0009 + ". Students had no pro-

blems recognizing that 0.999... > 1 was false and that

1/3 = 0.333... was true, as indicated by their responses

to Items 4C4 and 4C?, respectively. However, as previously

discussed, there appear to be several discrepancies in

students' understanding of repeating decimals.

Since corrected item-total correlations can serve as a

flag for items which need altering, Items 3C, 4C7, 4C19, and

6E deserve a closer look. The wording of Item 3C should be

changed to improve this item. Items 4C? and 4C19 have low

correlations with the total score with those items removed.

Since there are already three repeating decimals on the test,

these two items can be deleted. Item 6E also was flagged.

One subject vehemently objected to this item when told he
answered it wrong. Consider the sequence, f(n) = 3 + 1.

n
Each successive term is closer to 2, but the limit of this

sequence is clearly not 2. The student claimed it was a

"trick question." This researcher has encountered inde-

pendent discussions relating to a number which each successive

term gets closer to, must be the limit of that sequence.

However, this item was changed to one which asks for an

example which fits this description. Appendix F contains
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an instrument which reflects the above mentioned changes

to the final version used in this study. Item 5H was also

" corrected. These changes should result in an improved

instrument that this researcher would suggest for use.

In summary, this researcher was happy to report that

the instrument measuring understanding of limits of sequence

was reliable and valid. This claim was supported by the

acceptable reliability coefficient, 0.817, that was

obtained. Also, research hypotheses 2A and 2B were

supportive of the validity of the instrument designed in

this study. That is, there was a high degree of association

between both teacher rankings of students' performance and

student scores on Macey's (1970) already existing written

test with scores obtained on this researcher's instrument.

The data collected for RH 3, related to the association

between performance on an oral intuitive test and the

intuitive subtest designed in this study, do not offer

.4.. ammunition to the claim of the validity of this instrument,

but certainly the data do not discredit that claim either.

It was also good to observe that persons who had taken

advanced mathematics scored high on the instrument measuring

understanding of limits of sequences.

Prerequisite Skills

, ~.The question of whether, in fact, a particular sus-

pected prerequisite skill is truly prerequisite for

.4
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understanding limits of sequences is now addressed in

greater detail.

Scattergrams, Figures 4 through 10, will be useful

for discussing different combinations of performance on a

subskill test and the limits of sequences test. Imagine

each scattergram as being divided into four sections

corresponding tot

1. low subskills score and low limits of sequences

score

2. high subskills score and low limits of sequences

score
3. low subskills score and high limits of sequences

score

and 4. high subskills score and high limits of sequences

score.

Table 7 should help the reader visualize the four possi-

bilities for performance on the two tests.

The easiest case to explain is the situation in

which students score low on a suspected prerequisite

*' test and high on the limits of sequences test. This

corresponds to the top left block in Table 7. This case,

as Dr. A. E. Meder agrees, is very good evidence that the

skill is not a prerequisite. When viewing the scattergrams,

these points would be found in the upper left-hand corner

of the graphs. Notice that there is no real trend like

that ocurring in Figures 4 through 10.

,*.°,.
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Table 7

Performance on Subskills and

Limits of Sequences Tests

High Limits Score High Limits Score

and and

Low Subskills Score High Subskills Score

- - -

Low Limits Score Low Limits Score

and and

Low Subskills Score High Subskills Score

%.J.

A person might be tempted to conclude that a high

score on a particular "prerequisite" subskill coupled

-* with a high score on understanding limits would validate

that prerequisite. For example, a person who does well

in long division must also do well with multiplication

facts. However, upon closer inspection one recognizes

the weaknesses of this reasoning. One can perform quite

successfully at spelling familiar three-letter words as

well as score high on long division. Are we to conclude

;-
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that spelling familiar three-letter words is a prerequisite

for long division?

What about the case of high subskills scores coupled

with low limits scores? A more familiar example might be

to discuss long division again. Students may score high

on subtraction facts, but low on long division problems.

Subtraction might well be a prerequisite skill, and a lacd

of understanding of multiplication could really be the

culprit here. More investigative work would be required

to find out if subtraction was truly a prerequisite skill.

Some of the students are scoring low on both of the

mathematics tests they are taking. Low performance on an

alleged prerequisite skill coupled with low performance on

understanding limits does not disqualify that subskill asS.

a prerequisite. These are the scores that are found at

the bottom left-hand quarter of the scattergrams.

- Thus, this researcher considered the four combina-

tions of performance when viewing the scattergrams. The

reader is reminded that confidence intervals for P were

obtained, Table 6, and that nationally recognized experts

offered their opinions about the suspected prerequisites.

Again, even though linear relationships between variables

do not always imply causation, this information coupled
* *..with the opinions of experts does provide stronger ground

for making such a claim. With that in mind, the seven

confidence intervals are considered.
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~Only two of the confidence intervals displayed in

-- Table 6 contain . It can be stated with at least

90% confidence that five of the population correlations

are positive. The interval estimate P for the measure of

assoanl tw e ofr o the confdncnterl adiplaed ins

and scores on the limits of sequences test

(-0.14 P 0.50), clearly included P = 0. These

results do not provide sufficient evidence to conclude

that a linear relationship exists. Furthermore, the

scattergram, Figure 10, does nct illustrate an alternative

-. pattern of how the two variables might be related. So

although the understanding of counterexamples is basic in

mathematics, this investigator concludes it is not

essential for understanding limits of sequences.

The confidence interval determined from the correla-

tion coefficient computed from the limits scores paired

with the sequence scores (0.00 s P S 0.61) also included

P = 0. This researcher is reluctant to deny, however,

that any relationship exists between understanding sequences

and understanding limits of sequences. A quick view of the

scattergram (Figure 7) makes it apparent that the ceiling

of 28 possible correct responses was achieved by several

subjects. This investigator believes this low ceiling

also shrouded any relationship that might exist between

understanding sequences and understanding their limits.
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Positive linear relationships were revealed for each

of the other five cases. As previously mentioned, the

ultimate statement of how understanding one of these sub-

skills relates with understanding limits of sequences

cannot be concluded from the scattergram and confidence

interval,'but the possibility of a causal relationship

cannot be ruled out either.

Limitations

Because of practical considerations, certain adjust-

ments were made in this study. The use of a random sample

was not achievable for the population of concern (p. 2)

here. Since it was not feasible to randomly select subjects

from the entire group of persons who have studied limits

of sequences, it was necessary to locate groups of those

subjects who had studied limits at various levels and

who were willing to participate in the study. While

randomness is lost, some positive dimensions were realized

by using the subjects who participated in this study.

1. The willingness of the participants does offer

a positive dimension in that the element of

seriousness in taking any of these instruments

was desirable.

2. The backgrounds of the subjects were so varied

that they would seem to be representative of

the population of all persons who have studied

limits of sequences.

'.
4e
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3. Subjects were from different geographical areas,

different educational levels, and had been

exposed to different instructional presentations

of the topic of limits. Since the intent of this

study was not aimed at understanding limits

according to a particular set of variables that

might have been operating, the diversity of the

subjects is considered to be an asset.

Sugestions for Further Research

Some of the results of this study suggest additional

areas of investigation. A list of these suggestions follows.

1. Earlier it was mentioned that there was no attempt

to place the levels of understanding limits of

sequences according to their level of difficulty.

Such information would be useful to classroom

teachers by providing them with practical guidance

on whether to immediately begin teaching a formal

definition of limits, or to build from more

informal experiences. While investigating this,

determine what population can correctly master a

formal definition of limit.

2. Since students performed so poorly at the pro-

duction level of understanding limits of

sequences, this is an area of concern for

classroom teachers. The mean score for this

part of the limits test was only 53 percent

5-
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correct. What should be done to improve students'

level of understanding here? Investigate what

instructional techniques will help students to

produce examples of sequences which satisfy

certain requirements relative to convergence

- or divergence. Include proper written communica-

tion here as well as oral.

3. One panel member suggested that it may be

beneficial to construct more items and compare

.the performance of the same students on these

.5 items. In following this fine suggestion, a

researcher could also investigate whether pictures

help make an item easier, which may have been

.5 the reason so many people answered Item 3B

correctly on this test. Clearly, this would

necessitate additional items of each type which

would automatically contribute to the suggestion.

4. Absolute value, distance, inequalities, seg-

ments or intervals are important topics in

mathematics. It was very disconcerting to see

such poor performance on the test aimed at

understanding of these topics. This area needs

attention. Thus, it is essential to investigate

:.5 students' understanding of absolute value,

, distance, inequality, and segments or intervals

more extensively. What methods are helpful for

.. -,4
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teaching such important mathematical concepts?

Is "everyday" vocabulary usage interfering with

learning these concepts?

.5. Investigate students' understanding of decimals.

Particularly baffling to students is the

repeating decimal 0.999... Why are students

inconsistent in their responses to items on

-decimals? Is it related to their understanding

of decimals, or does it involve test-taking

strategies? It may just be their lack of grasp

of the ellipsis notation. It would prove

interesting to know.

6. The responses to Item 31 were interesting. Research

should be done to determine if students think

that the limit of a sequence is the same as

evaluating a sequence for a specific large

number; say 1,000,000. Does the use of calcu-

lators or computers help students to understand

limits? Indeed, can such devices hinder an

understanding of limits? These answers are

important in determining if calculators can be

used effectively in teaching limits.

7. The items from the instrument developed in this

study provided some very useful information to

the classroom teacher. Teachers should be careful

hO about their mathematical language in the classroom;

I-..
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because if they say, "the limit is the number
the terms get closer and closer to as you go

farther out in the sequence," the students will

apparently believe that is always true. The use

of sequences which are not monotonic would be

interesting here. Students in this study appear

to think that each term of a sequence is closer

to its limit, if the limit exi 3. More work

should be done to learn how t iorrect this

misconception in students' tt ting.

8. Linear relationships were fotu - o exist for

five of seven subskills that were investigated

with respect to understanding limits of sequences.

That, however, does not guarantee causality.

Suggested research along these lines would be to

determine any causal relationships that might be

present between understanding limits of sequences

and some of the subskills investigated in this

study.

9. This study focused directly on limits of sequences.

No effort was made to investigate limits of real

functions. A recommended activity would be to

extend the understanding of limits of sequences

to include limits of functions. Correspondingly,

expand the instrument so that it measures not

only the understanding of limits of sequences,
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but the understanding of all limits.

Also, use procedures similar to the ones followed

in this research to determine what it means to

understand the continuity of functions, and to

develop an instrument to measure that under-

standing. Since continuity is such an important

topic in mathematics, an instrument measuring its

understanding would be a giant feat. This

researcher can already envision using the same

five cognitive levels to approach this task.

Practical Implications

There are many benefits that can be derived from this

study. Before this study there was not an operational

definition for the meaning of "understanding" limits of

sequences. Now classroom teachers have an operational

definition for understanding this concept. Plus there is

an instrument which will measure this understanding.

Not only is the instrument itself helpful, but some

of the results in this study are suggestive of particular

areas of awareness for classroom teachers. Students were

especially weak on the productive level and formal level

items. It will require a concerted effort to overcome

the weaknesses here. Care must be taken to insure that

students are not simply memorizing definitions. Notation

is frequently a problem for students and there is no
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reason that the notation frequently used with limits would

be an exception. Teachers should beware!

There are a few very specific details about limits to

which teachers should pay strict attention.

1. Students think, "the limit is the number the

terms get closer to each time you go farther out

in the sequence." This misconception might be

easily remedied if teachers use enough examples

of convergent sequences which do not behave this

way.

2. Students interpret "lim f(n) =-" differently.

Thus, if teachers ask,

"Does the 'P n2' exist?"

then students may respond,

"Yes"

while thinking

lim n2 =

It is important to know what the students are

thinking when these problems appear.

3. Students may just believe that the limit of the

sequence is the value of the term of the sequence

for a very large number; say 1,000,000. There is

reason to make that conjecture based on the

performance on Item 31 of the limits test. The

way the students use calculators may not help

*1
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this situation, and may even be hindering it.

Teachers should expose the students to several

sequences for which the terms are nowhere close

to the limit for an unusually large number of

initial terms.

4. Teachers should make a special effort to include

coverage of decimals in their presentation of

limits. 0.999... appears to be particularly

-confusing to students. This was apparent not

only on the item analyses, but also during

observations of student performance in the class-

room. It may just be a misunderstanding of the

notation, but the misunderstanding needs to be

corrected.

There are a couple of comments that should be addressed

to mathematics teachers even if they do not cover limits.

Students in this study performed poorly on absolute

value, distance, inequalities, and segments or intervals.

Teachers should have students take the necessary steps to

master these important concepts. What those necessary

steps are may be difficult to determine. This was an area

that had been suggested for further research. This

deficiency must be corrected.

Some students are not being exposed to standard

mathematical notation. This was discovered when the
myd" "2 meaning of the symbol "u" was not understood by many

..-. "
J' .o%
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students in one high school higher mathematics class.

This was not a problem on the limits of sequences instru-

ment because the use of this and other mathematical symbols

had been held to a minimum. This was to guard against any

interference in determining the understanding of limits.

"* . However, since there were so many true/false items on the

algebraic generalizations test, and since the wording got

so long; it seemed much more efficient for the reader to
read "Y". Seventh and eighth graders have handled such

symbols as "v" comfortably, so it would not be-a difficult

thing to teach. It would also not be time-consuming,

... Teachers should cover this in the classroom.

Finally, a practical implication for classroom teachers

.. is that similar procedures to those used in this study can

be used for all of the important mathematical topics that

are taught. If a topic is important, then the student

should understand it. But what does it mean to understand

it? Once the meaning of "understanding of that topic" has

been determined, can a good instrument be constructed that

will measure that understanding? Granted that this is a

huge task, but since teachers repeatedly cover the same

important topics, it would be great to incorporate some of

these procedures into the mathematics curriculum. It

would also be beneficial to share meanings of "under-

standing a particular concept" and instruments measuring
"understanding" with fellow teachers.
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APPENDIX A

ITEM SPECIFICATIONS FOR LIMITS

OF SEQUENCES INSTRUMENT
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d.°

- 'INTUITZ V. LEVEL

This level of undereanding requires the student to

- demor.strate the ability to comprehend situations which

Involve or imply the contexts frcm which the concept of

limit of a sequence will develop. Vocabulary usage is

nonrigorous, corresponding to pre-for.al experiences with

limits.

V.,.5.
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item sDecifications"

* (General description) The student can demonstrate

a knowledge of how successive

approximations can be used in

measurement.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A drawing of four circles

with equal radii will accompany

the item. Four regular poly-

gons (from left to right,

a triangle, a square, a

pentagon, and a sexigon)

will be circumscribed about

the circle.

2. The stimulus will refer to

the picture and describe

the method of taking successively

more circumscribed regular

polygons and finding their

areas.

3. The stimulus will indicate

that the correci statement

concerning the circumscribed

polygons is desired.

"% V %
4L,1
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(Response attributes, The response attributes will

indicate that s

a) the best approximation will

result from averaging the

areas of the polygons.

b) at some finite stage of

this process, the area of

the polygon and the area

of the circle will be the

same.

c) the more the number of sides

for the polygon, the better

the approximation will be.

(Sample item--3B)4

A process of circumscribing regular' polygons about a circle
is shown in an attempt to approximate the area of that
circle. The number of sides for each successive polygon
increases by one. Which of the statements below is correct?

a) Averaging the areas of the polygons will provide
the best approximation.

b) At some finite stage in the process, the area of
the polygon will equal the area of'eth circle.

a) The greater the number of sides of the polygon,
the better the approximation will be.

N

'U.
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Item aecifications,

(General description) The student can make 4udgments

related to the limit point and

neighborhoods about the limit

point of a "convergen" sequence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A situation will be described

in which a sequence of points

are identified on a line

segment so that %he points

converge to a limit point.

The limit point will not 3e

~ .. a member of the sequence.

2. The stimulus will contain

fewer than 70 words.

3. The item will be accompanied

by a picture with appropriate

points labelled.

4. Five specific statements

about the situation will be

preceded by directions

telling the student to indi-

cate whether each statement

in true or false.

*O'

4 .
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5. The statements will be that:

-r a) At some finite stage in

the sequence, the sequence

point and the limit point

are the same.

b) For each successive

point in the sequence,

the distance between that

point and the limit point

decreases.

c) For each successive point

in the sequence, the

distance between that

point and another point.

which is not the limit

point, decreases.

d) After a certain point

in the sequence is reached,

al_ of the points in that

sequence will be inside a
'pWm

small circle placed around
the limit point.

e) After a certain point in

the sequence is reached,

,some point in that sequence

will be inside a circle,

low

.
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no matter how small,

which is placed around

a po.nt other than the

limit point.

(Response attribute) The student will respond to each

of the five statements by

circling T for True or F for

False.

(Sample items--4Ba,4Bb,4Bc,4Bd.4Be)

I A3 A2

Point X1 is the midpoint of the line segment with endpoints

X and MO . 6hown above are the first three midpoints '1., ".2 ,

and .3 of a sequence of midpoints which are obtained by the

following continuing process:

For each natural number n, Point Mn is the midpoint

of the segment with endpoints X and Mn-l.

Are the following statements, concerning this process, true
or false? (Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for eaclh
statement.)

T F a) For some natural number n, Point Mn and Point X
are the same.

T F b) For each successive natural. number n, the distance
between Point 1.Mn and Point X is decreasing.

T F c) For each successive natural number n, the distance
between Point Mn and Point Y is decreasing.

T F d) Regardless of how small a circle is placed around
Point X, after a certain midpoint in the sequence

is reached, all of the following midpoints in the
sequence will be inside of that circle.

T F e) Regardless of how small a circle is placed around
Point Y, there will be some midpoint in the
sequence which will be inside of that circle.

.'.,' ." '. ".. .'. .". , ., , " ',..' ......". , .. " , .. • .., , ..., , , , ., -. ....I
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Item specificationst

(General description) The student can made correct

udgments about repeating decimals.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The student will be 'iven

five true/false statements,

each involving a repeating

decimal.

2. The statements will be about

thirds or ninths and will

be statements of equality

or inequality.

(Response attribute) The student will respond to each

of the five statements by circling

-- T for True or F for False.

(Sample items--4Cl, 4C2, 4C4, 4C7, 4C19)

F 1) 0.999... = 0.9 0.09 * 0.009 0 3.0009 +

r F 2) 0.999... = 1

T F 4) 0.999 ... . 1

T F 7) 1/3 = 0.333...

T F 19) 2 9 A 0.222...

P.--.
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Objectives The student can make appropriate judgments

about situations involving divergence.

2'
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Item SIecificatiol5I

.n

.

(General description) The student can make appro-

priate judgments about expressions

which Involve adding infinitely

many terms and for which the

sequence of partial sums diverges.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. Two expressions which

involve adding infinitely

many terms and for which

the sequence of partial sums

diverges will be given.

2. :he two expressions will be:

a + C-a) * a + (-a) + a + (-a) +a ..

and

a+ C-a) + a + (-a) + a + (-a)

for a particular value of a.

3, Four statements about these two

expressions will be made.

They will be that, for a

particular value of a

(listed above)

a) the expression listed

* first has the value a.

b) the expression listed

second has the value 0

%.

P-d,
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c) the expression listed

first has no real value.

d) each of the expressions

* . have the values 0 and a.

4. Directions will be given

telling the students to

indicate the validity of

each of these statements.

(Response attribute) The student will indicate the

validity of each statement by

'4 circling T for True or F for
.0e 

s

False for each of the four

statements.

(Sample items--4Aa 4Ab 4Ac 4Ad)

Answer each "true/false" item that appears below.

, .~~~~ + + -)+I+(i I (I

Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for each statement
concerning the two expressions above.

T F a) The expression in X has the value 1.

T F b) The expression in N has the value 0.

T F c) The expression in X has no real value.

T F d) The expression in N and N each have the
values 0 and 1.

-.9.

.
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Item specifications:

(Ceneral description) Given a process which produces

a sequence of polygons of un-

bounded area, the student

recognizes that the area of the

figures rows arbitrarily large.

'. (Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will contain:4'

a) first a general description

of the situation (sequential

process).

* .-* b) a drawing depicting the

4: situation.

c) a question asking which

of several responses is

Z4" true.

2. The stimulus will use 75

words or less to describe

the construction of the

sequence of polygons,

(Response attributes) 1. The responses will be no

more than 25 words long.

2. There will be three

responses as follows

a) An incorrect statement

.9%
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that the perimeter of

the fifth polygon is

the average of the

perimeters of the fourth

4. and sixth polygons.

b) A statement that the

area of any of the

polygons can (cannot)

exceed the area of a

circle with a specific

large radius.

c) Based on the choice in

b, a statement that the

length of any one of

the sides of the poiy-

gons in the sequence

cannot (can) exceed a

specific linear measure.

3. Directions will be given

to circle the one correct

answer.

(Sample itea--3A)

*.1

SI
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A sequaence of triangles :is constructed. I s triangle
The sides of each now triangle contain
the vortices of the preceding triangle.
The first three triangles in this
sequence are pictured at the right.
Which of the following statements about
this sequence is true? t triangle

a) The perimeter of the fifth
triangle is the average of the perimeters
of the fourth and sixth triangles.

b) The process suggested could produce a triangle
which has an area greater than that of a circle
with a radius of 1,000,000 miles.

c) The process suggested cannot produce a triangle
which has a side longer than 1,000,000 miles.

'%

.5

.- 5 5.
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IDENTIFICATION LEVEL

This level of understandilng requires the student to

be able to classify sequences in terms of their convergence

or divergence, using only elementary methods (inspection

or elementary arithmetic or algebraic properties). In the

case of convergence, the saudent can specify the limit.

-p
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Unless otherwise indicated. all items in this section

will appear using the following formats

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will bet "In

the blank provided, write

the limit of each sequence

that appears below. If the

particular seaueince does not

have finite limit. wre

"NONE." At the beginning of

a new line, "For each natural

number n. each term of the

sequence iss." will appear.

2. These statements will appear

before a block of items (i.e.,

not repeated above each item).

(Response attribute) 1. A blank line will follow the

example.

1

6"

."
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Objective 1t The student can determine the limit of certain

convergent sequences by only using inspection.

o1.*1'

o."°
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Item 5IDOCfiiCatiOl

(General description) the student can specify the

limit of a bounded monotonic

sequence.

(Stimulus attribute) The sequence will converge to

a non-zero number.

(Sample item--WA 98 n2_______

C.e
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Item Specifications:

(General description) The student can specify the limit

of a convergent sequence whose

limit is nonmonotonically approached

by consecutive values of the terms

of the sequence.

(Sample item--lE) 2 (-1)'
n

4o'

,, t.-

'' -.

.

- .

S.:'' "-% "% "" "" " , '" -" v ", ..• -

.5_ . ,:,.,.,,,: ,.. ,.....,, . .€" ,..: ; . .%,.,. - . , . ..,. - - - . . . . . . ...
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Item wvecificationa,

(General description) The student can specify that the

limit of a constant function is

that constant.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. This item will appear with a

group of items. This group

will be preceded by the

directions, "Write the limit

of each sequence described

below. If the sequence has

no finite limit, write 'NONE.'-

2. The constant will be a negative

number.

3. The sequence will be described

by presenting the first three

terms of the sequence, separated

by commas; followed by an

ellipsiss followed by an

explanation of how each term

is determined.

(Response attribute) The student's response will be

indicated below the description

of the sequence in the space

marked "Ans._____
%1 .

. *1P

% -.
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(Sample item--ZA) -li. -1*, -1*. . . . in which

each term of the sequence is

Ans._____
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Objective 2: The student can classify examples of

divergent sequences as sequences for which

a finite limit does not exist.

le % I?
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Item specificat ions:

(General description) The student can classify an example

of an unbounded sequence as one

which does not have a finite limit.

(Stimulus attribute) 1. A sequence which diverges to

-- will be given.

(Sample item--lB) 9 - n

-%4V
--- ,

U -
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Item specificationsm

(General description) The student can classify an example

of a sequence which has more than

one cluster point as one which does

not have a finite limit.

(Stimulus attribute) 1. An example of a sequence with

two cluster points will be

used.

(Sample item--IC) (_-)l n

%'

.4.-

* -.... .. --..

/P'.......................................
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Item specificationss

(General description) The student can classify an example

of a sequence whose consecutive

term. are increasing by a very

small amount, as one for which

there is no finite limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. This item will appear with a

group of items. This group

will be preceded by the direc-

tions. "Write the limit of each

sequence described below. If

the sequence has no finite

limit wrte'ON.

2. The sequence will be described

by presenting the first seven

terms of the sequence, separated

by com aaz followed by an ellip-

sis followed by the general

Sexpression for each term;

followed by another ellipsiss

followed by the words "for each

natural number n."

3. Each term will be .0001 larger

than its predecessor.

-".

;,:b
-" I ; : ; . . . . -. . . < . , . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . .
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4. The first term will be the

sum of a natural number and

" .9997.

(Response attribute) The student's response will be

indicated below the description

of the sequence in the S pace

marked "Ans. _•__

(Sample item--ZB) 1.9997. 1.9998. 1.9999. 2.0000.

2.0001, 2.0002, 2.0003 .

1.9997 - (n/10000) . . .. for each

natural number n.

Ana.

I

p
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Item specificationps

(General description) The student can classify an

"N example of a sequence which has

* more than one cluster point as

one which does not have a finite

limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. This item will appear with

a group of items. This group

will be preceded by the direc-

tions. "Write the limit or

each sequence described below.

If the sequence has no finite

lmit. write *NONE."

2. This sequence will be presented

using a two-dimensional graph

on which labels will appear

that depict a sequence Whose

odd-numbered terms take on one

value and whose even numbered

terms take on a different value.

3. The (2n-l)th and the (2n)th

terms will appear on the graph.

(Response attribute) The student's response will be

indicated below the description

J ".._ P-",%
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of the sequence in the space

marked "Ana.

(Sample item--2D)

a 4 - - - --- --- - - ----- -- -

a 2

L. 3 4 5 6 . .2ii .2~

Number of the term of the sequence

For each natural number n each term of the sequence

appears on the graph above.

Ana.

ri
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Item alpecificationss

(General description) The student can classify a sequence

which contains both unbounded and

bounded subsequences as a sequence

which does not have a finite limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. This item will appear with a

group of items. This group

will be preceded by the direc-

tions, "Write the limit of

each meqeuence described below.

If the seauence has no finite

limit, write 'NONE.'"

2. The subsequence formed by the

odd-numbered terms will con-

verge to zero.

3. The subsequence formed by the

even-numbered terms will not

be bounded.

(Response attribute) The student's response will be

Indicated below the description

of the sequence in the space marked

.~~.. .'. "Ana. _ _ _ _ _

(Sample item--2E) 3,,~~~''~8

.5V.
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I(;n) . . for each natural

number n.

-Ana.

-a-

.4.

-. : . -. . .= . .. . ... . . .. ... . . ., .. . .. . . -. . .. . . . .

%*,1." , , . , . ,,. . . ° . , . , . ,. . . o ,. . . . . . ., . ,. .. . . . . o . .. . . ,
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Objective 3s The student can classify a sequence expressed

as a ratio of two polynomials in terms of its

convergence or divergence. In the case of

convergence. the student can specify the limit.

* -V

V.- 4

*-:32

-.4'.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .* . ..-.
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Item specificationst

(General description) The student can classify a

sequence expressed as the ratio

of higher order polynomials, witn

the degree of the numerator

exceeding that of the denomi-

nator, as one for which a finite

limit does not exist.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The example will be a sequence

in which the degree of the

polynomial in the numerator

exceeds that of the denominator.

2. The degree of each polynomial

will be greater than four.

3. The coefficients of the terms

whose power is greater than

four will be different from

S- .- one and not share a common

factor.

(Sample item--none on 4n7  5
this testsince item 3n 5 4n - 1
3E was of
the same
nature)

r

• -' .. . ., . - . - - - - - - . , . , ,- . . , , . . . . . .. ..

. ..C,. " . ' . , . " ,i ,,; ' .-- -, , ,,. -,," " . . , , . . . " . . " . . . . . , . . . - . .
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Item specifications:

(General description) The student can specify the

limit of a sequence expressed

as the ratio of two lower order

polynomials with the degree of

the denominator being greater

than or equal to that of the

numerator.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The example will be a sequence

in which the degree of the

polynomial in the denominator

is greater than or equal to

that of the denominator. (If

"greater 'han" is chosen for

this example, then "equal to"

should be chosen for the

sample in the following item

specification.)

2. Coefficients for the terms

will be different from one

and not share a common factor.

.. The degree of each polynomial

will be less than or equal

to two.

k.-...- -&P."."•.-..- , .
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Ite.. specifications:

(General description) The student can specify the limit

of a sequence expressed as the

ratio of higher order polynomials

with the degree of the denominator

being greater than or equal to

that of the numerator.

.7 (Stimulus attributes) 1. The example will be a sequence

in which the degree of the

polynomial in the denominator

is greater than or equal to

that of the numerator.

2. The degree of each polynomial

will be greater than four.

9. The coefficients of the terms

whose power is greater than

four will be different from

one and not share a commcn

factor.

(Sample item--IF) ?n9 - 12n8 . 15n - 1
Znlo + n3 + 2

V

<.,., ... ,...................... .

... . -L ,- .', - ..- ,. " -..;;,-,,- .....'-.[-.;.-..-].--.- .,.. ,.;..-...
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Objective 4: The student can classify sequences involvirg

a constant raised to the nth power or the

nth root of a constant, for all natural

numbers n; and sequences which are formed

oy taking the square roots of the values of

an algebraic function.

lip ;.
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item specifications:

(General description) The student can classify an

example of sequences of the form

c for all positive con~stants c,

in terms of its convergence or

divergence. :n the case of con-

vergence, the student can specify

the limit.

(Sample item--lD) (0.7739 )n



....-. UL t T~t .-

. - - * ..-,-.

item soecif cation:

(General description) The student can classify a sequence

which is formed by taking the

square root of the values of an

algebraic function.

(Sample item-lI)

1 n_v2
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.

Item sipec ificat ions:

(General description) The student can classify sequences

of the form c , for all positive

numbers c, in terms of its con-

vergence or divergence. In the

case of convergence, the student

can specify the limit.

(Stimulus attribute) Negative exponents will not be

used.

2 (Sample item--lH) Y'271-32

A.

rX-.'...,.-. '.'. , ' - '.- - -,.. ,-
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PRODUCTION LEVEL

This level of understanding requires the student to

be able to produce an example of a sequence which meets

certain prescribed conditions, If' such an example is

possible; and to be able to state that no such example

will satisfy the conditions. if it is not possible. The

prescribed conditions will be of a nature that can easily

be understood. by the student.

J%
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There are two sets of directions that apply to the

items used for this level.

. (Stimulus attribute) "For items A through C, you

are to produce an example of a sequence which meems

certain prescribed specifications. (new line)

Write the general expression for the nth term

for some sequences "will appear before one group

of items.

(Response attribute) A blank line for the answer

will appear to the right of each item.

e (Stimulus attribute) "For items D through G. you

are to state whether or not there exists a sequence

which meets certain prescribed conditions." will

appear before a second group of items. Directions

to circle "yes" or "no" for each item will accompany

this statement.

(Response attribute) At the right of each item will

appear the words "yes," "no."

or

;-

"IN

y. .*'.
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Objective i: The itudent can produce an exampl.e of a

divergent sequence which meets certain pre-

scribed conditions.

• .-'.

k..
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Item sDecil±icationg

('.:neral description) The student can produce an example

of a sequence which is not bounded.

(Stimulus attribute) * applies.

(Response attribute) * applies.

(Sample item--6A) Write the general expression for

the nth term for some sequence

which does not have a finite limit

because the terms of the sequence

are not bounded.

-.'a

-:.

..$
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Item specifications:

(General description) The student can produce an example

of a sequence which has two dis-

tinct cluster points.

(Stimulus attribute) 1. The term "cluster point"

will not be used.

2. The example will be one for

which infinitely many terms

take on one value and infinitely

many terms take on a different

value.

3. * applies.

(Response attribute) * applies.

(Sample item--6B) Write the general expression for

the nth term for some sequence

which does not have a limit because

% there are two values taken on by

infinitely many terms of the

sequence.

or4

. ...

4%
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Item specifications:

(General description) The student can correctly state

that it is possible to produce

an example of a sequence for which

infinitely many terms of the

sequence take on a value that is

not the limit of that sequence.

(Stimulus attribute) applies.

(Response attribute) ' applies.

(Sample item--6F) Is there any sequence for which

infinitely many terms are 7. but

the limit of that sequence is not

7? yes no
-." .

-- .a -
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Objective 2: The student can produce an example of a con-

vergen't sequence which meets certain pre-

scribed conditions.

J o

..

..".

* - -,.-... * * . <.-
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Item specifications:

(General description) The student can specify that the

limit of a constant function is

that constant.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. This item will appear with a

group of items. This group

will be preceded by the

directions, "Write the limit

of each sequence described

below. If the sequence has

no finite limit, write 'NONE.'"

2. The constant will be a negative

number..

3. The sequence will be described

by presenting the first three

terms of the sequence, separated

by commas: followed by an

ellipsis; followed by an

explanation of how each term

is determined.

(Response attribute) The student's responfe will be

indicated below the description

of the sequence in the space

marked "Ana. ._
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Item specifications:

(General description) The student can produce an example

of a convergent sequence wnich

has a finite number of terms

which are negative (positive),

but the preassigned limit is posi-

tive (negative).

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The prescribed conditions are

that the initial terms are of

one sign and the limit is a

preassigned number of the

opposite sign.

2. * applies.

(Response attribute) *applies.

(Sample item--6C) Write the general expression for

the nth term for some sequence

for which the first five terms are

negative, but the limit of that

sequence is 7.

s.

S%
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item spec ificat ions:a

(General description) The student can correctly state

that it is impossible to produce

an example of a sequence which

has infinitely many values of one

sign, but whose limit is of the

opposite sign.

(Stimulus attribute) *applies.

(Response attribute) *'applies.

(Sample item--6D) Is there any sequence whose limit

is -3 and which has infinitely

many positive terms? yes no
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Item specifications:

(General description) The student can correctly state

that it is possible to produce

an example of a sequence whose

successive terms get closer to

a given value, but the limit of

that same sequence is a different~

value.

(Stimulus attribute) applies.

(Response attribute) applies.

(Sample item--6E) Is there any sequence for which

each successive term is closer to

2. but the limit of this sequence

is not 2? yes no
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.te specif cations:

(General description) The student can correctly state

that it is possible to ;r-duce

a. example of a sequence for wa-:n

there Is a finiTe l -ni u t

none of the ter.Ts of that seouence

equal the umit.

(.timulus attriouze) * applies.

(Response attribute) * applies.

(Sample item--6G) Is there any sequence whose lit!

is one but no term f the sequence

is I? yes no

.,

:';2

. .

'04

°- . -

o-. ..... •

.. . ... . .. ' ._%,.. ,..',. ,-.. . .. - .,... . %. . .. . -- . 5 - .. - . . . . .. . . . . .

- '' -'" , ,' " f'" ' ." ': ;'" ":" '-:-"; -"- :'- - - '-.-.'". --"- '- -'.'-•. --.-.
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COMPREHENS:ON LZ:EiV

This level of understanding requires -hat the S=uden

demonstra:e knowledge of the genera! principles wnizr

,naraczerize -he convergence/diver-gence of a sequence.

.%

-:.4

,"

_@1

r-7 ', < '-'--:-,, .;? - : -.-:. -.-.. > .-.-.-.-.- :--. .. .:- • ---. ...- .---.- -.• -
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Otbjective 1: The student can classify sequences in terms

of their convergence or divergence w ,.en :he

rule of correspondence for t-e secuence Is

presented in general terms.

0%
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:tem specifications:

(General description) I a sequence which is formed

zy the -uotierm two poly-

nomials is presented to a stucent,

along wizn a description of Tne

degree of each polynomial (wrer

compared with each other). then

the student can classify the

sequence in terms of its con-

4 vergence or divergence.

(Stimulus attribuTes, 1. A formula for tne quotient

of two poiyncials will "e

given.

2. The degree of the numerator

will z.e p and the denominator

q. he reiamionsflp -etweer

p and q will oe g4iven.

3. The coefficients of n
p and

nq will oe natural numbers

greater than 1 and will have

no commor. factors.

4. A prrase indicating that

the one correct response

relating to -he limit of tne

I.

*1* d * ..-.. -*... .. . _.... . . . . .. ,**..*. ..--. .*. . . . .* .. . . .. .
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sequence is desired will

be given.

(Response at-.,ri:-'tes) The responses will oe prxases

indicating -hat the limit

a) is the quotient of the

-.- coefficients of n- and r,

b) is 0.

c) is not a real numtner ecause

- "- the values of the sequence

are not bounded.

(Sample item--3-) For all rea numcers p and q,

if p> q> I

/ then1 .D -. he

-;r.P n -

li. 4&nq  9nq -  2

a; is )/4.

.- 0) is 0.

c) is not a real nurmber 'ecause

the values of the se;uence

are not bounded.

... 

..
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em secifications:

(General description) The student can classify sequences

of the form r in terms of te.;er

convergence or divergence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. 7a2.ues for r will be g ien.

z. The stimulus will irdnca:a

that the one correcQt response

concerning the limit rn is

desired.

(Response attributes) The responses will e:

a, is 1.

• .*, i s C .

c, is not a real nrumoer ze~ause

the values of the secuence

are not bourded.

d) may-or may not be a real

number, tut more information

is reouired for tis to ce

determined.

-sample izem--)F) For each real numoer r that is

.0% between C and 2. limit rn

ft., a) is 1.

-- b) isO0.

-6:.V
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is not a real numoer ;ecause

the values of the se .uence are

not "ounded.

m) ay or .tay noi e a rsaa

number, but more informa-zon

is required for this 6o ze

determined.

I*0.
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* QObjective 2. rho stuadent can recognize valid justification

for the divergence of a sequen~ce.
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(General description) .3iven an example of a Sequence

wnich is counded and has two

cluster points, tne student can

- identify the reason that the

sequence diverges.

CStimulus atributes) 1. A sequence will be descriced

which has two distinct posi-

ivn cl-.ister points, c an .

2. The stimulus -will be an

i.nconplete sentence -A"'"

will zle made complete cy

adding tne one correct resp.onse.

(Response attribute) The responses will be phrases

that indicate;

a) the limit is i (c -

4. ~) ~the limits are 3oth z and .:.

c) there is no lnit ecause

there are infinitely man.y terms

in the sequence.

d) there is no li1m-t ue :3 :.ere

being more tnan one :luster

point. The term "clus:er point"

will not be used.

lei

?~~~..,.."...................... ..................
-- -5.', ; :.$ -, , . ".".-..........................-..'"-"..".."."..-.".".".....,.'.,"...".....,.."... . ,", .

" " ' ' " '- ' - '--" "-" '" " ,,. ." - -_" ". "v , -,'.--v ,'_,'.v .,.k ? 4.'. '.''. .,. '''
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(Sample item--3D) The sequence whose odd-nrunoerad

terms have the value 2.9999 and

whose even-nuMtered :tr-n3 have

:he value 3.00C0

a; has llmi: 3.

h, has both llmits 2.9999 ana

c) has no iimit oecause taere

are infinitely many terms -n

the sequence.

d; has no bim't ecause ;rinte.y

many terms of the sequence

rave -ne valie 2.99 and

.. r'fi-tely many -erms of ]-e

sequence have .ne value 3. CC¢i.

-% -

I.-

.,

@2 "
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-ter specifications:

(Ceneral description) GIver. the graph of~ a sequ;ence

which does not nave a fl''te

j.imit and which has no ci-ster

points. the student can Identify

that the sequence divercps

because it Is unoounded.

(Stimulus attributes) 1.. This sequen~ce will te pre-

sented using a tWo --iens" ofal

graph.

2. At least seven points wll

appear on tie graph, one of

which wilI. correspond to

the nth term of the sezuence.

3. This sequence will noztec

bounded above or telow.

4. A phrase will refer -.o e

grap:h and will te made com-

plete cy adding the one

correct response.

(rmesconse attributes, r,e responses . -il e :-naZecs

indi cating tnat:

a) the linmit Is the val.e of

the first term of :ne eq-uerce

7eV
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rounded to its neares :.teger.

o) the 1imit is the general

expression for the nt. term.

c) there Is no .ini- because

t-ere are inf inizely many

positive values and infini--ely

many negative values.

d) there is no liit due to

unooundedness.

(Sample item--3H)

01

o i
21-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . .... .

:;umber or the term cr the sequence

'he sequence whose graph is pictured above

a) has limit 1.

b) has limit 1 .
10

c) has no finite limit because there are infiniteiy
ma:ny positive terms and In:inIte'y many neaa:''e
terms.

d) has no finite limit because the values o the
sequence are not bounded.

o S

. - ,... !." .. .. . . - - . .. . - .".. .
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Ctjec:..e 3: 1he s~udent exibits an ',,nderstandinS -- at

the I.Imit is a unlque ruzzer and -.'at

in: i~y is not a nuxer
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-t.; .Seciflatios:

(Ceneral description) The student recognizes ti.az _-.9

t is inique.

(-:imulus a:tributej A statement will be made :on-

cer.ng the possicility o: a

sequence having more tnan one

finite IImit.

(Response attribute) The student is to circle T for

True or F for False.

(Sample item--5D) T F A sequence can have

mcr- .rian one lini:.

".-
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.tem specifications:

(-eneral description) in the context of deTermining

: limits, -he student can temor.-

strate t.e knowledge that i;nf-:nzy

is not a very large nu-.er.

(Stimulus attritutes) I, A formula for a. will be

"- given in which tne sequence

values change after at least

a million terms.

2. The rule of correspondence

will involve a sequence

wrhich is not oounded and a

convergent sequence. however,

one of these sequences wil

be terminated after a finite

number of ters, while the

other will ce missing :ne

corresponding numoer of

initial terms.

3. The stimulus will indicate

that the one correct resoponse

concerning the limt: of :-e

sequence is desired.

'.-

. . .
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(Response attrioute) The responses will '-e phrases

that indicate that the limit

a) is the number found :y;.,.' ,~ 

evaluating a_ at the vale

for wni:h the rule of

correszondence changes.

b) is the limit of the sequence,

if It exists. :f not, thne

response will be chosen to

-e -the limit of the seouence

from which the initial terns

of the sequence in t'hs Item

were chosen.

c) is not a real nt, oer because

the values of the sequence

are not bounded.

Zample item--3i, Suppose that we have a sequence

(a n I such that for eacn natural

number n

n for n < 1.000,000,000,000

an - for n 2 1,OC.OO00,OOC,OOO

44

a) Is 1,000,000,000,000.

b) is C.

c) is not a real number because the terms of
the sequence are nut oounded.

... ..... ..-....... ........ . ......

-,- : :'-., ...-. '-'. - ,". - -. . -.- -.- . 5 -' . --. -.-.- .-. '.... . . . . - -.-.. -. . . . . .
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Oo.eczive 4: The stldent car. classify sequences In .er7s

of their convergence/divergence when hte

".underlying ;r r.ciples involie casic 1imi:
~:heorerns.

I...-

* * L
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ten stecii:cations:

'General description) The student can classify suz-

zeqences in ter-.s of :heir

-onvergence or divergence when

relevar.t Inforation aA 7

a.:" sequence and subsequen.e is ven.

(Stimulus attributes; 1. The stimulus will secify

• " the convergence/divergence

of the original seqjence.

in the case of convergence.

the limit L will te given.

2. The method for oita;nin

the su-seqience will ze

specified.

h3. Te sti..mulus w "r.l , cate

that tne one correct response

concerning the limit of

the suosequence is desired.

(Response attributes) The responses will be that the

limit

a) is .

o) is not a finite nmcer.

c) may or may not be a finite

number, but more information
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..s required for this to ze

determir.ed.

41(Sammie it-em--3i) ror each sequence formed Dy

choosing every :-th term a:-

some sequence whose lz is is

the 1limiz of the newly frmed

sequence

a) is V7

b) is not a fin~ite nurnzer.

may or may n~ot oe a !init.e

numoer. but more ir.!ormat-iof

is required for this to be

determined.
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, , 2Z:e_..m snecificaTions :

(3eneral. escripion) The student can classify a

sequence which is sandw'izned

cetween two sec.uences. zctn cf

which converge to the sa.e iiT,

as one for whi:.n the linit exists.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A descriction of tnree secuences

will oe g-ven in wnich each

% term of the third sequence
• " is be :wveen trhe correspor.ding

terms cf two convergent

sequences.

2. The termincic-y "ccrrespcnin-r

terms" will ue explained and

4ilusTrated with an example.

3. The two convergent sequences

will have the same 1im:i% and
-.---

tnat limit will re given.

4. A phrase indicating that

the one correct response

concerning the lim,'t of c-e

third sequence is iesired.

3°.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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(Sa-.-jle l-em--N)

For each se:;uence f, for each sequence Z, and for each
na:ural number n, f(n) and g(n) are corr-esondi.. ter._s
of 11 and g. For example, I and 5, 2 and 10, 3 and 15,
... are the corresponding terms of f - ((1,1), (2,2), (,3)....
and (,), (2,10), (3,15),... .

For each sequence f, for each sequence g, and for each
sequence h,

N-,, if each tern of h is between the corresponding terms
of f and of S. and the ILMits of f and g are'- oth ,
then the limit of h

a) is W.

b) is not a finite number.

c) may or may not be a finite nu,"ber, but
more information is required for this
to be determined.

t

j ,',~~~~~~~~~~.......... , ...- . .. ...' ..... ,.............. .. ,..,.... . ....... .. ,.,.. -.... ,... ., ,- ,. . . , . . , .
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C .,-eczive 5: :he stu,,deint can .1a,,e .-udgmen-.s concernir- z

the oehavlor of the terms of, a ccrversenz

sequ.ence.
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-A.-

~- em oec::; -at:ofs:

(.eneral descriction, The student recognizes that t..e

;enavi-or of a finite o~ze :

terms of a seq;erce dces not

affect the limit.

(Stimulus attributes; I. A situation describing two

sequences will be g4ven.

One of the sequences will

be formed by altering a

finite numoer of terms of

the other sequences.

2. A real nurnoer -I will be

given as :he iiti of :ne

origiral sequence.

3. A statement regarding the

ilmit of z.e r.e:.iy formed

sequence will se given.

. (Response attriute) r-he student is to clrcle T for

'rue or F for FaLse.

(za.ple item--5A; Tor eac. sequence S,
:: i~f :r. oci cf$ sl

tne

and we alter S only

by suctracting 5 fc

N[% '

.|. ." . .

..... .*. .. . . .--,-.- 
- - J.--.Z-,"c.-.
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each of -:s f:r3-:

•oo000 terms, ther. the

of the nwvly

:ormed sezaence Ls 12.

-I
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:ez, srecifications•

(General descriotion) The student recognizes that

successive terms of a cor.ver;er.

sequence need not -e closer to

the limit than its immediate

;redecessor Is.

(Stimulus attribute) A statement will be made indi-

cating that a specific term of

a convergent sequence Js closet

to its limit, than the creceding

term Is.

(Res ponse attribute) :he student is to Circle T fr

True or F for Fase.

(Sample item--SC) F2 For each sequence .

he limit z±f S is

22.7. then the 875th

term is closer to 2.-

* than the 8?Uth :er- is.

_I -7

.- ,.
. .-
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-. :e s"ecifiations:

(tenera. description) 'he s uaen recogn-izes -..a- -:.

J.. of a sea..ence need no :,e

one of the valles of -e seqiene.

(Stimilus attribute) The statement will indizate -;.a-

every sequence wniznh nas a init

must have at least one term

which is L.

-'.esponse attribu:e) The student is to circle . f:r

%True or F for False.

,ampie item--53) T Consiier every seq.uence

71nose imiti -:z

least one -er-..

of these sequences _s 4.

- ." .
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FORMAL LEVEL

This level. of understanding requires that the student

be a'ole to commtunicate a precise def'inition of the ).flit

of a sequence and demonstrate a kncwledge of the relation-

ships among the component parts of the definition.
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'4.

*%4. ~

".4..'
4.

~oje~iVC 1: The student ~a.n demonstrate a ~owiedge of
".4-..

the relationship amon~ the component partS

of the 'c/N definition."

\4f
4

'N
.1'.

'J4~.
* 4

4'.

44"*

.1
4%

4-
4%

4'
-'4

?

*4

44S -,

4%

44
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.,.

It~e specifications:

(General description) The student recogr.nizes that N

is a function of c in * t.e "c/:;

definition."

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A statement will that eac

sequence which has a given

limit is to be considered.

2. AnoTher statement will e

given that all terms of the

sequence beyond a iiven
term are within a given

distance of thaz .miz.

5. The question will address

how many terms of each

sequence are required before

each term is within a given

distance of that limit.

(Response attributes) The responses will be

a) Greater than or equal to

the numoer of terms stated

in stlimuluas attril'.te 2.

b) Less than %he numoer of

terms stated in stimulus

attribute 2.

A

%,~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ %:,",' ' ., . . ."-..-.,.' .. -, '- -. . . . . . . . . .
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C-) Cannot oe determined wi*Cut

further Information.

'Saz.le lzem--3C) Cznsider each sequence wenose
!~-mit Is 8. Suppose e-vsr7

term after the 67th lies

within 1/4 of 8. How many terms

Sof each such sequence are required

tefore each term is within /i1'O

of 8?

a) Greater than or equal to
,%:-.
*-. 67 terms.

b) Less than 67 terms.

c; Canr.ot be determined wi t -u

. -

more Informatio.

0%4

O.. ...
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:%a specificationst

(General description) The s~uder.-t can demons-rate a

knowledge that N in the "c/N

definition" depends on :re

particular sequence (as well

as c) under dis.cussion.

(Stimulus attributes) L. A statement wil. be given

indicating.-that two different

sequences have the same

4 1limit which will be given.

2. A second statement "will be

made that when the values

of the first sequence all

differ from that limit by a

specified amount. then the

corresponding values of the

second sequence do the same.

3. "Corresponding values" will

be explained to the student.

(Response attribute) The student's response will :e

T for True or F for False.

I.

Li%
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(Sample item--5p) Suppose that two different

sequences have the same imit,

say 4. It must ce the case

that when the values of -he

first sequence all differ from

4 by less than 0.001, then the

corresponding values of the

second sequence also df.fer from

4 by less than 0.001.

(Recall that for each sequence f.

for each sequence g, and for each

natural number n, f(n) and g(r.)

are thne correspondin-g vaues

of f and g.)

%.
rt.

..o

,j

S'%

V / "..."-@"-,j.,.-.... -. .," . 'j,"," ..,., . %'. ,-: , " ~,Jp'l.'_@. I

/ 
l4|%i*• .: mx , . , _ , . . I . .. : , . . , , 1 .
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(General description) The student can demonstrate a

knowledge of the relationsnL.

bevaeen n and N in the "c/71

definition."

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A statement will te given

in which each sequence whose

limit is a given real number

is to be considered.

2. The student is to decide

if it follows that "all cut

a finite number of Zerms"

lie in a given interval

-~ 
containing this li*mit

3. A number line picturing this

interval will accompany %he

statomen.

(Response attribute) The student's response will "

T for True or ? for False.

(Sample item--5E) For each sequence S. if -."e

limit of S is ., then all but

a finite number of %erms lie

in the interval (i - 0.1, - .)

*X0
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.L.em Specifications% 

(General description) The student realizes that

beyond a finite number of

terms in a convergent sequence.

the absolute value of the

difference between the term and

the limit will be less than

any positive number.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The Stimulus will state

S. 
what the limit of a parti-

cular sequence is.

2. A statement that the

absolute value of the

difference between the

terms and the given limit

is less than a specific
.. positive nmber for all but

a finite number of terms

will be made.

(Response attribute) The student's response will be

T for True or F for False.

N

4.

U'.. .'. ",,s. ,",.. .%P,' .•. . , '. ,"/, ' ." "". .. ' ""-" .€. .. . ... . .. ""- '
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(Sample item--311)

The limit of a sequence ±s^6.

True or False:
For each natural number n, there is a
nu.'iral number m such that

, if n m then IS(n) - 61 V

here.) T F

5-.'

5%

.4 #

"I. *

,a.

.4 %

.5- "

- -* 4k ' / d " " - . - ' . " .- ,- % . " ... ' ,
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* t-i'en snecificat~onls

(General description) The studenv realizes t.at 'us!

zecause the absoluve va,lue Of

%he differenlce of thle ter-is c:

a convergent sequence and a

given number is less tha. a

preassigned small value, the

given number is not necessarily

the limit of that sequence.

*- " (Stimulua attributes) 1. The student will be given

the information that a

particular sequence as a

. lilmit; and the absolute

.4 value of the difference of

.h~e terms of that sequence

and a specific n=m er will

be giver, to be less zhan a

preassigned positive num;er

for all but a finite numoer

of t0er-s of that sequence.

2. A statement wil. be made

that the limit of that

sequence Is eq*a to the

given subtranend.

..

, .

:.. .-:. -.. *** *.. %* . . . .. . : : . . . , .- ,: ,-- :. .. . , .- - - , ,.,.: - - ' . .." - -
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(Rezspnse azzribuze) The student's response .'il ;e

T for True -f r 7alse.
-d.

S'SaS.le Item--52)

:lo consider a sequen
suc. that T has 1 u 4 A
for each natural number n, there exI.sts
a natural number m such that

jT(n) - 37 ! 0.001, whenever n > M.

True or False:

A~T(n) w37.
(Circle here.) T F

.5

S."

*S.Z

**5
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jecive 2; The s.ent a iriile eee.rj

and wrong statemen~ts purport i'g to ~

defl.nitiors for the limit of a seqence.

4,

6:
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especifications:

(General description) The student can determi:.e if

a statement relating %c -ne

limit of a sequence is equivalent

to the statement that the limit

of a particular sequence Is a

real number I.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will indicate

that two statements are

equivalent.

2. One statement will indicate

that for each sequence S,

the limit of S is a real

number . L will te iiven.

3. Another statement will be

given.

(Response attribute) The student's response will te

T for True or F for False.

(Sample item--G) T F The following are

equivalent statemenz3a:

a; For each sequence S,

"t.e limit of S is 9.3.

b) For each sequence 3

0 " " #,* ' ' + " " . ' . ' ," " ' " " - " ' , . % " . " . - -• " " - . " , " -. . . .

., . .d. . . . .14
. .- '. :' . . . .•. . ., Lj , .. ,,, , . -. ,., . . .. .. . . .
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and for each natural
I

numoer n.,

;s~n) -9.3! 'S~n-l) -9.31.

e

-le

.4

-.°.. '4.. , -.. < .", -.. , :-;. , -- ", . . .,-.-. 

-" .k - .: -: - . - . - -'-•z.. ,.. -: ,' -? .- ; -;

.4."'

*4-% I } 
', * ': ' -. ' " ' " , "", -, 

''. '
: ' " 

* ' " -- " - - ' "
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Item spec ificationLS'

S(Goner al description) The student can recognize the

correct definition for the

limit of a sequence.

(Stimulus attribute) A correct definition of the

limit of a sequence will be

presented.

(Response attribute) The student's response will be

T for True or F for False.

1'-

(Sample item) For each sequence f and for

* I. each real number L. the limit
of f is

if and only if

for each positive real number

a. no matter how small s might

be, there exists a natural

number m such that for each

natuaral number n

whenever n m.It fWn < s.

%-

4J.

.. . . . --. . . .-.- preeen.e*.
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APPENDIX B

INITIAL OBJECTIVES AND CORRESPONDING

ITEMS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE

LIMIT OF A SEQUENCE

* .

-..

,'

5h

%°-
°

°*°
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..

Please read the following pages carefully and respond
according to the directions. For most of your responses, you
will be using a five-point scale. The responses are intended
to correspond to the following opinions,

1. Strongly disagree.
2. Disagree.
3. No opinion.
4. Agree. .
5. Strongly aree.

For example, if you 'agree with a statement" preceding the
scale on which to mark your opinion, you would place a check
mark above the 4.as indicated on the scale below

Strongly Strongly
Disagree V/ Agree

if you find that you have specific comments (e.g.,
phraseology, symbolism, etc.) on the material and you do not
believe that any statements address these concerns, please
feel free to write them either at the place where they occur
or on the back of the last page.

A few comments concerning the purpose of the instrument
and introductory comments about the model I am using precede
the sections on which I am asking you to comment. I hope
these comments will serve to enlighten rather than confuse you.

Thank you for your generosity with your tine in evaluating
the material contained in this package. I will stop by in a
week. but if you have any questions please call me (386-5637).

Sincerely.

|d6 AZ'2

V. " " " - ,' " , . ", P * ., , . ,,, ,.. .'.v .-. .. -. .. ' . .. ,.....•.
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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

The purpose of the instrument is to 1) operationally
define what It means to understand the limit of a sequence.
and 2) measure that understanding. (Particular instructional
methodology in not of concern here.)

A A model in being used for this study. It is simply a
tool which aids in identifying the full range of behaviors
required for understanding the limit concept. It is not
intended to be unique. It was derived from reviewing the
literature on models for understanding concepts and from
experience regarding the topic of limits of jiquences. The
model should be easily understood by mathematicians and

S.., mathematics educators alike and should include the full range
of behaviors required for understanding the limit concept.

The model consists of five levels of student behaviors
intuition. identification, production. comprehension, and
formal. The full description for each level Is contained
within. From each of these five levels evolved more descrip-
tive objectives of desired student behaviors. Then from the
objectives evolved item specifications. The levels and
their corresponding objectives are all presented on the last
page of this package. (The specifications are spelled out
in great detail on the following pages.)

It should be noted that the instrument is not Intended
to measure an understanding of the application of the formal
concept or of specialized techniques for complicated
sequences. e.g., (1 . l/,)n. Such behavior might be considered
as "extensions of the limit concept" and are not included

p.-S.here. Understanding of the limit concept is the key here--not
understanding the behavior of complicated sequences.

, N

b a.
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INTUITIVE LEVEL, This level of understanding requires the
student to demonstrate the ability to
comprehend situations which involve or
Imply the contexts from which the concept
of limit of a sequence will develop.
Vocabulary usage is nonrigorous. corresponding
to pre-formal experiences with limits.

Objectivess

1. The student can demonstrate a knowledge of convergence
in situations involving "a limit object" of an
implied sequence.

" 2. The student can make appropriate judgments about
situations Involving divergence.

3. The student can demonstrate a knowledge of how
successive approximations c n be used in measurement.

The objectives are described in more detail (by the use of
Item specifications) on the following pages.

%% IjI.

_ . ,.',/ ' .' . ." • . ... . .* ... .. . ,. .,*. .-. , -..-. ,~ ***,~ , . a., ,
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'4

Objective: The student can demonstrate a knowledge of
convergence in situations involving "a limit
object" of an implied sequence.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding
the limit of a sequence at the intuitive level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
N: please express your opinion why the objective is not

appropriate for this level of understanding.

4.

.% ,

./

0*

-'S-'

4 .q

"U

..?.

4% ,,S* """ . , '""". -", . . - . " - . - . .. .. . .

*.2S " ,, " . , , , , . . . .,.., . . ,. . , "-"- .".'.--- . . -.. . . . . . .. .. .'" '. . -. . - .- ••
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The following-item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item specifications a

(General description) The student can make Judgments
related to neighborhoods about
the limit point of a "convergent"
sequence of points.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will describe a
situation in which a sequence
of points are identified on a
line segment ao that the points
converge to a limit point. The
limit point will not be a member
of the sequence.

2. The stimulus will contain fewer
than 70 words.

3. The item will be accompanied
by a picture with appropriate
points labelled.

(Response attributes) 1. The responses are statements that,

a) After a large number of mid-

points have been chosen, the
midpoints are not distinct
from the limit point.

b) Involve placing a small
circle around the limit
point, and that there will
be a point in the sequence
inside of that circle regardless
of how small it is.

C) Suggesting that the sequence
is not bounded by the limit
point.

(Saeple item)

. " $.. . . - . . -S ' * . S, - * . * *,*' . . , " - . . . . .. - + . , . - . , ... .. • - .• . • - . - -. - -. ', -r . .

1 *6+ 

- - .. . ..
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- :Point C1 is the midpoint of the line
eementlwith endpoints A and C
Shown above are the first threi mid-
points C,. and C of a sequence
of midpo nt Lowhich a.Oe obtained by
the following continuing process s

For each natural number n.
point C is the midpoint of
the segient with endpoints
A and Cn. I .

Which statement is true regarding
this sequence of midpoints?

it ) Points C and A are the same for
values Bf n greater than 100.

b) Regardless of how small a circle
is placed around Point A, there
will be a midpoint that will be

..4 inside of the circle.

c) The midpoints will eventually be
between Points A and D.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes. and sample item.)

4. The item specifications would be clearly understood

by an item writer.

- Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

3 7r

The item specifications are appropriate for this
4. objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree"- - " --

ke. ".4

• r ,-. *, - . . , • . • . .. - . - . , ..- .- ,,.,., *' .. . ' .,.. ' . , . q , '_' , ' ,. -'. . ..-.-.-. • . -
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Item 8sgcifIcAtion8,

(General description) An irregularly shaped simple closed
curve in given. A sequence of
successively refined grids are over-
laid one-by-one on the irregular
figure. For each grid, the boundary
of the figure formed by all squares
entirely contained in the interior
of the curve is shown. The student
recognizes that the sequence of these
boundaries approaches the simple

-.S closed curve.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A picture of two transparencies
of a grid of squares overlying an
irregular figure will be presented
with the item.

2. The development of a sequence of
boundaries of tKI squares con-
tained within the irregular figure
will be described.

3. The irregular figure will com-
pletely contain at least one
square of the grid. A second
grid will be a refinement of the

f irst and will appear on the
right of the first.

4. The stimulus will ask which of
several statements about the
boundary of squares is consistently
true.

5. The passage will contain less
'.-" than 100 words.

(Response attributes) 1. The responses will contain less

than 20 words.

2. The three responses will be
statements that

a) indicate a lack of visualizing
the continuing process.

b) the boundary approaches the
boundary of the irregular
figure.

.%
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- c) the boundary will eventually
be the same as the boundary
of the irregular figure.

(Sample item)T

Grid of squares Refinement of
overlying boundary. previous grid.

Pictured above are the first two of a
series of transparencies of grids of
squares placed on the boundary of an
irregularly shaped figure (solid lr,

* The length of each side of a grid
square is 1/2 the length of each side

* V of each square in the preceding grid.
For each grid the boundary (dotted
lines) of the figure formed by al
squares entirely contained inside the

.J. irregular figure is established.
Which of the following statements is
consistently true? The boundary of all
squares entirely contained inside the
irregular figure

a) forms a rectangle.

b) shows a greater resemblance to the
boundary of the irregular figure

Sfor each successive refinement of
the grid.

c) will eventually be the same as the
boundary of the irregular figure.

?lease react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and ample Item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

17ae nirl o~tedisd h
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree * "-4' Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 7 Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree T.. Agree!2

OM

.-
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Objectives The student can make appropriate judgment$
about situations involving divergence.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding
the limit of a sequence at the intuitive level.

Strongly Strongly

*Disagree Age

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please expreus your opinion-why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

I.
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate

on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item specificationes

(General description) Given a situation which involves
a sequence whose terms alternate
among more than one value, the
student recognizes that such a
sequence does not approach a "limit
object."

(Stimulus attribute) The stimulus will ask for the sum
of 1 + (-1) + 1 + (-1) + 1 + (-1) . . .

(Response attribute) The responses will indicate that
the sum of 1 + (-1) + 1 + (-1) +

a) is 0.

b) is 1. -_

c) cannot be determined because
different regroupings of the
addend result in different sums.

(Sample item) The sum of I (-I) + 1 + (-I) +
1+ (-I) .

a) is O.

b) is 1.

c) cannot be determined because
different regroupings of the
addend result in different sums.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The Item specifications are appropriate for this objective.

• • z , n ,, f ' ' ''J " -'-.. . . . .. . . . . . . .'. . " . .. -" ," .. . . . , - ,- - "," ", . . . . ' " .
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Itox specifications$

(General deucription) Given a process which produces a
sequence of triangles of unbounded
area, the student recognizes that
the area of the figures grows
arbitrarily large.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will contains

a) first, a general description
of the situation (sequential
process).

b) a drawing depicting the
situation.

c) a question asking which of
several responses is true.

2. The stimulus will iPa 75 words
or less to describe the construction
of the sequence of triangles.

(Response attributes) 1. The responses will be no more
than 25 words long.

2. There will be three responses as
follows,

a) An incorrect statement asserting
that a preceding trianglo in the
sequence contains the vertices of
a succeeding triangle.

b) A statement that the area of
any of the triangle. in the
sequence can (cannot) exceed
the area of a circle with a
specific large radius.

.t
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C) Based on the choice in b. a
statement that the length of
any one of the sides of the
triangles in the sequence
cannot (can). exceed a specific
linear measure.

(Sample item) A sequence of triangles
are constructed so that
the vertices of each
triangle lie on the sides
of the triangle which

V. succeeds it. For
example, in the picture
at the right, the
vertices of the first
triangle (shaded) lie
on the sides of the second
triangle (dotted line).
Which of the following statements
about the sequence.of triangles is true?

a) The sides of the eighth triangle
contain the vertices of the ninth
triangle.

_ b) The process suggested could
produce a triangle which has
greater area than a circle
with radius 1.000,000 miles.

c) The process suggested cannot
produce a triangle which has
a side longer than 1,000,000
miles.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

.4% (When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample Item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood

by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

'%I
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

'

hJ
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Objectives The student can demonstrate a Imowledge of how
successive approximations can be used in
masurement.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding
the limit of a sequence at the intuitive level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree . ** ** Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

S

.5
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate

on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item specificationss

(General description) Using sequences of regular polygons.
the student can Identify which of
several methods yields the best
a proximation for the area of thec role.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A drawing of three circles with
equal radii will accompany %he
item. Three regular polygons
(from left to right, a triangle.
square and pentagon) will be
circumscribed about the circle.

2. The stimulus will refer to the
picture sad describe the method
of taking successively more
circumscribed regular polygons
and finding their areas.

3. The stimulus will indicate that
the method for obtaining the
best approximation for the area
of the circle is desired.

(Response attribute) The responses will Indicate that

a) the best approximation will result
from averaging the areas of the
polygons.

b) the best approximation will come
from the area of a polygon with a
specified number of sides
(greater.than ten).

a) the more sides, the better the
approximation will be.

(Sample item)

=....

7-7

•.%
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A process of circumscribing regular
polygons about a circle in shown in
an attempt to approximate the area
of a circle. The number of sides
for each successive polygon increases
by one. Which of the following
statements concerning the area of
the circle is true?

a) Averaging the areas of the polygons
will provide the best approximation.

b) The 8rea of the polygop with 15
sides wil provide the best
approximation.

c) The greater the number of sides,
the better the approximation
will be.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that Item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

% The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree_ "-re-

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item sieciftications

(General description) If a successive approximation is
presented among less effective methods
for measuring a desired quantity, the

% %
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student identifies the successive
approximation as the preferred
method.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will ask which of
several responses provides the
best approximation for the
instantaneous velocity of a
falling object at a specific
time t.

J .

2. A picture illustrating the
setting will accompany this
item.

3. Specific formulas will not be
stated.

4. Thirty words or less will be
used in the stimulus.

(Response attributes) 1. The responses will be statements
that the method should be tot

a) divide the distance fallen by
the time t.

bl find the average velocity for
successively shorter time
intervals containing t and
select the average velocity

for the shortest of those
intervals.

c) take several average velocities
for different times and average
the average velocities.

2. Each choice will contain fewer
%than thirty words.

(Sample item) Which of the following processes will
consistently result in the best
approximation for the instantaneous
velocity of a falling object at a
specific time t?

a) Divide the distance the object has
time at which fallen by the specific time t.

7 instantaneous
velocity is b) Find the average velocity of the
desired falling object for successively

Groun,

%"%
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shorter time intervals which
contain t and select the
average velocity corresponding
to the shortest of those time
intervals.

C) Take the average velocity of the
falling object for different
times preceding t. Repeat this
process and take the average of
the average velocities.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

N. The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer. ..

Strongly Strongly
Disagree ._ Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

-p 1 2 3 5
The sample ilem is consistent with the item
specificatioa.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

-p.
%'

%"
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Recall that a.1 of the objectives appear on the last
page of this package. This page was intended for your
quick use and to provide the "big picture" for understanding
the concept of the limit of a sequence. You may want to
glance at it before checking your response to the next
statement.

The objectives are appropriate for describing the
understanding of the limit of a sequence at the
intuitive level as this level was described earlier.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree1 - -- - -5

-- If you answered 1 ot 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please describe briefly your difficulty.

d

.°
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IDENTIFICATION LEVEL
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IDENTIFICATION LL MELa Thic level of undcrctanding requircs
the student to be able to classify
sequences in terms of their convergence
or divergence, using only elementary
methods (inspection or elementary arith-
metic, algebraic, or trigonometricproperties). In the case of convergence,
the student can specify the limit.

Objectivess

L. The student can determine the limit of certain
convergent sequences by using only inspection.

2. The student can classify examples of divergent
sequence as sequences for which the limit does
not exist.

3. The student can classify a sequence expressed as
the ratio of two polynomials in terms of its con-
vergence or divergence. In th case of convergence,
the student can specify the limit.

4.'. The student can classify sequences involving

the basic trigonometric functions, cn and cl/n,

and Znn in terms of their convergence or divergence.n
In the case of convergence, the student can

d.- specify the limit.

For all items in this sections

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will be "In the
* blank provided, write The limit(s)

of each sequence that appears
below. If the particular sequence
does not have a limit, write DNE.
(a represents the value of the nth
teU6 of a siquence, where n stands
for a natural number)."

2. This stat eent will appear before
a block of itema (i.e.. o
repeated above each itemy.

(Response attribute) A blank line will follow the example.

The objectives are described in more detail (by the use of
item specifications)on the following pages.

r,'
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Objectives The student can determine the limit of certain
convergent sequences by using only inspection.

Please react to the following statement .y checking the response
which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the identification level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agra*

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

OU

'-p...

.;-
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate on

the objective presented on the previous page.

Item specificationss

(General description) The student can specify the limit
of a convergent sequence whose limit

is nonmonotonically approached by
consecutive values of the terms of
the sequence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1, * applies.

2. The general expression for the

nth term of a sequence whose
limit is nonmonotonically approached
will be given.

(Response attribute) * applies.
•2+(_3.)n_

(Sample item) 
an 2

an n

Please react to the following statements by checking the

response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When

indicating your choice, realize that item specifications

include the general description, stimulus attributes, response

attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood by
an item writer.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree Agree

1 ~ ~ _ rT... ~ .~... ge
The item specifications are appropriate for this objective.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree ___Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item specifications.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree -. -- . Agree

Item secificationrs:

(General description) The student can specify that the
limit of a constant function is that
constant.

eI.

'?esl *. . . ..
* 
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(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The general expression for the
nth term of the constant sequence
will be presented using the form
an.

3. The constant will be a negative
number.

(Response attribute) applies.

(Sample item) an  -1*

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The Item specifications would be clearly understood by
an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 7 - Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item specifica-
tions.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item soecificationes
(General description) The student can specify the limit of

a bounded monotonic sequence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The general expression for the
nth term of a sequence which
converges to a non-zero number
will be given.

li
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3. The expression is written as

(Response attribute) a applies.

(Sample item) an =98

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Aree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item Is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

ION
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Objective: The student can classify examples of divergent
sequence as sequences for which the limit does
not exist.

Please react to the following statement by chocking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the identification level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please express your opinion why the objective Is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

.4
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
an the Objective presented an the previous page.

Item specifications :

(General description) The student can classify an example
of a sequence which has more than
one cluster point as one whose limit
does not exist.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. A two-dimension.l paph will
•*"be given on which labels will

appear that depict a sequer.ce
whose odd-numbered terms take
on one value and whose even-
numbered terms take on a different
value.

3. The (2n-l)th and the (2n)th terms
will appear on the graph.

(Response attribute) applies.

(Sample item)

a

2-- -x -- - ---- K- - -- ---

S 2- 3 -6...(2n;-) (2 )
'lumber of the term in the sequence

l-.

...
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Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice. realize that Item specifications

* -'-. include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

'a The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specit.cations are appropriate for this
* I objective.

Strongly Strongly

Disaree Agree
3

The sample item is consistent with the item specifica-
tions.

""" Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item soecificationst

(General description) The student can classify an example
of an unbounded sequence as one
whose limit does not exist.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The first three terms of a
sequence which diverges to -0,
followed by an ellipsis, and

.. a phrase explaining what the
general expression for the nth
term of the sequence is, will
be provided.

(Response attribute) 4 applies.

(Sample item) 8. 7. 6. . . . in which the
general expression for the nth
term of the sequence is
an = 9-n

7-.
a,'o.'
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Please react to the following statements by checking
the response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When Indicating your choice, realize that Item specific&-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes. and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
DisagreeAge

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective,

Strongly Strongly
Disagree * * - Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications..

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

lop
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Objectives The student can classify a sequence expressed
as the ratio of two polynomials in terms of

._ s convergence or divergence. In the case of
convergence, the student can specify the limit.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the identification level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

... . -- -y --.-

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree of disagree).
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate foi this level of understanding.

.- -.
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The following~item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item suecifications

(General description) The student can classify a sequence
* expressed as the ratio of higher

order polynomials, with the degree
of the numerator exceeding that of
the denominator, as one whose limit
does not exist.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The example will be a sequence
in which the degree of the poly-
nomial In the numerator exceeds
that of the denominator.

3. The coefficients of the terms
whose power is greater than
four will be different from one
and not share a common factor.

4.* The degree of each polynomial will
* be greater than four.

(Response attribute) .1. #* applies.

(Sample item) a n

3n5 4n -1

Please-react to the following statements by checking the
response which Most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-

.9 tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

9.I

.12

Strongly Strongly
Disagree

-' The item specifications are appropriate for this

oniobjectivepeetdo hepeiu ae

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

- - t

L (Stimulus a -ri uAes) 1. • applies.
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The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item soecificationst

(General description) The student can specify the limit
of a sequence expressed as the
ratio of two lower order polynomials
with the degree of the denominator
being greater than or equal to that I
of the numerator.

*(Stimulus attributes) 1. applies.

2. The example will be a sequence
% in which the degree of the

polynominal in the denominator
is greater than or equal to that
of the numerator. (If a "greater
than" case is represented in
this section. then "equal to"
will be used. Otherwise,
"greater than" will apply to
this item.)

3. Coefficients for the terms will
be different from one and not
share a common factor.

4. The degree of each polynomial
will be less than or equal to
two.

(Response attribute) ae applies..

(Sample item) an

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

hE
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The Item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

"- Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

~ 2 3 5
*.'1 The sample item is consistent with the item

specifications.

Strongly Strongly
* IDisagree Agree

Item stecifications,

(General description) The student can specify the limit
of a sequence expressed as the
ratio of higher order polynomials
with the degree of the denominator
being greater than or equal to that
of the numerator.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The example will be a sequence
in which the degree of the
polynomial in the denominator
is greater than or equal to
that of the numerator.

3. The coefficients of the terms
whose power is greater than
four will be different from
one and not share a common
factor.

--4. The degree of each polynomial
will be greater than four.

(Response attribute) *' applies.

(Sample item) an 7n9 . 12n8 + 15n 1
"-'" 2n10 + 3  2

v-V

V...
'4
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Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree'. -T- -T- " - -2 -

The item specifications are appropriate for this
oJjective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.
Strongly Strongly

Disagree Agree

,

L'U
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ObJective: The student can classify sequences in terms of
their convergence or divergence when the rule
of correspondence is presented in general terms.

4'.o

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the comprehension level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

°..,

.
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I.

The following item specifications serve to elaborate

on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item specificationst

(General description) The student can classify an example
of the form /a (where an is positive)
in terms of its convergence or
divergence. In the case of con-
vergence, the student can specify
the limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The general expression for the
nth term of a sequence will be
given as /Bn (where b is
positive).

.'. (Response attribute) ** applies.

(Sample Item) a~
n2

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
-. Disagree Agree

a-..-. The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree -- Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item specifica-
tions.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

o-2.

,,,,..

45* .

*1
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Item specifications&
(General description) The student can classify aexample

of sequences of the form c (where
c is a positive number) in terms of
its convergence or divergence. In
the case of convergence, the student
can specify the limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The general expression for the
nth term ofa sequence will be
given as c for preassigned
value of c (not equal to zero).

(Response attribute) . applies.

(Sample item) an - (.7 7 3 9 )n

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample Item.)

The item specLfications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree . ..... Agree

The sample item is consistent with the Item specifica-
ti ons.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 Age

Item specifications,

(General description) The student can classify an example
of sequences involving the basic
trigonometric functions In terms of

. "....'/ . ".. - . . . - .. . ..4 . . . ...4. .. . - . .. .



its convergence or divergence. In
the case of convergence, the student
can specify the limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The general expression for the
nth term of a sequence will be
given.

3. Elementary properties cf the
sine, cosine. or tangent function
will be used. but no more than
one of these trigonometric
functions will appear in the
expression.

(Response attribute) 'applies.

(sample item) an - Cos(-Dn-)

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications woule be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree -Agree

1 2 3 S

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree - -Agree

1 2

The sample item is consistent with the item speci4fica-
tions.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree - - Agree

1,2 T 2 3

p.-.

Item sphecifications.

(General description) The student can classify an examp e
of sequences of the form n/, (where

*. * e en . .prprte c h

wil be ud~* . bu. no 2 oe h
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c is a positive number) in terms of
its convergence or divergence. in
the case of convergence, the student
can specify the limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. * applies.

2. The general expression for the
nth term of a sequence will be
given as n E- for a preassigned
value of c (greater than zero).

3. Negative exponents will not be
used.

(Response attribute) * applies.

(Sample item) an n /I271.32

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree AgreeT- - - -

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree - Agree

The sample item is consistent with the Item specifica-
t tions.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree2'" '- -y -- -y

%, , . .-.: .. -,.:, ;,-... ..- .. - - , .- . . . ._..,......... .:
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Recall that all of the objectives appear on the last
page of this package. This page was intended for your quick
use and to provide the "big picture" for understanding the
concept of the limit of a sequence. You may want to glance
at it before checking your response to the next statement.

The objectives are appropriate for describing the
understanding of the li.mit of a sequence at the
identification level as this level was described
earlier.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you answered 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please describe briefly your difficulty.

V-.

'5,

.
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PRODUCTION LEVELs This level of understanding requires the
student to be able to produce an example
of a sequence which meets certain pro-
scribed conditions, if such an example is
possible: and to be able to state that no
such example will satisfy the conditions,
if it is not possible. (The prescribed
conditions will be of a nature that can
easily be understood by the student.)

Objectivess

1. The student can produce an example of a
_ divergent sequence which meeats certain

prescribed conditions.

2. The student can produce an example of a
convergent sequence which meets certain
prescribed conditions.

r.

The objectives are described in more detail (by the use of
item specifications) on the following pages.
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ObJectives The student can produce an example of a divergent
sequence which meets certain prescribed conditions.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the production level.

Strongly Strongly
Diagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please express your opinion why the objective s not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

• -q

* ' . ' .. .
* * . -

-. '.-4
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item specifications,

(General description) The student can produce an
example of sequence which is
unbounded.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The directions require the
general expreseion for the
nth term of a sequence to be
written.

2. The prescribed condition is
that the limit does not exist
because the sequence is un-
bounded.

3.The directions specify to
write 'NONE' in the event of
an impossible setup.

(Response attribute) A blank line will appear below the
stimulus. It will be indented.

(Sample item) Write the general expression for
the nth term of a sequence whose

~. ~ .limit does not exist because thevalues of terms are unbounded.
(If there is no sequence that

'(C will satisfy this condition.
write NONF.)

Please react to the following statements by checking the
C,..response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When

indicating your choice, realize that-item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The Item specifications would be clearly understood by

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for 'this objective.
Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

6r

.:V

* * - q q . .
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The sample item is consistent with the item specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item specifications:

(General description) The student can draw the graph
* ~of a sequence which has two

cluster points.
(Stimulus attributes) 1. The directions will be to

provide a graph of a divergent
sequence which has two cluster
points.

2. The terms "divergent" and
"cluster point" will not be
used. --

3. The stimulus will refer to the
location of the graph.

4. The directions specify to
write "NONE" in the event of
an impossible setup.

(Response attributes) A line, approximately five inches
long, with an arrow facing to the
right will appear below the
stimulus. "0" will be labelled
on this number line.

(Sample item) On the graph below, plot the values
of a sequence whose limit does not
exist because there are two values
taken on by Infinitely many terms of
the sequence. (If there is no
sequence that will satisfy this
condition, write NONE.)

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

17.

% 
?'

-. ,-
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The item specifications would be clearly understood by
an item writer.

Strongly* Strongly
:isagree Agree

1 -f- -7 -77 , ge
The item specifications are appropriate for this objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 

Agree

14.

! . 5 , . " ' -. - . .' " . -, , " .. - - , -. - - .. - . , . , . . . ..
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Objectives The student can produce an example of a convergent
sequence which meets certain prescribed conditions.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
• response which most accurately relects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the production level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 5 Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
pleas* express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

"Le7-

via" ¢
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate

on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item smeciiications:

(General description) The student can produce an
example of a convergent sequence
which has a finite number of
terms which have negative
(positive) values, but the pre-
assigned limit is positive
(negative).

(Stimulus att ibutes) 1. The directions require the
general expression for the
nth term of a sequence to be
written.

2. The prescribed conditions are
that the initial terms are of
one sign and the limit is a
preassigned number of the
opposite sign..

3. The directions specify to
write "NONE" in the event of
an "impossible setup.

(Response attribute) A blank line will appear below
the stimulus. It will be indented.

(Sample item) Give an example for a for which

an c 0 when nt 5. bue limit a n  7.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
reponse which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications include
the general description, stimulus attributes, response attributes,
and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood by
an i*em writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The Item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 

Agree

%'

, , ; , ~~~~~~..:... ...... 1......... ...... ..
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The sample item is consistent with the item specifica-
tions.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item specificatios:

(General description) The student can correctly state
that it is impossible to produce
an example of a sequence which has
infinitely many values of one sign.
but whose limit is of the opposite
sign.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The directions require the
general expression for the
nth term of asequence to be
written.

2. The prescribed conditions are
that infinitely many terms are
of one sign and the limit is a
preass gned value of another
sign.

3. The directions specify to write
"NONE" in the event of an
impossible setup.

(Response attribute) A blank line will appear below the
stimulus. It will be indented.

(Sample item) Write the general expression for the
nth term of a sequence with infinitely
many negative values, but with limit
5. (If there is no sequence that will
satisfy this condition, write NONE.)

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood by
an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

--- -

".. ' ' . . . %". ',,,' . % ' % .
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The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item specifica-
tions.Strongy Strongly

Disagree Agree

%.

6(

'6-
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Recall that all of the objectives appear on the last
page of this package. This page was intended for your quick
use and to provide the "big picture" for understanding the
concept of the limit of a sequence. You may want to glance
at it before checking your response to the next statement.

.-.- The objectives are appropriate for describing the
understanding of the limit of a sequence at the
protcction level as this level was described earlier.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you answered 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please describe briefly your difficulty.

-'-

i

07
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COMPREHENSION LEVELs This level of understanding requires
that the student demonstrate knowledge
of the general principles which char-
acterize the convergence/divergence of
a sequence.

Objectivest

1. The student can classify sequences in terms of

their convergence or divergence when the rule

of correspondence is presented in general terms.

2. The student can recognize valid justification
for the divergence of a sequence.

3. In the context of using limits, the student
exhibits good "number sense."

4. The student can classify sequences in terms of

their convergence/divergence when the under-
lying principles involve basic. limit theorems.

5. The student can made judgments concerning the
behavior of the terms of a convergent sequence.

The objectives are described in more detail (by the use of

item specifications) on the following pages.

I ,.
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Objectives The student can classify sequences Involving

the tuaic trigonometric functions. cn and c

andA n in toerme of their convergence or divergence.

In the case of convergence, the student can

specify the limit.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the identification level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please express your opinion why the objectiva-is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

-
I'
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item specifications

(General description) If a sequence which is formed by
the quotient of two polynomials Is
presented to a student, along with
a description of the degree of each
of the polynomials (when compared
with each other), then the student
can classify the sequence in terms
of Its convergence or divergence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A formula for the quotient of
two polynomials will be given.

2. The depee of the numerator
will be p and the denominator
q. The relationship between
p and q will be given.

3. The coefficients of n
p and nq

will be natural numbers greater
than 1 and will have no common
factors.

4. A phrase indicating that a
response relating to the limit
of the sequence is desired will
be given.

(Response attribute) The responses will be phrases indi-
cating that the limit

a) is te quotient of the coefficients
;.'.-. of n and n .

b) is O.
c) does not exist because the

terms are not bounded.

d) cannot be determined from the

information provided.
5nn . P-3 , . + n - ?

(Sample item) If an * - __0I

4nq + nq- 1 + . n 2 2
whore p 3 q (and the denominator is
never 0). then jg a.

.. ,- .".-.
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a) is 3/4.

b) is 0.

c) does not exist because the
values of the terms of the
sequence are not bounded.

d) cannot be determined from
the information provided.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item spcifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item 1 2 -j~ m Agree

(General description) The student c n classify sequences
of the form r in terms of their
convergence or divergence.

(Stimulus attributes) 2. an * rn will be given.
2. Values for r will be given.

3. The stimulus will indicate that
a response concerning the limit
of the sequence is desired.

1.
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(Response attribute) The responses will be s

a) is 1.

b) is 0.

c) does not exist because the values

of the sequence are not bounded.

d) cannot be determined from the
information provided above.

(Sample item) If an a rn
, where 0 c r < 2. then

;i an

a) is 1.

b) is 0.

c) does not exist because the values
of the terms of thle sequence are
not bounded.

d) cannot be determined from the
information provided above.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood

by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item Is consistent with the Item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

lieV

I.%
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Ob'ective: The student can recognize valid justification
for the divergence of a sequence.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the~limit of a sequence at the comprehension level.

Strongly Strongly
.' Disagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

-o

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.- ....".".,..-.:...,,.-.'...--... .,,.. ..-.. .......... . ...... . . .
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate

on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item soecifications:

(General description) Given an example of a sequence which
is not bounded and has two cluster
points, the student can identify the
reason that the sequence diverges.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The nth term for a sequence with
infinitely many values equal to
c and infinitely many values
equal to k will be given (where
c and k are constants).

2. The stimulus will be an incomplete
sentence which will be made
complete by adding the response.

(Response attribute) The responses will be phrases that
indicate that&

a) the limit is c.

b) the limit is k.

c) the limits are c and k.

d) there is no limit due to
unboundedness.

e) there is no limit due to there
being more than one cluster
point. (The term "cluster point"
will not be used.)

(Sample item) The sequence whose nth term is defined

by cos nt has

a) a limit equal to 1.

b) a limit equal to -1.

) limits of 1 and -1.

d) has no limit because infinitely
many terms of the sequence have
the value 1 and Infinitely many
terms of the sequence have the
value -1.

IN

%t .f t . * * ' * f. .
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Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifications

,_ . include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

*The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the ,tem
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item specifications:

(General description) Given the graph of a sequence whose
limit does not exist and which has
no cluster points, the student can
identify that the sequence diverges
because it is unbounded.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A number line will be shown on
which appears initial values of

....4 a sequence which is not bounded.
The general expression for the
nth term will appear.

2. The phrase will refer to the
number line and will be made
complete by adding the response.

(Response attribute) The responses will be phrases indi-
cating that

a) the limit is zero.

b) the limit Is the general expression
for the nth term.

"V•
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c) there is no limit because
there are infinitely many
-ositive values and
nflnitely many negative

values.

% -d) there Is no limit due to
unboundedness.

(Sample item) R ff
a3a-3 a a-1 a2 . n=(-l)n

The sequence whose graph is

pictured above

a) has a limit of 0.

b) has a limit of (-l)nn.

c) does not have a limit because
there are infinitely many
positive values and infinitely
many negative values.

d) does not have a limit because
the values of the terms are
not bounded.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

A:" The item specifications would be clearly understoodby an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree - Agree

2 3~
The sample item is consistent with the iTem
specifications.

7..

6p
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Strongly Strongly" " ~aaroe -T' - -%- Agre
Disagree -g-

-24

" -
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Objectives In the context of using limits, the student
exhibits good "number sense."

Please react to the following statement by checking the
V,  response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding
the limit of a sequence at the comprehension level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree * " Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

k S

...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item s~ecifications:

(General description) The student recognizes that the
limit is unique.

(Stimulus attribute) A statement that tne limit of a
sequence (if it exists) is or is

%. not a unique number will be made.

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or "False."

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one).

If lim an x L, and lim an L2 , then

".4.a
L1 a L2 .

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

% ,(When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
tions include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree - Agree

1 2 5

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 *3 7 5

Item gpecifications:

(General description) In the context of determining limits,
the student can demonstrate the

r A•
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knowledge that infinity is not a
very large number.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A formula for a n will be given
in which the sequence values
change after at least a million
terms.

2. The rule of correspondence will
involve a sequence which is not
bounded and a convergent sequence.
However, one of these sequences
will be terminated after a
finite number of terms, while
the other will be missing the
corresponding number of initial
terms.

3. The stimulus will indicate that
a response concerning the limit
of the sequence is desired.

(Response attribute) The responses will be phrases that
indicate that the limit

a) is the number found by evaluating
a at the value for which the rule of
c~rres pondence changes.

b) is the number found by incorrectly
evaluating the formula at the
value for which the rule of
correspondence changes.

c) is the limit of the sequence, or
in the case of the rule of
correspondence for which the limit
would have existed if the rule had
not been changed. it is that limit.

d) does not exist because it is
unbounded.

IN
. (Sample item) If

fP or n - 1.00C,000,000,300
an -ora>= (where p C0."n I for n > ..000,000,000,000

• rP
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" ~hen ;im an

"""' " .a) is 1.000,000.000.000p .

.'-'[, ) s ,000,O00,00 ,O00P,

c) is 0.

d) does not exist because the
sequence is unbounded.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

" (When indicating your choice, realize that item specifica-
- ~--tions include the general description, stimulus attributes

response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

- Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree"- 2 3 5

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

'3
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Objective: The student can classify sequences in terms of
their convergence/divergence when the underlying
principles involve basic limit theorems.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the comprehension level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree __2_ Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

p,"

I*
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented in the previous page.

Item specifications

(General description) The student can classify every
bounded monotonic sequence in terms
of convergence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The following conditions will be

givent an an+l and

-M < an cM. ("." can be sub-

stituted for "<" in either or
both cases.)

2. The stimulus will indicate that
a response concerning the limit
of the sequence is desired.

(Response attribute) The responses will indicate that
the limit

a) is M.

b) is M and -M.

c) does not exist because there are
infinitely many values near M
and -M.

d) exists but cannot be determined

from the Information provided.

(Sample item) If an An+l1 and -M * anv M for all

values of n, then ALL an

a) is M.

b) is M and -M.
c) does not exist because there are

infinitely many terms of the
sequence with values near M and -M.

d) exists but cannot be determined
from the information provided.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications

kk

,,- w -%..
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include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 1 Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 13 Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item specifications:

(General description) The student can classify sequences
that are formed by adding/subtracting/
multiplying/dividing the terms of two
sequences when information concerning
convergence/divergence of each of the
two sequences is known.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. Information about the convergence/
divergence of each of two sequences
will be given.

2. The rule of correspondence for a
third sequence will be given. It
will involve only one operation
which will be limited to addition,
subtraction, multiplication. or
division.

(Response attribute) The responses will indicate that

a) the limit of the third sequence

exists.

b) the limit of the third sequence
does not exist.
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c) that the existence of the limit
of the third sequence cannot be
determined from the information
provided.

(Sample item) c is the general expression for the nth
t.rm of a sequence. If c n  a + bn
and jim an and Aim bn do not exist, then

a) the limit Cn exists.

b) the Jimit cn does not exist.

c) the existence of limit cn cannot

be determined without further

information.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
r Disagree -1 Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item specifications,

(General description) The student can classify subsequences
in terms of their convergence or
divergence when relevant information

=S
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about the sequence and subsequence
is given.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will specify the
convergence/divergence of the
original sequence. In the case
of convergence, the limit L
will be given.

2. The method of obtaining the
subsequence will be specified.

3. The stimulus will indicate that
a response concerning the limit
of the subsequence is desired.

(Response attributes) The responses will be that the limit

a) is L.

b) is a number different from L.

c) does not exist.

d) cannot be determined from the
information provided.

(Sample item) If im an L and bn a an, then i bn

a) is L.

b) is a number different from L.

c) does not exist.

d) cannot be determined from the
information provided above.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes. and sample item.)

The Item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

_ S . : , . , , ,, , , . , . . - . . . . .. . . . .. .
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The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree1 3

Item specifications:

(general description) The student can classify a sequence
"which is sandwiched between two
sequences, both of which converge
to the same limit, as one for which
the limit exists.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The following information will
-'.1 be given:

an < cn < bn for all values of n

and iiii an * Mmr bnx L.

2. A phrase indicating that a
response concerning these
sequences is desired.

(Response attribute) The responses will be

b) i. cn -.

c) mj cn does not exist because
there are infinitely many values
near a and b.

d) the existence of the im cn cannot
be determined from the information
provided.

(Sample item) If i an bn L and if
' an cn < bn for all values of n, then

ker

• ° . . , .* 2
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a) Alt an '" cn.

b) il. cn  L.

c ) 'm en does rnot exist because

there are infinitely many values

neatr a and b.

d) the existence of A£Mf cn cannot be

determined from the information

provided.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

.The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree.-.. 2 3 5

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
m Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the Item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

.

°°d
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Oblective: The student can make judgments concerning the

behavior of the terms of a convergent sequence.

Please react to the following statement by checking the

response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the

limit of a sequence at the comprehension level.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree Agree

If you makred 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or dsagree),
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

-tem specifications:

(General description) The student recognizes that the
behavior of a finite number of
terms of a sequence does not affect
the limit.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A situation describing two
sequences will be given. One

of the sequences will be formed
by altering a finite number of
terms of the other sequence.

2. The information that the originaL

sequence is convergent will be
given.

3. A statement that the limit of
the newly formed sequence will
be similarly altered will be
given.

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or "False."

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one).

Letb = a -5 for n < 100 and b
n n n

a for n • 100. If i anu L,

then bn , L-.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that'item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2-c -T ge

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

II2
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item specificatigns:

(General description) The student recognizes that the limit
of a sequence need not be one of the
values of the sequence.

(Stimulus attribute$) 1. The statement will be that the
existence of the limit of
sequence means that at leas-,
one of the values of the sequence
must equal that limit.

2. Both symbolism and descriptive
phrases will be used.

* (Response attribute) The choices will be. :True" or "False."

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one).

If ri an = L, then L a a. for
son 1 1. 2, 3. ..... n.
(That is, if the limit exists, at
least one term must have a value
equal to the limit.)

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.
(When indicatirig your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

'I-
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

3 5
The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2

Item specificationst

(General description) The student recognizes that the an+1
need not be closer to the limit
of a convergent sequence than an.

(Stimulus attribute) A statement will be made that it is
(not) necessary for consecutive terms
of a sequence to be'dloser and closer
to the limit.

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or "False."

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one).

For any sequence (a} )whose limit
is . a is close to L than a

m+1 m
Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realtze that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree1 2 3 5

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

4-Z
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree
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N',, .5'7

Recall that all of the objectives appear on the last
pae of this package. This page was intended for your
quick use and to provide the "big picture" for understanding

* the conceopt or the lim~it of a sequence. You may want to
glance at it before checking your response to the next
statement.

The objectives are appropriate for describing the
understanding of the lim t of & sequence at the

*+ comprehension level as this level was described earlier.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree - " Agree

If you answered 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please describe briefly your difficulty.

,..:

'I
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FORMAL LEVELs This level of understanding requires that
the student be able to communicate the
precise definition of the limit of a
sequence and demonstrate a knowledge of

• .the relationships among the component
parts of the definition.

Objectives8

1. The student can demonstrate a knowledge of
the relationship among the component parts
of the "c/N definition."

2. The student can discriminate between right
and wrong statements purporting to be defini-
tions for limit an a L and limit a / L.

nl - a iin-.. n

3. The student can state the definitions of
limit an a Land limitan 4 L

4i. The student can prove or disprove that limit
a 0 L, for cases in which the proofs f- -i Rvolve only elementary arithmetic and/or
algebraic techniques.

The objectives are described in more detail (by the use of
item specifications) on the following pages.

',/.9. . .." :.,'." <..- " - - .- . .. . ..
'9. n I l : h 
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ObiectivS The student can demonstrate & knowledge of the
relationship among the component parts of the"g/l definition.-

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your Opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the formal level,

Strongly Strongly
Disagree * "* Apres

If you marked I or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understaning.

'

....

4
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The following Item specfic&tions serve to elaborate

on the objective presented on the previous page.

_Item secificatloDSa

(General description) The student can demonstrate a
knowledge that N is a function
of c in the "g/N definition."

(Stimulus attributes) 1. statements will be made
about N and two different
values of C.

2. A statement will be presented
which is to be judged in
terms of whether it can be
validly derived from the
given information.

3. Inequality" tatements will
be used for this Item.

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or
"False."

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one).

The following information is
known about a particular sequence
whose nth term has the value ant

a) N. '1, and '2 ae positive
numbers with 'I ' c2 .

*b) 
If n 2 N, then L - c1 - an'

The following statement can be

derived from this informations

If n ) N, then L - '2 4 an ' L + *

Pleae react to the following statements by checking the

response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When

indicating your choice. realize that item specifications

include the general description, stimulus attributes, 
response

attributes, and sample item.)

.%

., ooq .- . ° •"5 °*
°
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The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item snecificationa,

(General description) The student can demonstrate a
.4 knowledge of the relationship

between n and N In the "e/N
definition."

(Stimulus attributes) 1. A number line will be pre-
sented with the item showing
two different intervals con-
taming L.

2. A statement will be made
concerning the number of
term required for an to
be in the larger
interval.

3. The statement will Involve
,translating the graphical

information into absolute
value notation.

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one).

The limit of the sequence
(pictured on the number line
below) is given to be L. For
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this same sequence, whenever
n 3- 4.then Ian - L I '2.

all values' of the sequence

for r. '> 6

a a a a

L-2 L-I L Lel L+2

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indeating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
". by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree _____ _ Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agre

1 "-l- -- - 5
The sample Item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item wecificationso

(General description) The student can demonstrate
- .a knowledge that N in the

"6/N definition" depends on
the particular sequence (as
well as ) under discussion.

U'

% V. .. %*~~?A.
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(Stimulus attributes) 1. The statement will involve
a situation in which two
different sequences each
converge to the sae limit.

2. Statements will be Made to
the effect that the number
of terms required for each
sequence to be within a
apcified distance of the
:cit will be the same.

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one).

li an L and Ian - L £n-60
whenever n • . Therefore. if

brb- L then nb LI
whenever n3.

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice. realizs that item specifications
Include the general description. stimulus attributes.
response attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an Item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
" .. objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
secifica ions.

Strongly Strongly
"* Disagro . - Agree

1 25
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Obiectv e , The student can discriminate between right and
wrong statements purporting to be definitions
for liAit an L and limit a # L.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the formal level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

..

"N
-%*
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item suecifications

(General description) The student can determine if a
statement relating to the limit
of a sequence is equivalent to
limit a. / L.
n" I

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will indicate
that two statements are

%5' equivalent.

2. One statement will be

3. A second statement will be
presented. -

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or
"False."

(Sample item) True or False (Circle one)'.

The following are equivalent
statements*a

a) limit an f L

b) For some c ' 0 and for all N,
there exists an n such that
Ian - LI 1 a whenever n , N.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
Indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would-be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

!'i.
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The Item specifications are appropriate for this

i St;rongly Strongly

Disagree Agree

The samrple item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly S,'gly

St

'."Disagree P.

, , . " t e m n e f c a t i o n e s

(General description) 'The student can dete r f a
' statement involving I - +mtt of

21 sequence ins eSuivale.sr to* S' lima aa L.'

h(Stimulus aributes) . The siaulus will indicate

that two Statements areequivalent.

Y. 2. One statement will be

t3. A second tatement wil beDi" epregented.

(Response attribute) The choices will be "True" or

"Flse."
he(Sample tem) True or False (Circle one).

Stronglyen Sa Ig

'".2.

,. . Fto each . I. .....

(Ge"eral description)tude ntca ~det I - w e .. a .

aii h sequence iswhvae os

ntha two i tatnt. ar

eqivlet
2.On taemn wllb

%i

V a
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by aniemwitr

Please react to the following statement by checkrng theresrponse which ,most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
,.. indicatr your choice, realize t;hat item specifications

include the general description, stguus attributes, responseattributes. mnd sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an tem wrter.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree r= Agree
The item specIfticionsi art appropriate for ite
objective.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree AgreeD~siD~e 2 3. &Ko

% Z',,_ ,'-','-' ~~~~~... .. . . . .... ,..... ... " ..... + .., . • ,
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Objec'tives The student can state the definitions of limit
n -=e

an  L ad lmit an fL.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the formal level.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

..

,%.

°.
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate
on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item smecificationst

(General description) The student can state thedefinition of limt an I L.
n-.d)

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The student will be directed
to write the response in the
;space provided below" the
5tiaus.

2. The stimulus will Indicate
that a precise definition
for Imit an ) L Is desired.

n- n

(Response attribute) A blank space (approximately
two inches wide) will follow
the stimulus.

(Sample item) In the space provided below.
give a precise definition for.limit an i " where an Is the

nn
general expression for the nth
term of a sequence.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sauple item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood

by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree.. ~~ ~..... -- A-gree - -3

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

..

'p.'.
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Strongly Strongly
SDisagree Agree

Item slecification,

(General description) The student can state the
definition of the limit of a
sequence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The student will be directed
to write the response in the
"spece provided below" the
stimulus.

2. The stimulus will indicate
that a precise definition
for the limit is desired.

.. (Response attribute) A blank space (approximately
two inches wide) will follow

%'. +- the stimulus.

(Sample Item) In the space provided below,
Sgive a precise definition for

"limit an  L" where an Is then -pa n
general expression for the nth
term of the sequence.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that 1tem specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes,
response attributes, and sample item.)

The Item specifications would bq clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The item specifications ae appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

I.-w4
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Obeclves The student can prove or disprove that limit an * L.
n-,.

for cases in which the proofs involve only *I*-
mentary arithmetic ard/or algebraic techniques.

Please react to the following statement by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion.

This objective is appropriate for understanding the
limit of a sequence at the formal level.

Strongly Strongly

Disagree Agra*. ~

If you marked 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
please express your opinion why the objective is not
appropriate for this level of understanding.

i .

C'.

-°
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The following item specifications serve to elaborate

on the objective presented on the previous page.

Item *snecifications,

(General description) The student can formally prove
limit a )i L for a particular
n-*a n
sequence and a particular value
of L.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The directions will indicate
that a "formal proof" in
required.

2. The example that will be
given will be of the form
Aimit a% Y L. where an
for a natural number c and
0 c L - .1.

(Response attribute) A blank space (approximately
two inches wide) will be left
below the stimulus.

(Sample item) Provide a formal proof that
limi ,aftro

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes. and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly4 Disagree - Agre

The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

The sample item is consistent with the item
specifioations.

A,
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Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

Item specifications :

(General description) The student can prove AiM3,t an a L
for a particular sequence.

(Stimulus attributes) 1. The stimulus will be a statement
saying to prove limit an i L.

n- #n

2. an will be of the form 9- or C~

where c in a positive number.

The value for L will be given.

(Response attribute) A blank space (approximately two
inches wide) will be left below the
'.,stimulus.

3
(Sample item) Prove: limit - o.

n-- n

Please react to the following statements by checking the
response which most accurately reflects your opinion. (When
indicating your choice, realize that item specifications
Include the general description, stimulus attributes, response
attributes, and sample item.)

The item specifications would be clearly understood
by an item writer.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree -Agree

%1 1 2 3
The item specifications are appropriate for this
objective.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5
The sample item is consistent with the item
specifications.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

1 2 3 4 5

be, 

* .. . *
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Recall that all of the objectives appear on the last
page of this package. This page was intended for your
quick use and to provide the *big picture" for understanding
the concept of the limit of a sequence. You may want to
glance at it before checking your response to the next
statement.

The objectives are appropriate for describing the
understanding of the limit of a sequence at the formal
level as this level was described earlier.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree 

Agree

If you answered 1 or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree),
please describe briefly your difficulty.

A

" '

*
*. * ." ,V.
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The final. statement to which you will respond regards
the levels of understnding. Please express your opinion to
the followings

The levels are appropriate for describing the fullrange of behaviors underlying the understanding of
of the limit of a sequence.

Strongly Strongly
- Disagree Agree

If you checked I or 2 (strongly disagree or disagree).
pleas* suggest any additional level(s) and corresponding
objective(a) that should be included.

Ic

-'2

* '°
-

Thankyou oryour cooperation icompleting t;his peokage:

Th'p~o"i
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APPENDIX C

RESPONSES FROM NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED

EXPERTS REGARDING PREREQUISITE

SKILLS FOR UNDERSTANDING

LIMITS OF SEQUENCES

o% S.
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PIRSQUISITES

for

Understanding Limits of Sequences

Please indicate your dopee of agreement by circling one
of the numbers at the right of each topic. The numbers
correspond to:

- 1: 1 strofly acres that a student must understand
2:"thii In order to understand limits of sequences.

2: a that a student most understand this In
ord"-fo understand limits of sequences.

3: 1 have no pinion on whether this topic should
be Incliue °-s a -perequisite subsk1ll for under-
standing limits of sequences.

4: 1 do not a that a student must understsnd this
in-, "r r to Wderstand limits of sequences.

5: I strortly dlsagRte with the statement that a

stude-ntmust understand this In order to under-
stand limits of sequences.

Topic Importance

Absolute Value related to:

1) Distance 02 3 a 5

11) Inequalities 2 3 4 5

11i) Segments or Intervals 203 4 5

Sequences

1) Terms 2 3 4 5

1) Relation to functions )2 3 4 5

.

?. .A 1-
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Algebraic Knowledge related to:

1) Inequalities li 3 ' 5

i) Zero 1 2 3 4 5

I i) Positive or negative numbers 2 3 4 5

i" iv) Common manipulations 2 3 4 5

v) Substituting for variables ®3 5

Quantification

1) Universalizations 123 14 5

-" 11) Existential statements 1 2 3 4 5

Ii) Combinations of quantifiers,

" multiply quantified 0 1 2 3 4 5

lv) Denials 2 3 4 5

Conditional Sentences

1) Denials 1 2 3 4 5

,i) Judging truth values 1 2 3 4 5

il il1) Counterezamples 1 2 3 14 5

Are there any other topics that you consider prerequisite

subukills for understanding the concept of the limit of
a sequence? If so, please list them below.

Name_________________

N-,,

- 4 **4*,'* -..*4 ..- * . ** ;-- .. **-
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for

Understanding Lmits of Seqece.

Please Indicate your opinion concemuing the relevance of each topic to the
undertanding of limits of sequencee by circlIng oe of the nmbers at the riSht.

mTbe era correspond to:

1: The understding of this topic Is essential to uderstand liits
of sequences.

2: The nderstandlng of this topic is desirable to mdretond limits
of squemces.

3: The mdsrsamiing of this topic Is irrelevat to the mderstmding
of Limits of sequ ce.

It would be especially helpful if you wmld cmet about my topic which you
reject as a prerequisite for understanding liits of sequences, i.e., for those
topics for ich you circled "3". Tbere Is a spe prov@ded at the end for
s ouch com ts.

Topic Relevance

Absolute Value related to:

1) Distance 2 3

i-) Inequalities 2 3

9..-,

. Sequences

1) Term 0 23

-. 1i) %latio to fnctioms 1 3

Algebraic Knowledge related to:

1) Inequalities @ 2 3

II) zero 1 3

iii) Positive or negative numbers 2 3

IT) Co .o mnipulations 2 3

v) Substituting for variables 2 3

.07

.......... . .... , . . .-.. ... ._-......_.,..... ........--......... • ..- .- \. l -',' ... ,. ,
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Qnsintificatiou

1) va1verea goms 2 3

,i) Ei tential. .,ar at 2 3

ILL) Cominaatlows of quantifiers 2 3

IV) Do"" 2 3

Conditional tStences

1) DuiSaJ* Q23

i) Judging truch valuae 2 3

Cuta~enplas 2 3

Canunt concernis those topics which are not relevent Co understanding limits
of sequences.

Are there my other topics that you comider prerequisite subskills for ruder-
, .tandiag the concept of the limit of a sequence? If .o, please list th below.

-', .- ,-J,-

0-.4l

l1.

%e,."," "" " ""o. . ..'-" " e. . ... 
-

I

... .r :'r", ./,'.'. .*,'..''.',.'- 
. .- ...... .........
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for

. nerst andig Limts of Sequ ces

Plemes lndicate your opinion concerning the relevance of each topic to the
understanding of lialts of sequences by circling one of the umbers at the right.
The numbers correspond to:

1: The understanding of this topic ts es mtial, to understand 11mits
of sequences.

2: The understnig of this topic to deslrable to uderstand limilts
of equences.

3: The uaderstandi g of this topic Is Irremevnt to the uderstandiag
of limits of sequences.

It would be especially helpful i f you vould commnt about my topic which you
reject as a prerequisite for understandiag li iats of sequences, i.e., for those
topics for vhich you circled "3". There is a space provided at the end for
such coinst.

Topic Relevance

Absolute Value related to:

i) Ditance ( 2 3

11) Inequalities 2 3

i1i) Sements or Intervals (D 2 3

Sequences

i) Term 2' 3

ii) "elation to functions 0 2 3

Algebraic Inesledge related to:

i) Inequalities L 2 3

,i) Zero L 2 3

111) Positive or negative numbers 2 3

IV) Como snlpulations CD 2 3

v) Substituting for variables "2 3

-S-.

% N

- 2.
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Qumtification

1) UV n .rsaliuations 1 2

ii) UzIscential sentsc 1 2 G
iii) Cmbations of quantifiers 1 2 Li
IT) Deftia 1 2 3

conditional Sentences

1) Denials 1 2

U)Judging truth vaeues 1 20

Counterzxxpee I (P 3

"4

Commnte Concerning thoso topics vhich are not relemant to understanding lnits
of sequences.

Are there any other topics that you cuesidar prerequisite eubekdal for under-
standg the concept of the litl of &eqnamo? If so, ploea list thmn below.

".

%ow

°o2-Z,

>i:
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PREREQUISITES

for

Understanding Limits of Sequences

Please Indicate your degree of agreement by circling one
of the numbers at the right of each topic. The numbers
correspond to:

1: I strongly agree that a student must understand
th In orider to understand limits of sequences.

2: I agree that a student must understand this in
order to understand limits of sequences.

3: 1 have no opinion on whether this topic should
be Inclu0e a a prerequisite subskill for under-
standing limits of sequences.

41: I do not acme that a student must understand this
in- -or to understand limits of sequences.

5: I strongly dsagree with the statement that a
student-joust understand this in order to under-
stand limits of sequences.

Topic Importance

Absolute Value related to:

i) Distance 234 5

11) Inequalities 3 4 5

111) Segments or intervals C)2 3 41 5

Sequences

i) Terms Q2 3 4 5
0

11) Relation to functions 1 03 I 5

*1*~.

" 1;
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Algebraic Knowledge related to:

1) Inequalities @ 2 3 4 5

11) Zero )2 3 4 5
Ii1) Positive or negative numbers 02 3 4 5

iv) Comon manipulations 02 3 4 5

v) ubstltuting for variables G2 3 4 5
Quantification

1) Tnlversallsatlona 1Q3 i 5

11) Existential statements 02 3 4 5
111) Combinations of quantifiers,

multiply quantified .1 3 4 5

iv) Denials 1 2 I 5

Conditional Sentences

i) Denials 103 4 5

ii) Judging truth values 1 20 4 S

Ii1) Counterexamples 1 2 4 5

Are there any other topics that you consider prerequisite
subskills for understanding the concept of the limit of
a sequence? If so, please list them below.

Name :.~

; '*.*.7*. -

-- F . ** o .... o o. . . . . . ... .. . . . 2 :~ .K -- Q --
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for

Understanding Limits of Sequences

Please indicate your degree of agreement by circling one
* of the numbers at the right of each topic. The numbers

correspond to:

1: 1 iac that a student must understand
thI AP R-O-1I M understand limits of sequences.

2: 1&W - that a student must understand this in
ordir o understand lImits of sequences.

3: 1 have no ocinion on vhether this topic should
be include an a prerequisite subskill for under-
standing limits of sequences.

4: 1 do not !Mere that a student must understand this
in-rli' to understand limits of sequences.

5: 1 str jjlgs E with the statement that a
student mst understand this in order to under-
stand limits of sequences.

Topic Importance

, r., Absolute Value related to:

1) Distance 12D3 4' 5

i1) Inequalities 23 4I 5

Ili) Segments or Intervals (i)2 3 4 5

Sequences

i) Terms 02 3 4 5

Ii) Relation to functions 1I 2 5

4'.

.5. -.4,.*-'..'..*,". -S..- - S 4

% % .
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Algebraic Knowledge related to:

1) Inequalities ~2 3 24 5
i) Zero 3 45

Ii) Positive or negative numbers 1 4 3 5

iv) Common manipulations 2 3 4 5

v) Substituting for variables )2 3 4 5

S Quantification

1) Universalizations (02 3 4 5

11) Existential statements 1 2 3 4 5

Ii) Combination& o quantifiers,

% ... multiply quantified 1 2 a)4 5

Iv) Denials 13 4 5

Conditional Sentences

1) Denials 1 2 ( 4 5

i) Judging truth values 1 Q3 4 5

ti) Counterezample. 1 .I 3 4 5

Are there any other topics that you consider prerequisite
subslcills for understanding the concept of the limit of

.4. a sequence? If no, please list them below.

%

N.an

77.
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for

Undersuading Limits of Seq 0ces

PIOe Idicate your opinion coceruing the relevance of each topic to the
understading of 11mits of sequmiee by circll" ou of the nubers at the riht.
The mmbers correspoed to:

1: The derstandIng of this topic Is essential to uderstend linits
of sequences.

2: IM uderstanding of this topic is desirable to understmd limits
of sequence@.

- 3: Uhe understanding of this topic Is Irrelevant to the mderstanding
of limits of Sequmeces.

It would be especially helpful if you would cent about my topic which yn
reject as a prerequisite for understanding lnits of sequmces, i.e.. for those
topics for which you circled "3". There io a space provided at the end for
such commta.

Topic lelevence

Absolute Value related to:

i) iatensc , 2 3

11) Inequalities )2 3

ILL) Se csut or Intervals 2 3

Sequences

1) Terms 42 3

"i) Relatlon to functions f 2 3

Algebraic nwwledSe related to:

* i) Inequalities 2 3

i) Zero 2 3

" il) Positive or negative mobers 2 2 3

IV) Cmon ampalatoma 2 3

v) Substituting for variables 2 3

'P

. ,° .

'.-*

".................................. . . . .
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"*i Qumtlflcae in

1) bivem wtafuea 0 2 3

44.) Iistent:lla statem () 2 3

(i) Cblaitiasa of quantifiers T 2 3

IV) bealaim1

ConditiLnal Senteaces

1) Dealaa 1 3

11) Judling truth values 2 3

Coimterezamlea 1 () 3

Coments concernlag those topics which are not relevent to =d4erandftg limits
of sequeces.

Are there my other topics that 7ou cmaoder prerequisite ulbskilla for wmde-
J. standiag the concept of the Unit of a sequmce? If so. plee" list them beao.

*as

-.

-I..

.. ,.".- . .- - .' D
q

q,,, " • . . . . . .- ',, . . . . . . .
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forL

Umdrstaniag Limits of Sequences

Please Indicate your opinion concerning the relevetce of each topic to the
underestadg of lits of mequences by circling one of the mobers at the right.
Te mbers correspnd to:

1: The undertnding of this topic in essentI91 to uaderstand limits
of sequences.

2: The mdersteading of this topic to desireble to uderstad imits
.1k. Aof sequences.

3: The uderstnding of thin topic As irrelevMt to the waderstanding
of Units of sequences.

It would be eepecially helpful If you would conm t about my topic whch youreject as a prerequiste for underoig limits of sequences, i.e., for those
topics for which you circled "3". There is a space provided at the end for
such conts.

Topic lelevance

Absolute Velue related to-

1) ?istlj (Q2 3

\','.Seq ue

1) Terms

11) Relation to fmctous 2 3

Algebraic Zamiledge related to:

i) Inequlities 2 3

1) Zero 1 .2 3

111) Positive or negative nmbers 1. 2 3

iv) Canno mnsipulam .X 2 3

v) Subetituting for variables 1 2 3

* .

%'p
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Q utitliztesT

U) zhIeestal ut to 1 2 (3\ -'L A-CC,

111) Oatiou of quastifers 1 2 3~

pIV) Daiels 1 2 3

Comltiomal Senta"ce

1) DmRILnl2

4.1 U) Judgtg truth valume
Caustrmemip2s .12 3

Consnts concerning those topics which are not rolevent to mderstandLu limats
of equences.

Q~~Y v 4 .saJ .

, Are there amy oJer t Ics that you cmuder p sruquesl kn ub[s for umder-
linldilseag the concept of the 4mt of a sequmace? If so, please list then below.

a--\

lez
'WV

I.:'/:-.' '-..- -- "-, ""-", -"--, ,,-. . ., . .., . - . . . . .
.. ..,-p,. V:, r . ,, ,... -..- ..,.' , - .- ._. . . . -- .- ,.. . - .- . - - - - ,.... . . . - . .

-. . . . . - . VV . 'r ' "
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PREREQUISITES

for

Understanding Limits of Sequences

Please Indicate your degree of agreement by circling one
of the numbers at the right of each topic. The numbers
correspond to:

1: I strongly agree that a student must understand
thL In order to understand limits of sequences.

2: I a ree that a student must understand this in
orler to understand limits of sequences.

3: I have no opin on whether this topic should
be inclue as a prerequisite subskill for under-
standing limits of sequences.

4: I do not acree that a student must understand this
in order to understand limits of sequences.

5: I stum 1 disagree with the statement that a
s t must understand this in order to under-
stand limits of sequences.

Topic Importance

% Absolute Value related to:

i) Distance D.)2 3 4 5

ii) Inequalities Q2 3 4 5
01 I1) Segments or intervals 0 2 3 4 5

Sequences

i) Terms 2 3 45

ii) Relation to functions 2 3 5

- - %
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Algebraic Knowledge related to:

") znequa1t1.es 2 3 4 5

ii) Zero De 2 3 A4 5

11) Positive or negative numbers (D2 3 4 5

iv) Common manipulations (2

v) Substituting for variables 02 3 4 5

Quantification

1) Universalizations l 3 4 5

1i) Existential statements 1 3 4 5

iii) Combinations of quantifiers,

multiply quantified l®3 4 5

iv) Denials 1 2G)4 5

Conditional Sentences

-1. i) Denials 1 204 5

ii) Judging truth values 1 2(1)4 5

ili) Counterexamples 1G3 4 5

Are there any other topics that you consider prerequisite
subskillls for understanding the concept of the limit of
a sequence? If so, please list them below.

* p
Name 9~' CLh

*1"

j °
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Febuar 3, M

10 . 1Albert K. Ihet 7 1rv
4A K o. NJ 06827 1 , % >-0

Dear Dr. hMsser, # ,U'

K ma 71914a wtt vve"tt stdent the wrote to you a fr mth age
concerning reerch low doing involving indaeCasidlas Units of @"ques. r
Your reopen"e avery helpful, amnd V. trying to addrss aam *9 the igames
which concerned you. Lotm"eapeiogll fleet for the long delay since receiving
your corsodne Im voe fo lorida back to Colrado (where I wrk). sa

-S *as just awSettle$ settled. I will be working as vW dissertation been In
Calorado.

I hope I can alleviate mmn of tha problem argo you pointed eat Is your
revarha to so. I erred to mat describing M entire study to you* and 1*4 like .jpu4

to correct Uwet defiiency to this totter.

Thare are three apecs ta, tor retrh qqSJ .2 GJ 4
I. Te daeonma that It omm to wneretamid of

4V is, 2. To develop s tsette wish minit wft ha; t aderstandiag.

3. Ts, Laveati gate which sbehill are prerequisite fer vaderstanimg

exports critiqued objectives which were used to state what It mana to ander-
steand limits of sequences. The following five lewels were fouind to beat*
categenize these ebjeetivest kjh. uI;s

DMINTUT KJUL-Thle legel oft mderatooiimg 'requirs the 3 4 4 IP*&aAO student to demnstrate the ability to cospreboad Ir .. .P
E~ situatios which involve or imply the entents from

*a 66'vaco gas comceff off HOLT at a Mmuce 91isav~..
.r, .ju nMiary seoa is eeerigoress. correspondiag to o

pbb~' 4. pra-forml ezprimnee with limits. 0ip 1"&i
Iz mfCATIU ZWVE.P-Otae level 09 mvemandlag req ir ~ ~ J

the student to be able to classify sequences go termal

4 oftheir eaeegem 00.410gaee miss asi
aritlmntle or algebai 'rprie.Istec . w P low

P of convergence. tmhed ase epeell the linit.

;a
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gtoor" to poniblat les o be BUG 9m ats Osurs as b~isuie ope abll at p andusa - sl. It It s e wit
posiblme Usai Prsribed ASWill e f usa "It

VVI 141, e mity be understood by Whe student.

OWNEMEM 13MOWo I*"& of Understading requies

+tat dst ebe to encat JL. rod-1Ee efa

S of the Uni of an

SIt might be well to mngles here tat although the importance of such areas
&'F' .~asutllAS Unmit thoerms camet be do"*ad lbs defiiitis of understanding

IIinmeee ofM e beetrlced to the flve "coeris umcloed above. Als.~,1% buld be realized that students emy anestan the en, It of limit, but sot
how: the maemilcal security required to deal with eom cmpllaied equese.

Vt btin ald. the types of aous Ier , ,ontee whome tepe vete real-

alpebramsd goemsq would be expected to memiuser. (As a mitter of feet, the

student s toIdeufy Unmits of oeqwems whoe" rule of cofeepe Imee tilized
tieumaerie ctions. because deficiaaclae In their , ending of thee"
funcies would cofoun abessuae of wbotber they understend Units.)

I hope the ceent* I mie ceseermaft what Is mast by Omdaetamdiag
* limit* of eequemce. Is clear. K. senr, tat I did set provide yoe with this

leftetim Inmy previeus letter.

I bellove! have bewnfitad by. au odmcertaet yow amprooeed Is yoer
letter. My ceecklist reflect@ changes that posoeeted regarding whast t
should be "eking the experts. I Wholabeartedly eae that addressing wbether
the topic As esilal. deAaia.le or Irrelevant Is the opiates z reely want
Mrse.

* lon also wisely questioed the pri dr of doeamialog prorequlli skills
by me of an eplieo poll. £AsIa. I emitted details wich aheuld bons bans
provided to yes. Von oantd me expermetal proedure. Zedeed. th is La ht
I have Isaead. Ohe Judges Aso helped with the formlation of the dfetfti of

mudsratoodlug of llmIte of assesoe" ale. helped with the Ieatrumst doelped
to mom=s thie mdersimdiag (Studense ef the topic els helped with the

a.'Interment by tablng the tet for ties sed expreseed their opinions about direc-
tame. fOumS, or esytlag that they believed to be a problmn.) twestuslly. abs
teen mauriss understanineg of limits of sequeseewa eeopleted. ad date boo
already bes collected which supports the validity and voliabll of We~

-Ctome * L fefa 
m om. .

&~ ~ As,' A%- 1C

46' P6

44 
4AW

*f,..A
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C"Wlateasbeteen*90avooodesof equence limit." gei a wretc o topics

suhmo Yo purself hoom idesoifiod To put this to a practical ves. is my toor
eut. for emsels. chat atudwatal omertmdias of Uimta" smen do got have a
high courlatiin with studeatsOousevnorempleo" momn. Ut would appear thatStudents stories hlab M *odea"Caudime lmit." ad low = a gootoi preMuiaito
sun1 would be @"wme that thai ""efa te"a A1i1 ym Is fact. got aIproraeIIe. On tho other head, a hiab Correlation hetue the alimite Gms

*Mod the saw" for a paticular suepeeed Prerequisite shill Would be initie
fgr itgthat the shill woe Amded a prerequisite. Granted. high goelaifeee
out always allow much conclusive rcomics. but coopled wis the splimbe of

persons with eerhia Sa coacis IUnits *f aequenee. I beliloe a *gosnae
oft be made for doelarlog vedentndia of a te as proeqwieile Co mdes-
standla& limto of eqoee.

At the risk of bolms owrbeoting I Mn eedAS yew moether Chechlist and the
lstegumote that are being seed to mseurein dertoieg of &he prerequisite
skills. with the hope that "et will rompead to fte checklist. (Yen could
sertamly feel free to smst mags " day gae Uses but I as really ineludimg
the laswrmto toacan you hae amy doubts about the mosslog of mm of the
topige I have on zhe cbeelist-I tweed It eo heud go doeeribe preeroquieita
skills by restriatiag myself toea etale word or phrase.)

Nepef .117. I hove reacted to all of the ecearm, pm. expressed to your
latter. I appreciaote Mgeeroity you hofte showm by offering mueh positive

ugetieto me.

A dm..fd %..w., 317 A& ~~ue. TinA rt

(1C) Chlisat
(2) Zetrumta
(3) Sell-addrameed. stumped emielepe

~ Sdw4S fet 44 . $.,u 3....ve~n.hZ~ ~ .jd, ,qeqI s o m

£ r,.e -44C . A. 4 j&A -re w 7W.41 "*#,'7"'v
,w, 4 4 r&, I. 4A. '4..0v7L.m '.S'~ms

7L. ~ ~ ~ ~ 'A *,W ~Se~An % .~4pit 4C. (a. 4"o

4a.. /.&- fo o.

O' '*. . ' . - * * .. % ' .
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for

Vaderstandiag Uimits of Sequsacs

Pleae Indicate your opliio couceralas the roevence of each topic to the
* ~. userstauding of limite of equences by circling mue of the nowbera at the right.

The aere correspood to:

.41: The understendlag of this topic toascneWa to usmders4 limits
.9..-of sequences.

2: The umierstaniag of this topic Is desirable to undrstand limits
.5 of sequences.

3: Tbe anerstmdag of this topic Is Irrelevant to the understanding
of linits of sequesces.

.. It wuldU be especially helpful If you vouli comet about ay topic which you
reject an a prerequisite for ndertwding limits of sequences, I.*., for those
topics for which you circled "3r. There io a specs provided at the sa for

* such coments.

TopicReeac

Absolute Value related to:

i) Distance I C21 3

il) Inequalitis a

I11) 5essens or intervale I1 3

Sequscee

i) Terms2e

ii) tlltIOD to fUDCtImW 1( 3

Algebraic Knowledle related to:

i) Inequaties (P2 3

1i) Zero ( 2 3

iii) Positive or neGative ==ere 12 3

IV) CNm. smipulatiome 2 3

v) lobstituting for variables .. 2 3
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-- -~cauditigeal Savmcea

ii) J#ssim troth valtues1

C@a&*a mbueralog these toPita uhith a"e But WGlaVeet to 10140TWusag haiti
of sequeoeea.

Are there any other topics that 7n. esealda prewequlaIte G*DhIhI far "Wa~r.
sodl the es"uPl at the 11"t 0f & mgms-act sa PIOSS Ula.14 thea below.

-~ 7L~ Ceads.&= w&A..6~w as ;a mimuh~ r0U 410"a.4

W~ddlhi ~7 7 se# ~A" AE&dw*uAf. W71. g.A"4 e
L.Jaibk~-4 41 0 A4 * 4 Per J, f.

'-UI.LN
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.0 PREREQUISI" 3

Understanding Limits of Sequences

Please indicate your degree of agreement by circl.ng one
of the numbers at the right of each topic. The numbers
correspond to:

1: 1 strnl acre* that a student must uniderst and
this iderto understand limits of sequences.

2: 1 gge that a student must understand this in
o er to understand liats of sequences.

3: r have no opinion on whether this topic should
.5 be incl'e *4as--prerequisite subskill for under-

standing lamits of sequences.

4: I do not _ that a student must understand this
In Orii to understand limits of sequences.

5: 1 sgdisacree with the statement that a
studen usi de-stand this in order to under-
stand limits of sequences.

Topic Zmortance

Absolute Value related to:

*i) Distance ~2 3~(

I) Inequalities 6)2 3

III) Segments or intervals 1 2 3

Sequences

"*? I) Terms 45

ii) Relation to functions 1 23 3D

-C.o

t.,- 0.160"t -. _.'" "%
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.

Algebraic Knowledge related to:

1) Inequalities 4P2 3&5

ii) Zero l(P3 4M

ill) Positive or negative numbers 1 2 34 M

lv) Common manipulations (

v) Substituting for variables 3

Quantification

* ,1) Universalizations S

ii) Existential statements 00346

iii) Combinations of quantifiers,

multiply quantified ~ ~ 3 M 9

iv) Denials 2 3

Conditional Sentences

*~5i) Denials ~23

ii) Judging truth values 1 2 3 )
iii) Countezexamples 3P

Are there any other topics that you consider prerequisite
subskills for understanding the concept of the limit of
a sequence? If so, please list them below.

Wi r-A'

Name __ >v% v 1S 42 Q -A f S

let
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PREREQUISITES

for

Understanding Limits of Sequences

Please indicate your degree of agreement by circling one
of the numbers at the right of each topic. The numbers
correspond to:

1: I stronly acree that a student must understand
this inorder to understand limits of sequences.

2: I arree that a student must understand this In
order to understand limits of sequences.

3: I have no ovjnion on whether this topic should
be Inclued -aa prerequisite subkill for under-
standing limits of sequences.

4: 1 do not agree that a student must understand this
in orde-r to understand limits of sequences.

5: 1 strongly disaxree with the statement that a
student must understand this in order to under-
stand limits of sequences.

Topic Importance

Absolute Value related to:

1) Distance 1 3 14 5

ii) Inequalities 2 3 4 5

III) Segments or intervals 1Z3 4 5

Sequences

I) Terms 2 3 4 5

ii) Relation to functions 1 2 3 4 5

'...--,,'.., * -. .,.,.. . .. ,.,-
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Algebraic Knowledge related to:

1) Inequalities C 2 3 4 5

I) Zero 02 3 4 5

ill) Positive or negative numbers ( 2 3 4 5

iv) Common manipulations 2 3 4 5

v) Substituting for variables l 3 4 5

* Quantification

i) Universalizations 1S 3 4 5

i") £xistential statements 1 : 3 4 5

iii) Combinations of quantifiers,

- multiply quantified 1 |3 4 5

!v) Denial 1 ,3 4 5

Conditional Sentences

i) Denials 2 3 4 5

ii) Judging truth values 62 3 4 5

iii) Counterexamples Di2 3 4 5

Are there any other topics that you consider prerequisite
subskills for understanding the concept of the limit of
a sequence? If so, please list them below.

Name________________
*o-.

- . .

,tsv:.. -
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PREREQUISITES

for

Understanding Limits of Sequences

Please Indicate your degree of agreement by circling one
of the numbers at the right of each topic. The numbers

* -. correspond to:

1: I stronly agree that a student must understand
this in order to understand limits of sequences.

2! I age that a student must understand this In
ordert o understand limits of sequences.

3: I have no opinion on whether this topic should
be inc 1dasa prerequisite subskill for under-
standing limits of sequences.

4: I do not agree that a student must understand this
in"order to understand limits of sequences.

5: stronly disacree with the .statement that a
studenmust understand this In order to under-
stand limits of sequences.

Topic Importance

Absolute Value related to:

i) Distance ~2 3145

ii) Inequalities ; 3 4 5

Iii) Segments or intervals (2 3 4 5

Sequences

i) Terms Q2 3145

ii) Relation to tunctions 2 3 4 5

i

.. '.-,/,........-....,-,.....,....-. ...... ..... .. . . ... . . . . .," , ,. .. ,, .. .,. ,-,, ,...... . .........- -...- ,...... ..... .... *. . . ... . ..
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£lgebrala gnowledg* related to:

1) ZAeqU&alatIs 02 3 4 5

zero 23a

Positiv, or negative numbers 2 3 5

Iv) Commn ma i lations 23 5

T) b Variables 1p2 345

-. Univer al ati ns (P2 3 4 5

U) . t etatmenta (V2 3 4 5

11 iii) Cei'asilona of quantifiers,

altiply Quatified 2 3 a 5

iv) Denials 3 4 5

Conitional Sentences -_______0______________

13 Denials tD2 3 a 5
11' Judging truth value 1 2 3 4 5

iII) Counterezamles C2 3 4 5

Are there any other toics that you ooLider prerequiSIte
-ub-i lls Tor uaheeStUding the Concept of the liit of
a sequence? It so, please list tsm below.

.-'.-.'.... ..,;~ ~ ,., ..1Isd.,,.,.,.,.,,.

-o %"

If.-

Ran a .

*."
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University of Illinois at Urbana- Champaign

ftiaz A. ati".
1627 Penttimi Age.

916a give OrU~ad to prof. Vial.. Zt is ain to howx tam a student
Of his. SAAWO TM se astudent Of "rOf. Wills I supos I So kind of
doetma grandfather to you.

-,..% It has base a Vey long ties sa, I have Mhua about too Problem of
teaching Umits of sequase". but it is ime to be asked to rothflk the

% Mtter. last*"d of besondineg to Your "Masiemixe UsM a "904 crmd.My
"Oughts in this letter.

First of all. I would ma, that before I cam uoepo1 to Four quetion a
prequasite - - led"e I need to har- bew the subject of limits is to be
appocbd. Ditfferest oeaggee Presuppose dif ferest thisg. Far exmple.
ibex- at Illinois We am Of fering two Wads of calculus ouzges. Im additios
to the traditional Calculus e Mo also teacing a few eotism that aMOD
nonstandard emalYeia. Thee seatioms will approac limits "A the actio. of
1sf laitualwa. So tgueboequialtes are quite different f ree the traditional
appbeof using standard ia11518.

M. let Oe etaY with standard e40"7e2s taih is etill the set Comon
approeach. gven With standard emalyoa MW a aso limits is dIffozest us".
ae amsea a straight a/8 aoe. ax oft mae net a tegapqoi approach.

am oe am do a combination of the two. so the queetie thea s do Tau mmt
by greoWifitee the Prerequisite iseMatise that to tho Lsaxaeotis of all
the convetionaaeproaches or do Fee ea the uneion or something is between.
Per youir onto""e I would "aem that you seed to think about prebequieites
that are suf ficient far am classical sorrow. Give, that. I oam ame tell
Fe ~a I thiml a eshou eld knore is Order to fully modemtu lsts of
aequaee of goal numers.

The action of limit derivs fee1 the oseeasaee proerty of the real
MUM~E SYMte. therefore a etueotoud be V, 081090table With the
follsi" ideas.

1) The algebraic. ufogeutiso of the real Mozarm i.a. the Pporetion of
additios amd mltiplicatioa.

2) The elmesmtas Order Propeties of tim ea o" mobs"luding the
notion of absolute values.
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3) 2he amleteness property f the real numbers approached from the
point of view of sup-info. or Dedekind cuts, or nested Intezals. Indeed I
thimk a good student houmld be fmliar With all thaee approaches.

4) The bsic topology of the wml line.

Uich of thee ideas is the not Important? They awe all Iportant.
indeed z would avoid eny effort to rAU mathematical ideas a oi to
loportance. A Particular notion is either prZequIite of it ia *t. And
whether it Is prerequisite or not, cannot be metle 4With an OPiLon poll.
but depends on *hethe or not the Idea Isneeded.

Z hope By thoughts have been helpful. and I wish you success With your
project.

sincerely yours,

Wilson N. Saring
Direftor of Graduate Studies

.°

""

d

"°-,

- , , -, ,, , , , - , ," ;, , . ,, . ' " 2 . -.-. :.2 .-. ,...... 2,....2.......:............-, .....
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Each sentence has a "box" in It. Below thc sentence
appears a row of numerals. Your job is to find which
of those numerals, when placed in each occurrence of
the box, makes the resulting statement true.

-'. 4 You will need to address each numeral as a separate
item. If it "works", circle it. If it doesn't work,
do not mark It. It could be possible that all numerals,
no numerals, or just some of the numerals should be
circled.

For example:

1 +D>6.

1. Each sentence in this section Is about the function f
described below.

For each natural number n,

f(n) - 2( - n ),  3.

A. If Q3 7 then If(-) - 1 7.

3 6 7 9

B. If 0 3 then It([-) - 131 8.

1 5 6 7 11

C. For each natural number n,

if n C then If(n) - 31 1.

" -"5 11

%,'

%..
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D. For each natural number n,

If n > 8 then If(n) - I]1 2.

12 3 5 6

E. For each natural number n,

if n • 6 then jt(n) - 21 v 0.

3 5258

F. For each natural number n,

if n then Ir(n) - ci ' 1.6.

5 7 9 1

2. A. i 0 6 then 1-]3 .11 < 50.

2 647

B. If C 1 then 1(0- 8)2 - 201 1 4.

2 4 8 12 24

C. For each natural number n,

if n >6 then 32.1 - 2.

-l 0 1/2 1 2

V=

S - . .'-.--.
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D. For each natural number n,

i1 n 3 8 then (_1)n - 11 4 C-

0 1 2 3

E. For each natural number n,

if n 2 then [5 (_.)n _0o 1 O.

1- 1.4 1.5 2

F. For each natural number n,

if n , 5 then -l)n - ' 3.

-(1/") 0 2.5 3

a. For each natural number nq

if n [] then - - 3.

. 2 5 34 35

H. For each natdral number n,

if n Qthen I/n- 71 5.

2 10 35

, %,,%

.1.
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For the following items, you are to decide which statements
are denials of the boxed statement. An example of a denial
of the statement:

2+2-.4

is:

It is not the case that 2 + 2 a 4.

(1) .Some natural rumbers are odd.

(a) Some natural numbers are even.

(b) All natural numbers are odd.

(c) All natural numbers are even.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (1). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (1). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (1). T F

(2) There is some real number x such that x. 0.

(a) For each real number x, x O 0.

(b) There is some real number x such that x.O 0 0.

(c) There Is no real number x such that x-O *0.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (2). T F

Statement (b) is a denial or statement (2). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (2). T F

Statmen (c sadna fsaeet{)
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(3) Some real number has a square which is negative.-

(a) Each real number has a square
which iS not negative.

(b) Some real number has a square
which is not negative.

(c) No real number has a square
which is negative.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (3). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (3). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (3). T F

(4) For each real number x, x2 + 9 ( x + 3)2.

(a) For some real number x, x2 + 9 0 (x + 3)2 .

(b) For each real number x, x2 + 9 0 (x + 3)2.

(c) For no real number x, x2 + 9 (x + 3)2.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (4). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (4). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (4). T F

U1

* - V...



(5) For each real number x, lxi I-xI.

(a) There Is no real number x such that lXI 0 I-XI.

(b) There is some real number x such that 1xi 0 l-xI.
(a) For each real number x, lxi 0 l-x(.

Circle T for TRUE or P for FALSE:

Statement (a) Is a denial of statement (5). T F

Statement (b) Is a denial Of statement (5). T F

Statement (c) Is a denial of statement (5.T F

(6) Some real number is one more than itself.

(a) Some real number Is not one more than itself.

(b) Each real number is not one more than itself.

(a) There does not exist a real number which Is one

more than itself.

% ~ Circle T. for TRUE or F for False:

Statement (a) is a denial or statement (6). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (6). T F

Statement (C) is a denial of statement (6). T F
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(7) It is not the case that

all rectangles are squares.

(a) All rectangles are squares.

(b) Some rectangles are squares.

(a) Some rectangles are not squares.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (7). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (1). T F

Statement (C) is a denial of statemnerL (7). T F

S(B) ) It is not the case that for each real number x,

(32)x - 32X._m

(a) For each real number x, (32)x - 32X.

(b) For some real number x, (32)x - 32x.
,..-Cc)e For some teal number x, 3) 3 2x.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (8). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (8). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (8). T F

1

" . :-.- .*,-*

.* . * . *.
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(9) For all sequences, if a sequence has a finite

limit then the sequence is bounded.

(a) For all sequences, if the sequence is bounded
then the sequence has a finite limit.

(b) For some sequences, the sequence has a finite
limit but the sequence is not bounded.

(c) For some sequences, the sequence is not bounded
and the sequence has a finite limit.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (9). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (9). T F

Statement (c) Is a denial of statement (9). T F

(10) For each real number x, if jxl 1, then x.

(a) For each real number x, x2 < x.

(b) For each real number x, if ixi 2 1, then x2 > x.

(c) For some real number x, lxi ' 1 and x2 < x.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (10). T F

Statement (b) Is a denial of statement (10). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (10). T F

Nt.. ttmn c sadnilo ttmn I)
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(Ii) For each natural number n, if n > 5 then f 1.

(a) For each natural number n, n -ut i

(b) For some natural number n, n > 5 but 1.

(c) For some natural number n, n - 5 andI121> 1.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (11). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (1i). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (11). T F

(12) For each natural number n, if n = then n > 3.

(a) For some natural number n, if n < 3 then n e 5.

(b) For each natural number n, if n # 5 then n ( 3.

(c) For some natural number n, n * 5 and n < 3.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (12). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (12). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of statement (12). T F

LoA-. -- - - - .- -. - --. *
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(13) There exists some real number x such that

if 3x a 2 then 2x a 3.

(a) For each real number x, 3x u2 but 2x #3.

(b) There exists some real number x such that
if 3x a 2 then 2x #' 3.

(c) There exists some real number x such that
3x - 2 and 2x a 3.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) Is a denial of statement (13). T F

Statement (b) is a denial of statement (13). T F

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (13). T F

(114) For each real number x, if {{xllO 0

then [L < x.

(a) For each real number x,
if fix) a 0 then (:: I x.

(b) There exists some real number x such that
(I x) 0 and Erx 1 - x.

(c) There exists some real number x such that
fixl 0 and M x 3l i x.

Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE:

Statement (a) is a denial of statement (114). T F

OsStatement (b) is a denial of statement (114). T F

Statement (c) is a denial of stttment (114). T F
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Fill in each 0 and 0 below so that the resulting statement
is true.

1. The set of all points which are a distance of

not more than 1 away from 8 is the line seg-

ment whose endpoints are El and 0 "

2. 1%: 15 - xj I 21 a (X: C) x <E[I.

3. Consider the set {x: jJ - xl 1). Each

point in this set is at a distance of less

than El away from Q

4.* (x: I x - 31 - 91 - (:- Q 0

5. (x: Ix - 51 _ 21 is the lin: segment whose

endpoints are El and 0-

6. Consider a set of points. 5 is less than a

distance or 3 away from each point in the

set. The set is (x: Ix - l1 I 0 .

x. (: Ix- l < - - :-l<_x<_31.
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8. The line segment whose endpoints are 4 and 10

Is (x: < n 7 < E ]

9. {x: -2 < x - 3 S 2) is the line segment

whose endpoints are Eland0

-J "10. The line segment whose endpoints are 5 and 9

is the set of all points which are a distance

of less than or equal to El away from0 .

11. {x: -6 < x - < < 61 * {x: Ix - E t }.

12. The set of all points which are a distance

of less than 3 away from 4 is

- ' - x Ell.

13. The line segment whose endpoints are 2 and 4
is {x: i - 31 < .

14. (x: -3 < 5 -x < 31 is the set of all points

which are a distance of less than

away from

Pr

4b ..-. .......... . ..-- ,.,...... .... .......... . . ." ~~~~~~~~~~~~~. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . ..",-, .- *7 ', ; ""'''.... ,'" " " ]" " . . ..- .",'' ".'.- -. ." _ " - " -",' -" . " , _ . ." ' -". ' . - ..



Complete each of the exercises below.

1. For each natural number n, f(n) (n -9) 2 .

a) f(10) - ?

b) Circle all correct choices at the right:

f(?) - 25 2 4 8 14

c) The 1st 3 terms of
the sequence f are: __

d) The 89th term of the sequence f is

2. For each natural number k, h(k) - 7 - 3k. %

a) h(lO) a ?

b) Circle all correct choices at the right:

h(?) a -35 3 7 14 35

c) The 1st 3 termas of
the sequence h are: __-

d) The 32nd term of the sequence h is

7--

•S.

t "A
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34.9

3. For each natural number n, g(n) *(-1)n~.

a) g(10) a ?

b) Circle all correct choices at the right:

g(?) - l3 9 12 21

c) The 1st 3 terms of
the sequence g are:

d) The 98th term of the sequence g is

~4. For each natural number J, f(j) - 1946.

a) f(10) a ?

b) Circle all correct choices at the right:

f(?) - 1946 6 13 18 22

c) The 1st 3 terms or
the sequence frare:-

d) The 36th term of the sequence f is

I N.K: 
-
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Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE.

1. a) For each real number x, there exists some
real number y such that x + y a x. T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that x +y x. T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, x + y a x. T F

d) There exists some real number y such that
for each real number x, x + y a x. T F

2. a) For each real number x, there exists some
real number y such that x a y. T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that x a y. T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, x a y. T F

d) There exists some real number y such that
for each real number x, x * y. T F

3. a) For each real number x, there exists some
real number y such that y - x a y. T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that y - x a y. T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, y - x a y. T F

d) There exists some real number y such that
for each real number x, y - x a y. T F

4. a) For each real number x, there exists some
real number y such that 0 - x + y. T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that 0 a x + y. T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, 0 a x + y. T F

d) There exists some real number y such that
for each real number x, 0 -x + y. T F

: :". .. . .. . . ..- . . .

*6 *i
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5.a) For each real number x, there exists some
real number y such that y a -x. T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that y = -x. T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, y = -x. T F

d) There exists some real number y such that
for each real number x, y a -x. T F

6. a) For each real number x, there exists some

real number y such that Ix - 51 c y. T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that Ix - 51 ' y. T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, Ix - 51 - Y. T F

d) There exists some real number y such that
* 4%for each real number x, Ix - 5I < Y. T F

7. a) For each real number x, there exists some
real number y such that Ix - 51 , Y. T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that Ix - 51 • T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, Ix - 51 , y. T F

d) There exists some real number y such that
for each real number x, Ix.- 51 > y. T F

8. a) For each real number x, there exists some
real number y such that Ix - yj t 2 T F

b) For each real number y, there exists some
real number x such that Ix - Y < 2 T F

c) There exists some real number x such that
for each real number y, Ix - yI 4 2. T P

d) There exists some real number y such that
for each real number x, Ix.- yI '2. T P

loll.

I.' " " 2 "  - .,• - .

'x " : "" "; " " " " "' " " ,' ' ' - - -7 " " " "." •,- ." .- " , " - . - . - . .
"p ' , i ' " ': " , , L ,- ] -

•
, .- % ' . , , . " " , ' . * '
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Here are some true/faise items concerning real numbers-
Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE.

1. a) Vx2 2>0. T F b) V -x -r 0. T P

c) 'YIxl >o. T F d) V I-x-x. T F

T Fe) X . T F f) V x + 2 > x. T F

g) V ~x/2 <x. T F h) V z -2 <x. T F

x 1) x _x
I) V 5z > 3 x. T F V1 'X2 >x. T F

k) V 2- 0. T F 1) V x >-X. T F

m) X > x 2.  T F n) V xl-x4 x4 T F

2. a) " " -(x - y) - y - x. T P

.... T F ' '
b) '0 x " *xy

Vd) " if x is a positive number then x > 0. T F
..

e) V (x: x is a natural number) ( (1, 2, 3,... T F

f) 0 is a natural number. T F

g) 3/4 is a natural number. T F

h) V~ ' x - yl xj - lyl. T F

) ' (x - Y)2 (y x) 2 . T FT 7

) i if'x is a natural number then (- 1 )x 1. T F

k) V if x is not positive then x is negative. T F

1) Vx if x is positive then x is not negative. T F
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For the following exercises you are to decide which,
if any, of the numbers listed as choices makes the
statement false. Such numbers are counterexamples.

Circle each numeral which names a counterexample
-.- of the statement. It is possible that all choices,

no choices, or Just some of the choices are
counterexamples.

Here is a sample item:

For each real number x

x2  9.
'-.

°

-Notice that 4 is a counterexample because
the statement:

42 *9

is false.

-.5.

S*

,.,.-

-' ' .. 2 ''' ... e % ; .' , , . . -. . ' -. . - -. .
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1. For each real number x 2. For each real number w

-11 1 9 83 -6 ' T 8

3. For each real number y 4. For each real number z

y + (+6) y. z + (+6) a +6.

-4 1 5 12 -14 -7 -4 32

5. For each real number x 6. For each real number w

M . 4 + x. w = 6 and w a 7.

1 1

-5 11 -1 6 7 13

7. For each real number y 8. For each real number z

+3 - jyj. if z t 6 hen z < 6.

-3 2 3 72 -86 4 6 9

P . . . ..,
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9. For each real number x 10. For each real number w

i 0 +4. w Iw.

-17 1 4 9 -2 6 7 19

11. For each real number y 12. For each real number z

ya+3 or y -3. (z + 5)2 +5

+(1)
-3 0 +3 -5 0 +5

V4.

13. For each real number x 14. For each real number w

-C,. 1~~iX
2 1 a x 2 . !-.*~+~

-21 1 2 3 -! 0 3

15. For each real number y 16. For each real number z

if y * 5 then 3Y - 6. if z 4 9 then z > 7.

-M 2 5 9 4 6 8 10

"S
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Directions: This is a closed book test. No calculators may
be used either.

The phrase "limit of a sequence" (used extensive-
ly throughout this test) has the same meaning as
"limit of a sequence as n increases without
bound" and "limit of a sequence s n approaches

'. •. .'

(tends to) infinity."0

This test is not necessarily arranged In terms
of order of difficulty, so do not spend a large
amount of time on any one problem. You have
one class period to complete the test.

N,

-.4..
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1. Zn the blank provided, write the limit of each sequence
that appears below. If the particular sequence does not
have & finite limit, writ "NO I".

For each natural number n, each term of the sequence is:

A)98.i + ___ B) 9~ -___n
n2n

C) (-l)n D) (0.7739)n

E) 2 + (-l)n F) 7n9 -12n 8  1n I

n __ _ _10 _ _
" ' ''" n2n

0 + n3 + 2

G) 3n .)

4n - 7

I) / _n-1J) 19

2. Write the limit of each sequence described below. If the
seQuence has no finite limit, write "NONE".

A) -14, -lx, -14. . . . in which each term of the
sequence is-1 .

Ana.______

B) 1.9997, 1.9998, 1.9999, 2.0000, 2.0001, 2.0002,
2.0003, . . . 9 [1.9997 + (n/l0000)],
for each natural number n.

*'1
-% -. ~Ana._____

C) ' * 99 9 9 9". 9
10 100 1000 L-19 100 100 .. 1
for each natural number n.

Ana.

S?

i. ,
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-S. D.

I a 4 - - - - - -

0
a 2 -I- - ~ -

1 2 34 5 . . (2n-1) (n)
Number of the term of the sequence

For each natural number n each term of the sequence
appears on the graph above.

Aa._
exponent

E. 1, 3, 1. 51 7,
2. 4.. ...

for each natural number n.

Ana.

3. Circle the one correct answer for each of the following items:

A. A sequence of triangles is oonstzucted. 1 5t triangle
The aides of each new triangle contain
the vertices of the preceding triangle.
The first three triangles in this
sequence are pictured at the right.
Which of the following statements about nd
this sequence is true?

3 rd triangle

a) The perimeter of the fifth
triangle is the average of the perimeters
of the fourth and sixth triangles.

b) The process suggested could produce a triangle
which has an area greater than that of a circle
with a radius of 1,000,000 mile .

c) The process suggested cannot produce a triangle
which has a side longer than 1,000,000 miles.

."

. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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A process of circumscribing regular polygons about a circle
is shown in an attempt to approximate the area of that
circle. The number of sides for each successive polygon
increases by one. Which of the statements below is correct?

a) Averaging the areas of the polygons will provide
the best approximation.

b) At some finite stage in the process, the area of
the polygon will equal the area of the circle.

c) The greater the number of sides of the polygon,
the better the approximation will be.

C. Consider each sequence whose limit is 8. Suppose every term
after the 67th lies within X of 8. How many terms of each
such sequence are required before each term is within
1/100 of 8?

a) Greater than or equal to 67 terms.

b) Less than 67 terms.

c) Cannot be determined without more information.

D. The sequence whose odd-numbered terms have the value 2.9999
and whose even-numbered terms have the value 3.0001

a) has limit 3.

b) has both limits 2.9999 and 3.0001.

c) has no limit because there are infinitely many
terms in the sequence.

d) has no limit because infinitely many terms of the
sequence have the value 2.9999 and infinitely many
term of the sequence have the value 3.0001.
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E. For all real numbers p and q,
If p >q q1
then -<.., .. ri - 5 ~p-3 _

,...-" .4 q  n q -1
L4n +9n 1 +

a) is 3/4.

b) is O.

c) is not a real number because the values
of the sequence are not bounded.

F. For each real number r that is between 0 and 2,
Sn

a) is .

b) is O.

c) is not a real number because the values
of the sequence are not bounded.

d) may or may not be a real number, but
more information is required for this to
be determined.

G. For each sequence f, for each sequence S, and for each
natural number n, f(n) and g(n) are corresonding I
of f and S. For example, I and 5, 2 and 10, 3 and 15,

are the corresponding terms of f - ((1,1), (2,2), (3,3)....
"ad - ((1,5), (2,10). (3,15),.. }

For each sequence f, for each sequence S, and for each
sequence h,

if each term of h is between the corresponding terms
of f and of S, and the limits of f and gare both w,
then the limit of h

a) is,.

b) Is not a finite number.

c) may or may not be a finite number, but
more information is required for this
to be determined.

O,

---------------------------------.--- ,.-.-- - '---....
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H.

00
Cz 1 •

.23456 S...n,,,
-.. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . n . . .

Number of the term of the sequence

The sequence whose graph is pictured above

a) has limit 1.

b) has limit I +-1

,) has no finite limit because there are infinitely
many positive terms and infinitely many negative
terms.

d) has no finite limit because the values of the
sequence are not bounded.

I. Suppose that we have a sequence { an ) such that for each

natural number n
nlr for n _ :l,OO0,O00,OOOO00

n for n 1,000,000,000.000•

ta

a) In 1,000,000.000,0004.

b) is O.

c) is not a real number because the terms of
the sequence are not bounded.

J. For each sequence formed by choosing every fifth term of
some sequence whose limit is /2 , the limit of the newly
formed sequence

a) is

b) is not a finite number.

c) may or may not be a finite number, but more
information is required for this to be
determined.

- - - -

p , . . . . . . .%
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4. Answer each "true/false" item that appears in A, B, and C below.

A. M. 1 + (-I) 4 I + (1 + (-1) + +...

.,i . N. 1 + (-1) ..1 + (-1) + I + (-l) +...

Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for each statement

concerning the two expressions above.

T F a) The expression in K has the value 1.

T F b) The expression in N has the value 0.

T F c) The expression in N has no real value.

T F d) The expression in N and N each have the
values 0 and 1.

. X 3 N 2  1o

Point M1 is the midpoint of the line segment with endpoints

X and Mo . Shown above are the first three midpoints 1l, !"2 ,
and N3 of a sequence of midpoints which are obtained by the

following continuing process:

For each natural number n, Point Mn is the midpoint

of the segment with endpoints X and M n-l.

Are the following statements, concerning this process, true
or false? (Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for each
statement.)

T F a) For some natural number n, Point M and Point X
are the same.

T F b) For each successive natural number n, the distance
between Point Un and Point X is decreasing.

T F c) For each successive natural number n, the distance
between Point M and Point Y is decreasing.n

T F d) Regardless of how small a circle is placed around
Point X, after a certain midpoint in the sequence
is reached, all of the following midpoints in the
sequence will be inside of that circle.

T F e) Regardless of how small a circle is placed around
Point Y, there will be some midpoint in the
sequence which will be inside of that circle.

*1:i!

- , . , ., ,. . ., .. , .. - . ., • . , . . . . . , .. .. * . . . . . , . . , ,, . -, . . ..
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C. Circle "T'" for true or "F" for false for each of the

statements below.

T F 1) 0.999... - 0.9 * 0.09 0.009 0 0.0009 .

T F 2) 0.999... .1

T F 3) 0.999... 1 1

T F 4) 0.999... 1

T F 5) 0.999 a 1

T F 6) 0.999 - 1.000

T F 7) 1/3 a 0.333...

T F 8) 2/3 a 0.666...

T F 9) 3/3 a 0.999...

T F 10) 2(1/3) - 2(0.333...)

T F 11) 2(0.333...) * 0.666...

T F 12) 2(1/3) w 0.666...

T F 13) 3(0.333...) - 0.999...

TP F 14) 3(1/3) w 0.999...

T F 15) 3/3 =
"Ji T F 16) 1 + 9 a0.111 ...

T F 17) 4 # 9 0.444...

T F 18) 7 + 9 0.777...

T F 19) 2 + 9 0.222...

T F 20) 5 + 9 0.555...

T F 21) 8 + 9 0.888...

T F 22) 9 + 9 0.999...

T F 23) 6 + 9 0.666...

T F 24) 9 + 9 1

@1t

* ,*. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..:
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T F 25) 2/3 a 0.666

T F 26) 2/3 - 0.666...

T F 27) 2/3- 0.667

T F 28) 0.666... - 0.667

T F 29) 0.666 ... = 0.6666 ...

5. Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for each of the following
items.

T F A. For each sequence S,
if the limit of S is 17 and we alter S only by
subtracting S from each of its first 1000 terms,
then the limit of the newly formed sequence is 12.

T F B. Consider every sequence whose limit is 4. At least
one term in each of these sequences Is 4.

T F C. For each sequence S,
if the limit of S is 22.7,
then the 875th term is closer to 22.7 than the
874th term is.

T F D. A sequence can have more than one finite limit.

T F E. For each sequence S,
if the limit of S is w,
then all but a finite number of terms lie in
the interval (v - 0.1, v + 0.1) pictured below.

w - 0.1 W w . 0.1

T F F. Suppose that two different sequences have the same
1L-4t, say 4. It must.be the case that when the
values of the first sequence all differ from 4 by
less than 0.001, then the corresponding values of
the second sequence also differ from 4 by less than
(Recall that for each sequence f, for each sequence S,

and for each natural number n, f(n) and g(n) are the
corresponding values of f and ,.)
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T F G. The following are equivalent statements:

a) For each sequence S, the limit of 5 is 9.3.

b) For each sequence S and for each natural
number n.

IS(n) - 9.31 t IS(n+l) - 9.31

T F H. For each sequence f, for each real number L, and
for each natural number n,

the limit of f Is L

if and only if

roi each positive real number s, no matter how small 3
might be, there exists a natural number m such that

whenever n , m, It - f(n)j < a.

1. Circle 'O" or "F" for each Item below.

1. The limit of a sequence is 6.

True or False:
For each natural number n, there is a
natural number m such that

if n . m then IS(n) - 61 - /-2.

(Circle here.) T F

2. Now consider a sequence T
'uch. that T has a limit and

",'4.for each natural number n, there exists

a natural number m such that
JT(n) - 37) < 0.001, whenever n 3 m.

True or False:

m ,T(n) , 37.

.h )

* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-

* .E.. ..
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~J. Consider the function f such that for each

natural number n. f(n) -n.

j It Is the case that

True or False:

f does have a limit.

(Circle here.) T F

6. For Items A through C, you are to produce an example of a
sequence which meets certain prescribed specifications.

Write the general expression for the nth term for some sequence:

A. Which does not have a finite limit because
the terms of the sequence are not bounded.

B. Which does not have a limit because there
are two values taken on by infinitely many
terms of the sequence.

C. For which the first five terms are negative,
but the limit of that sequence is 7.

For items D through G, you are to state whether or not there
exists a sequence which meets certain prescribed specifications.
(Circle "yes" or "no" at the right of each item.)

D. Is there any sequence whose limit is -3 and
which has infinitely many positive terms? yes no

E. Is there any sequence for which each suc-
eesive term is closer to 2, but the limit

of this sequence Is n 2? yes no

F. Is there any sequence for which infinitely
many terma are 7, but the limit of that
sequence Is no 7? yes no

"- *G. Is there any sequence whose limit is one but
. no term of the sequence is 1? yes no

op.

-L :
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Directions: This is a closed book test. No calculators may
be used either.

The phrase "limit of a sequence" (used extensive-
_ "-ly throughout this test) has the same meaning as

* -'" "limit of a sequence as n Increases without
bound" and "limit of a sequence as n approaches
(tends to) Infinity.".

This test is not necessarily arranged in terms
of order of difficulty, so do not spend a large
amount of time on any one problem. You have
one class period to complete the test.

-7

- .-.-'.& 4- -

. . ?
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1. In the blank provided, write the limit of each sequence
that appears below. If the particular sequence does not
have a Lfinie limit, write "NONE".

For each natural number n, each term of the sequence is:

3
A) 98 i + B) 9- n

n

C) (_ 1 )fl ____ D) (0.7739) ______

E) 2 +( 1 )n F) 7n9 -12n 8.+.15n-1
n 10 3

G) 3n ) 7 0
4n-7

2. Write the limit of each sequence described below. If the
sequence has no finite limit, write "NONE".

A) -IX, -1%, -1%. . . . in which each term of the

sequence Is -1..

Ana. _____

B) 1.9997, 1.9998, 1.9999, 2.0000, 2.0001, 2.0002,
2.0003, . . . C 1.9997 + (n/10000)],
for each natural number n.

Ann.D)___._______

@1

7n . 2n
8
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..- .. ,Number of the term of the sequence

m For each natural number n each term oe" the sequence
- - appears on the graph above.

Ans

.w: ,. l, , s, ,5, , , . . ,. .

±. 29 3. 4 6 as (ni)(n

for each natural number ne

Ans.

3. Circle the one correct answer for each of the following items:

A. A sequence of triangles is constructed. 1st triangle
T'e sides of each new triangle contain
.., vertices of the preceding triangle.
..;i first three triangles in this
sequence are pictured at the right.

'hich of the following statements about
this sequence is true? 3 rd triangle

[.:[.3 triangle

a) The perimeter of the fifth
triangle is the average of the perimeters
of the fourth and sixth triangles.

b) The process suggested could produce a triangle
which has an area greater than that of a circle
with a radius of 1,000,000 miles.

c) The process suggested cannot produce a triangle
which has a side longer than 1,000,000 miles.

.p'
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B.

A process of circumscribing regular polygons about a circle
is shown in an attempt to approximate the area of that
circle. The number of sides for each successive polygorn
increases by one. Which of the statements below is correct?

a) Averaging the areas of the polygons will provide
the best approximation.

b) At some finite stage in the process, the area of
the polygon will equal the area of the circle.

c) The greater the number of sides of the polygon,
the better the approximation will be.

C. Co:jsider each sequence whose limit is 8. It is not until
the 67th term of each of these sequences that every term lies
within 1/4 of 8. How many terms of each such sequence are
required before each term is within 1/100 of 8?

a) Greater than or equal to 67 terms.

b) Less than 67 terms.

c) Cannot be determined without more information.

D. The sequence whose odd-numbered terms have the value 2.9999

and whc.e even-numbered terms have the value 3.0001

a) has limit 3.

b) has both limits 2.9999 and 3.0001,

c) has no limit because there are infinitely many
terms in the sequence.

d) has no limit because infinitely many terms of the
sequence have the value 2.9999 and infinitely many
terms of the sequence have the value 3.0001.
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-. For all real numbers p and q,
if p 3,q 3. 1
th e tie - -5rP 3  - 77

& .L4nq + 9nq- 1

a) is 3/4.

b) is O.

0) is not a real number because the values
of the sequence axe not bounded.

F. For each real number r that Is between 0 and 2,

AVt rn

a) is 1.

b) Is O.

a c) is not a real number because the values
of the sequence are not bounded.

d) may or may not be a real number, but
more information is required for this to

. be determined.

G. For each sequence f, for each sequence S, and for each
natural number n, f(n) and g(n) are correspondinter
of f and S. For example, 1 and 5, 2 and 10, 3 and 15,

are the corresponding terms of f = ((1.1), (2,2), (3,3),...)
and 2 - ((1,5), (2,1o), (3,15),... .

For each sequence f, for each sequence S, and for each
sequence h,

if each term of h Is between the corresponding terms
of f and of S, and the limits of f and g are both w,
then the limit of h
a) is ,.

b) is not a finite number.

c) may or may not be a finite number, but
more Information is required for this

.- to be determined.

I .. J.

..%

-'I
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H. + 
.n.0 310

0 0r

I.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8. .n
Number of the term of the sequence

The sequence whose graph Is pictured above

,a ) ha limit 1.

b) has limit 1 + "10

c) has no finite limit because there are infinitely
many positive terms and Infinitely many'negative

* terms.

d) has no finite limit because the values of the
sequence are not bounded.

I. Suppose that we have a sequence (a. such that for each

natural number n <0

n for n 1,000,000,000,000
an " •1 for n •1,000,000,000,000

an 4

44

f) In 1,000,000,000,0004.

b) is O.

c) is not a real number because the terms of
the sequence are not bounded.

5,.'

* .V%.. ,,'*."' %,.:. .?, .,'......'.,..,..........
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,.0

J. For each sequence formed by ch2singl every fifth term of
some sequence whose limit is 2, the limit of the newly
formed sequence

a,) iS f-.

b) is not a finite number.

c) may or may not be a finite number, but more
information is required for this to be
determined.

4. Answer each "true/false; item that appears in A, B, and C below.

A. N. 1 + (-1) + 1 + (-1) + I + (-I) 1
N. I + (-I) + I + (-I) + I + (-I) + . .

Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for each statement

concerning the two expressions above.

T T a) The expression in N has the value 1.

T F b) The expression in N has the value 0.

T F c) The expression in N has no real value.

T F d) The expression in R and N each have thevalues 0 and 1.

i;

S .0

m*°
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T z 3 N2  No

Point N. is the midpoint of the line segment with endpoints

X and No. Shown above are the first three midpoints H1,* U21
" and K3 of a sequence of midpoints which are obtained by the

following continuing processt

For each natural number n, Point Nn Is the midpoint

of the segment with endpoints X and Mn-l.

Are the following statements, concerning this process, true
or false? (Circle "1" for true or "F" for false for each
statement.)

T F a) For some natural number n, Point Hn and Point X
are the same.

T F b) For each successive natural. number n, the distance
between Point Un and Point X Is decreasing.

T F c) For each successive natural number n, the distance
between Point Nn and Point Y is decreasing.

T F d) Regardless of how small a circle is placed around
Point X, after a certain midpoint in the sequence
is reached, all of the following midpoints in the
sequence will be inside of that circle.

T F e) Regardless of how small a circle is placed around
Point Y, there will be some midpoint in the
sequence which will be inside of that circle.

C. Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for each of the
statements below.

T F 1) 0.999... - 0.9 * 0.09 . 0.009 + 0.0009 .

T F 2) 0.999... a 1

T F 3) 0.999... > 1

%
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5. Circle "T" for true or "F" for false for each of the following
Items.

T F A. For each sequence S,
if the limit of S is 17 and we alter S only by
subtracting 5 from each of its first 1000 terms,
then the limit of the nevly formed sequence is 12.

T F B. Consider every sequence whose. limit is 4. At least
one term In each of these sequences is 4.

T F C. For each sequence S,
If the limit of S is 22.7,
then the 875th term is closer to 22.7 than the
874th term is.

T F D. A sequence can have more than one finite limit.

T F E. For each sequence So
If the limit of S is v,
then all but a finite number of terms lie in

the interval (w - 0.1, w + 0.1) pictured below.

-0.1 W T + 0.1

T F F. Suppose that two different sequences have the same
l1m1t, saY 4. It must be the CALe that when the
values of the first sequence all differ from 4 by
loss than 0.001, then the corresponding values of
the second sequence also differ from 4 by less than
0.001.
(Recall that for each sequence f, for each sequence g,
and for each natural number n, f(n) and g(n) are the
corresponding values of f and 2.)
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T F G. The following are equivalent statements:

a) For each sequence S, the limit of S is 9.3.
,%b) For each sequence S and for each natural
i": number n,

Is(n) - 9.31 ,_Is(n - 9.31

T F H. For each sequence f and for each real number t,

Nthe limit of f is I

if and only if

for each positive number a, no matter how small s might
be, there exists a natural number m such that for each
natural number n

whenever n b m, It- f(n)I < a.

1. Circle "T" or "F" for each item below.

1. The limit of a sequence S is 6.

True or False:
For each natural number n, there is a
natural number m such that

If n 3 m then 15(n) - 61 /2'-.

L (Circle here.) T F

2. Now consi.r a sequence T
such. that T hax a limit and
for each natural number n, there exists
a natural number m such that

iT(n) - 371 0.001, whenever n D m.

True or False:

Ai T(n) -37.

(Circle here.) T F

+S .3 . ' . .. , . *..* . ,.3 % " " ' " " ",r " -" '
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6. For items A through D, you are to produce an example of a

sequence which meets certain prescribed Specifications.

Write the general expression for the nth term for some sequences

A. Which does not have a finite limit because
the terms of the sequence are not bounded.

B. Which does not have a limit because there
are two values taken on by infinitely many
terms of the sequence.

C. For which the first five terms are negative.
but the limit of that sequence is 7.

D. For which each successive term is closer to
2, but the limit of this sequence is not 2.

For items E through Go you are to state whether or not there
exists a sequence which meets certain prescribed specifications.
(Circle "yes" or "no" at the right of each item.)

E. Is there any sequence whose limit is -3 and
which has Infinitely many positive terms? yes no

F. Is there any sequence for which infinitely
many terms are 7, but the limit of that

G. sequence is not 7? yes no

0 . Is there any sequence whose limit is one but
no term of the sequence Is 1? yes no

.

9.

.5.
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